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A N BCONOMIC/TSCIIITICAL STUDY OP TEE -U*K* PAINT INDUSTRY,
Aim of the Thesis*
Many criticisms have been made on the usefulness, 
of input-output analysis and the whole possibility of 
representing an economy by simple motionless coefficients 
in a single inter-industry table* The assumption of 
constant coefficients can only be a first approximation 
to the more complex production functions of the real 
world* Changes in product mix, input substitutions 
and technological innovations all do occur but the 
question of real importance is "Are the errors involved 
in using the simplifying assumption, satisfactorily small?" 
Tests have already been performed in the United States 
and Japan (1) (2), but not in England, as to the stability 
of coefficients and Leontief has tried to quantify changes 
which do occur over time (3). Carter (4) sums up the 
real need in input/output analysis in taking into 
account these changesi-
"As detailed planning and forecasting become 
standard practice for business and government the 
integration of ideas on new techniques, trends and 
commonsense business judgement in a consistent economic 
framework is required* Blending of these disparate 
elements is not possible in a highly aggregative system
Aim of the Thesis* (oont.)
or in terms of net factor inputs alone* Working with 
details of intermediate as well as primary input 
requirements has the advantage that it permits the 
absorption of a great deal of fragmentary information 
from extra-economic sources"•
1 have tried to disaggregate one sector in the 
input-output table by combining technical information 
on the one hand and economic analysis on the other.
The input-output coefficients have been produced by a 
systematic approach forming the framework of a timeless, 
sod^l taking into account the factors of product mix, 
input substitutions (price changes) and technological 
innovations• 2 have tried to answer the many critisisms
which have been made of the work of the pioneers of 
input-output analysis and in doing this hope that I 
have provided scope for further studies of this type*
1) Inferindustry Economics, Chenery & Clarh Wiley.
I964* P* 161*
2) Applications of Input-output Analysis,
Ed* Carter & Brody, Vol 2~, ch* 10,11,12.
3) Studies in the Structure of the American Economy, 
leontief and others, Oxford University Press, 1933* 
Ch*2| P.17•
4) Structural Change in the American Economy,
Carter, Harvard University Press, 1970. P.4*
AH SCOHOKIC/TECEHICAL STUDY
OP THE U.K. PAINT INDUSTRY.
MR. P.M. FIRTH.
PART I.
Int r o duo't i o n*
Paint can be described as any fluid material that
V
will spread over a whole solid surface and dry or harden 
to an adherent, coherent coloured obscuring shin or film*
It consists of a powdered solid (the pigment) in suspension
* »
in a liquid (the vehicle medium or binder)* The pigment 
provides the colouring, and obscuring properties whereas 
the liquid yields a skin or film which binds the grains 
of pigment to one another and holds them firmly to the 
surfaces over which they are spread*
The paint system is usually one in Y/liich a first 
coat or primer is applied, ensuring lasting adhesion to 
the object being coated and to the subsequent coats* The 
next coat is known as the undercoat which helps to give 
a better hiding power and serves as a base for the 
reception of the top coat or gloss* The top coat gives, 
the finish and muat be designed for its particular 
purpose in both gloss and colour* The gloss of a paint 
is determined by the degree to which the surface reflects 
light and is influenced to a large extent by the physical 
and chemical properties of the paint and the nature of 
the finish, being in the form of gloss, eggshell or flat 
in order of reflective power high, medium and low 
respectively*
IntrocUictlon (cont) .
The traditional oil paint consists of raw linseed 
oil, pigment, thinning solvent and driers. The gloss, 
was improved by refining the oil and this became the base 
for todays oil gloss paint. By the addition of natural 
resin to the treated linseed oil an improved paint was. 
found with better spreading properties, faster drying 
rate and a higher degree of gloss* The blending of resin
with oil and heat treatment became known as varnish* The
varnish was improved upon by formulating properties 
and improved products resulted many of which are known 
today under names such as synthetic, ’enamel orr synthetic 
gloss.
Emulsion Paint. (for a more descriptive definition )
\b qq Chapter 4* 5
This is a paint in which the vehicle is made up 
from one liquid dispersed in another such as. water. ,
The emulsion may be of the air drying type, in which oil 
is the main constituent or a polymer type which sets, hard 
by chemical action*
Specific Definitions as Applied to Government Statistics. (5)» 
Ma.jor Markets.
a) Decorative Paint.
Decorative paint is used in new buildings, maintainance 
of buildings and the construction industry.
Part 1 (oont«,)<
Specific Definitions as.. Applied to Government Statistics (5) 
Ma ,ior Karket s (c out.).
b) Industrial Paint*
Industrial paint is sold by the paint industry to 
any other industry and* is applied to objects, which 
are subsequently moved or sold*
c) Marine Paints*
Marine paints are manufactured for both interior 
and exterior application in ships*
Paint Types.
3*) Oil, and/or,, synthetic based non aqueous*
These are the main bulk of decorative and 
industrial paints which are solvent based e.g. 
undei&o'at, primer, gloss, etc*
2) Oil and/or synthetic based (agueoua •)••*
A small section of specialised paints which are 
based on water.
3) Emulsion.
These are decorative paints based on the suspension, 
of minute particles; this is usually a synthetic 
substance in water* These paints are known as. latex 
paints in. the United States*
4) Water Paint*
These are the traditional distempers.
PaInt Types (cont*)   km *i t■**» i.m .i . ■MHW.Wimitmi— ■ m
5) Cellulose Based.
These are varnishes and paints “based on 
nitrocellulose. They are quick drying, hard and 
are used in industry where a stoving process for 
drying is impractical*
6) Spirit Based*
These are varnishes, lacquers and stains, based 
on industrial alcohol*
7) Marine Paint*
Antifbaling and anticorrosive paints and 
compositions (for use below water line only)*
8) Other Paintn. Yarnishes etc.
These include lacquers, driers, paint removers and 
strippers, stains in dry liquid and paste forms and 
other paint and varnish not elsewhere specified*
9) Thinners.
Any volatile, 2ion aqueous, liquid used for reducing 
the viscosity of the liquid surface coating.
Part I (cont.)«
Raw Materials.
The majority-of raw materials used by the 
industry are shown in table 1*
TABLE 1.
Use of Raw Materials in Paint Manufacture (1968).
(Sources A Profile of the U.K. Paint Industry
Information Research Ltd#, Vol.II#P#27)
Raw Materials# Quantity. 
(th#tons)
Value.
£1.1#
Vehicle resins. 118 28
Pigments 107 20
Organic solvents 2$0 13
Extenders 90 2
Water .35 ZZZL
580 63
a) Vegetable Oils#
Although technological change has led to advances 
in synthetics the paint manufacturer still uses naturally 
occuring oils. The most widely used oils are processed 
vegetable oils such as linseed, soya bean, castor, 
cotton seed, coconut, sunflower and tung* The oils 
are mixtures of triglycerides of fatty acids such as:-
PARS I (cont*) •
Haw Materials (cont«)»
Linolenic acids
GEjCHgGH 8 CE CH2CE - GE CE2 = CE(CE2)7 OOOE 
LinoXeic acid: C H ^ C H ^ C H  a CE C K ^ H  = CE(CE2)7 COOH
OXeic acid: CHjCCEgJ^CE = CE (CHl COOH
Eleostes,ric Acids
CHj (CE2)j CE - CE - CE - CE - CE s CE - (CH2)7 COOE 
Stearic acid: CH (CE2)]_g COOH
Eicinoleic acid: CHj (CH2)5 CHfOHjCHgCH, = CH(CHg)7 COOH
She degree of unsaturation of the fatty acid 
component and the position of the double bond determines, 
the rate of drying of the oil* She higher the degree 
of unsaturation the faster the drying time* She drying 
process, is one of addition polymerisation of the oil 
initiated- by reation with the oxygen of the air* Sung 
oil containing oleostearic acid is fast drying owing to 
the high degree of unsaturation and the conjunction of 
the double bonds* Similarly linseed oil is a drying 
oil but as the double bonds are not conjugated in its. 
constituent linolenic acid the rate of drying is less*
Soya bean oil has even a lower rate of drying because its 
principle fatty acid component pposesa.es only two double 
bonds•
Raw Hat erials (c ont *).
She paint manufacturer must take into account 
the cost of the oil to be used as its price fluctuates 
according to the oil market conditions. She oils are 
imported to the U.K. after extraction from seeds and 
fruits of plants by crushing and pressing.
Varnish and Natural Resins._
The addition of natural resin, extracted from 
trees, to the refined and treated linseed oil is known 
as varnish* Oleoresinous paint, incorporating varnish as 
the medium has such properties as improved hardness, 
gloss and rate of drying. The natural resins have now 
,been replaced by synthetic resins. Among those which 
are still vised to a minor extent are shellac,congo copal 
and rosin. Shellac is excreted by the larvae of the lac 
insect which feeds on the sap of certain .trees in India.
The resin is soluble in alcohol and is used in French 
polish. Congo copal is a fossil resin found on sthe ground 
years after being exuded from the trunks of trees in 
Africa, when heated it loses about 25;$ of its weight by 
decomposition and becomes oil soluble. Rosin, an exudation 
of the pine tree is today the most important natural 
resin. It is obtained by tapping the trunk or solvent 
extraction of shredded pine tree stumps. It forms an 
addition product with maleic anhydride which is vised to 
harden other resinous compositions.
PART I fcont,).
Raw Katerials (cont*),
Synthetic Resins*
Synthetic resins are synthetic polymers produced 
as. a. product of the chemical industry and are used as 
plastics in other physical forms* Phose most used in 
paint manufacture are alkyds, urea-formaldehyde, epoxy 
polyurethane, phenol-formaldehyde, acrylic, vinyl and 
polyester resins* In addition, nitrocellulose which 
came into use about 1915 Is & modification of a 
natural product vcotion* Consumption by the industry 
is shown in table 2*
PART I (c ont»).
Bare Mat er ials (c ont♦)*
TABLE 2*
Consumption of Resins by the Paint.Industry 196S,
(Source? Chemical Industries Handbook, Stirling,) 
Gadsby & Chown, 1969, Page $7 )
Synthetic resins. Consumption,
(tons)
Alkyd ’ 47>000
Polyvinylacetate 21,000
Phenolic " 11,000
Acrylic 10,000
Alkyd marine 10,000
Urea 2,000
II el amine 2,000
Epoxy 2,000
Polyester 2,000
Styrene 1,500
Butyraldehyde 1,500
Polyurethane 1,000
others __2*500
TOTAL SYNTHETICS 114,000
NATURAL RESINS________________4,000
TOTAL. 118,000
n
PART X (cont* ) .
Haw Materials (cont.),
b) Solvents*
An oleoresinous vehicle used in paint, is of such 
coiisistency as to make it difficult to apply* To 
overcome this difficulty a solvent or thinner is; added 
which after mixing makes spreading much easier* The 
solvent must be volatile so that it evaporates rapidly 
leaving a slow moving adherent film on the surfaoe*
The earliest solvent employed was turpentine, obtained 
by distillation of liquor extracted from pine trees*
Other solvents came into use firstly from fermentation
then as bi-products of the coal industry and now
many are obtained from petroleum cracking or distillation*
Typical solvents used by the industry are white spirit,
toluene (toluol), xylols, naphthas, alcohols esters
and ketones* Consumption by the' industry is shown in
table 5*
.PARS? I (cont. ) ♦
Raw Hat erials ( cont. ),
TABLE 3»
Consumption of Solvents by the Paint Industry*
(Source: Chemic&1 industries Handbook, Stirling, )
Gadsby a Gho'm, 1$6$» Page 58. )
Solvents. Consumption.
(tons)
Hydrocarbon solvents.
Aliphatic 100,000
Aromatic 65.000
Oxygenated solvents. 
Glycol ethers
Secondary and Tertiary
Esters
Ketones
Others
TOTAL.
000
25,000
14,000
15,000
7 *000
57t000
10,000
250,000
Raw Materials (cont*).
c) Pigments.
These are solid substances in powder Porn derived 
either Prom natural products o£ mineral vegetable and 
animal origin or Prom products of chemical reactions*
The pigments must be processed for paint use* This 
may be done by grinding and sifting, from calcination 
of precipitates formed by chemical reactions, or by 
heating natural ores under different conditions* The 
pigments may be organic, or inorganic* Inorganic 
pigments include titanium dioxide, cadmium oxide, sine 
oxide, iron oxide and lead oxide*
Organic pigments includes
a) pigmentary dyestuffs,
These are dyestuffs which can be xised as pigments 
without further treatment, e.g* toluidine red, 
indanthrone blue and aniline black*
b) tones*
These have good staining power and are aso dyestuffs 
which form calcium, barium, and manganese salts*
c) lakes.
These are metal salts of certain dyestuffs which are 
Txrecipitated on an inorganic base e*g* Alisarin blue.
d) Organometallic pigments are becoming increasingly 
important. These are organic pigments which contain a 
metal atom in. a complete chemical structvire e.g* copper 
phthalocyanine (blue)*
2.0
PART I (coat>),
Rare I.-aterials {c ont.) «
Consumption of £)igments. by the paint industry 
is shown >in Table 4*
TABLE 4* *
Consumption of Pigments by the Paint Industry», 
(Sources Census of Production 1$6$* )
Pigments and dyestuffs. /
Pigment. Cost
Titanium dioxide 
Lithopone (lead oxide) 
Einc oxide
9,502
801
219
Synth* organic- pigments 4,255 
and dyestuffs
others 5,824
A Bote on Colour.
Huo is the property of the colour which 
differentiates it from other colours.
Value is the lightness or darkness of the colour.
Purity is the strength of the colour in relation 
to grey of the same value e.g. pure red is of greater 
purity than greyish red.
Primaries are colours, of maximum purity from which 
all other colours can be produced (for pigments the 
primaries are red blue and yellow).
Secondaries, are produced from a mixture of two 
primaries e.g. red +■ yellov/ s orange.
Harmony colours of closely related hue*
Contrast is the effect produced by colours of
opposite hue.
Colour scheme.
a) In the Home.
This depends to a large extent on the nature and 
size of the room. The colour should provide an 
accomodating atmosphere together with a favourable 
expression of architecture and room contents.. There are 
no specific rules about colour usage however in England 
people seem to be less colour conscious than in the U.S.A., 
preferring highly shaded colours such as white, light green 
etc. This trend may change in the near future through
Colour Sell erne#
a) In the Home (cont*)*
the use of such media as colour television and colour 
mixing machines capable of producing hundreds of colour 
schemes*
b) In the Factory*
Colours are usually of the type to suit the 
purpose
; 1) Colours for safety measures are usually strong
and easily visible so as to give warnings or hasards* 
These colours should not be used for purposes 
elsev/here in the factory*
2} Colours for identification*
These assist quick follow through for checking and 
maintainance and are. usually applied to joints, valves, 
unions etc*
5) Colours for machinery should provide comfortable
seeing conditions and constant surface brightness so 
as to protect critical parts of the machine*
d) Extenders*
These are powders which can be added to dilute the 
pigment but also improve brushing properties, prevent 
settlement of heavy pigment and provide coatings with 
better dyeing prot>erties for the reception of subsequent 
coatings* The most widely used are barytes, whiting 
silicon and China clay*
0 , 3
PABP I (cont.).
Colour Scheme*
c) Additives#
These are used to obtain particular qualities; 
required by the paint e#g# driers, wetting agents, 
curing agents and plasticises* Specialised additives 
are used with properties, such as antifouling, 
anticorrosive fire retardents etc#
Paint Manufacture#
A) Resin Vehicle Manufacture# (6) (7)«
This is essentially a scale up of a laboratory 
reaction experiment* A reactor is used in which reactants 
are heated agitated and cooled after the removal of 
-products (see diagram 1)* The main reactions which 
occur are the following polymerisation, isomerisation, 
dispersion of resin in oil, distillation and 
esterification# The reac&or is usually stainless steel, 
which is fitted with an agitator, manhole, sightglass, 
lines to charge, reactants^ condensers, temperature 
measuring devices, sampling device discharge line and 
source of heat*
B) Methods of Dispersion* (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)#
Two kinds of movement are required to disperse 
the pigment in the vehicle, squeezing and rubbing# In 
early days these were provided by stone mills which have
IU I U
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PART I (c ont,) .
Paint Ilahufao ture ( c o n t ♦) ^
®) Methods of Dispersion (cont«)
been superceded by roller mills, ball mills, egde runner 
mills, colloid mills and more recently by the sand grinder 
and high speed impeller mills. Considerations of type 
of paint, quality, operational cost influence the 
selection of the type of mill used. ;Por the roller 
mill a premin of pigment and vehicle is necessary whereas 
the ball mill does not suffer from this disadvantage.
A triple roll mill is shown in diagram 2# The rollers 
rotate at different speeds so producing the rubbing 
action necessary to provide an evenly spread film of 
paint. A scraper blade removes the paste from the front 
roller and via an apron or tray feeds it into the paint 
containers.
Ball Hills * (diagram p).
The ball mill is favoured because of the gloss, 
paint produced with minimum supervision. Two ma^or 
types are used those lined with either porcelain or steel 
which incorporate’porcelain or steel balls respectively. 
The steel mills are used for darker coloured paints as 
contamination can arise from the rubbing together of the 
steel balls. The ball mill consists of a rotating 
cylinder charged with steel, or porcelain balls in such 
quantity as to occupy 45:'-’ ^ ie volume of the cylinder.
■u » n  u t \  n i » *o
fl TRIPLE. RO iCL M i l l
JL
PU} )V \j£U vO {%$■cV i
.fl TY?tCtjl,_M^-mk^
PART X  (contV)
Paint Manufacture (cont»).
Ball ~Hill stc~ont ♦
The cylinder is rotated at the critical speed which 
is the speed at which the balls will be carried to the 
highest part of the drum and is given by:
The charge is usually about2Gp> by volume of the
total capacity of the cylinder and the milling is
carried out in about 16 to 20 hours.
Sand Grinder, (diagram 4) (15)*
In this type of mill the sp^ed is no longer 
* ' ■ «•
limited* It consists of a vertical cylinder containing
fine sand (20-yO mesh) which is driven at high speeds by
a multidisc impeller. A pump is used to force premixed
paste of pigment and vehicle through a non-return valve
into the milling area where the pigment is readily
dispersed by the rubbing action of the sand. The
dispersed solution is then discharged through a fine
mesh screen which retains the sand. The temperature of
grinding can be regulated by a water jacket. The mill.
can be used for both batch and continuous operation*
high Speed Hills*
In these mills the pigment and vehicle is passed
into a high speed rotor incorporating a specially designed
impeller which is so made that the pigment particles which
impinge on them at high speeds are readily dispersed*
v  « 1 0 0 where v s? critical speed, 
r * radius, of drum.
\r
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PART I (c ont♦ ) »
1i
Thinning llixcc *
The product from the roller mills must he thinned 
with solvents to "bring it to the ready to vise state, This, 
is carried out in vertical mixers incorporating an agitator 
which turns at a speed of pOO r#p*m* , approximately, The 
mill is usually similar to the high speed dispersion mills 
and these are often used to save time and labour* The 
\paint is finally strained and quality tested#
.Ncv; Developments*
Developments have been directed towards more 
efficient layouts with the use of pipe systems for the 
conveyance of raw materials to the required mixing point* 
The trend is towards larger batches (14) particularly 
where volume of output is important and there is a 
growing demand for supplies of identically formulated 
paints* This trend started with marine paints spread 
to the automobile industry and is now being developed 
in many other sectors* The system is still essentially 
one of mixing and the ma^or problems encountered are in 
colour matching and packaging# The colour problem has now 
b%en overcome by using computers for colour matching (15) 
(is) and packaging is done into boxes taking a required 
number of cans*
Costs of paint production are shown in tables£5^5
Paint Manufacture (cont>
Purchases Cost: £  'o o q %  Total
Solvents 14,037 15.5
Titanium Dioxide 9,502 10.5
"other” Pigments 8,077 9 .0
Resins 12,726 14.0
Drying Oils 5,915 6.5
Transport 4,897 5.5
Miscellaneous Organic Chemicals
including synthetic monomers 3,143 3 .5
Merchanting Goods 8,242 9 .0
Boxes and Cans 6,512 7 .0
Miscellaneous 17,446 19.5
Total 90,497 100.0
PART I (eont>V>
Paint manufacture (cont.)
TABLE 6.
Cost of Paint Production.
(Source: Chemical Industries Handbook )
Stirling, Gadsby & Chown. )
Rat; Material
Labour
Overheads Ip - 18
Research 4
Gross surplus 10 » 15
Paint Application*
One aspect of the paint industry is that several 
times as many workers are employed on its applications
means that cost of application can be as much as three 
times the cost of the paint. This has improved
methods of application*
a) Industrial (18 ) (i$>)
Spraying is the most widely used method because 
of Its general applicability to most situations and because 
of speed and savings in both time and labour costs. The 
conventional method consists of a spray gun and container 
into which the paint is fed under gravity and from which 
the paint is forced through a needle, valved jet or nossle
as are engaged on its manufacture In practice this
PART I (cont'.V
Paint Application (cont>)
in the form of a fine mist. This method produces, a 
largs amount of overspray which can he reduced using an 
airless spray system. In the airless spray hydraulic 
pressure is used rather than air to accomplish atomisation 
of a coating material* High pressures are required to 
force the coating through the small nozzle* A further 
reduction in the amount of overspray* so reducing costs 
and causing less, health hazard is the electrostatic 
spray# The object to be coated is usually at a high 
positive potential with respect to the negatively charged 
coating particles or vice versa# The atomised particles 
are drawn swiftly to the surface with little overshoot 
and by this method areas which may be inaccessible can 
be coated. The hot spray method can be used for providing 
one thick coat of paint with a cost saving in the amount 
of solvent used# The paint is fed hot into the spray 
gun so making it less viscous and easier to spray. Since 
the paint is less viscous it need not be thinned as much 
with expensive solvents*
2) Pipping*
Dipping processes involve dipping articles into paint 
in large tanks followed by stoving* The method is ideal for 
mass produced articles but constant checks must be made to 
keep the paint at the correct standard.
S3
?ART 1 (coat.)
Paint Application (cont*)
5) Rlow or Curtain Coating*
In this process a continuous curtain of paint 
flows vertically down on to a moving flat surface# The 
thickness is regulated by the speed, at which the product
j
passes through the curtain* The method is suitable 
for covering panels for the building and furniture 
trade# A modification of curtain coating is coil 
coating# This involves coating a continuous netal strip 
by reverse roller application# The applicator roll 
rotates opposite to the direction of movement of the 
metal strip so that the thickness of the paint can be 
maintained constant* The pretreatment process involves 
cleaning, water wash, a phosphate coating for steel or 
galvanised iron, water wash and drying# In some plants 
the chemical solutions are controlled automatically in 
respect to the concentration# Application of the paint 
to the strip is directly from the applicator roll, which 
is usually surfaced with synthetic rubber# The Applicator 
roll receives the paint from a steel transfer roll which 
in turn has taken the paint from a pick-up roll, rotating 
in the paint bath# The three rolls are driven independently 
and may rotate at different speeds, and where necessary in 
different directions# A second set of rolls may be fixed 
for coating the underside of the strip# An important 
feature of all strip coating plants is the ’accumulator1
PARS T (cont*)
Paint Application (cont#)
which enables the strip to run continuously* -without 
interruption as one coil follows another# When one coil 
has unwound its end is welded or stamped to the beginning 
of the nent coil and the accumulator virtually stops 
the horizontal movement of the strip at the stapling 
point* although the forward portion of the coil is 
travelling through the system# The accumulator is a 
multiple’ set of moveable coils arranged 'vertically above 
the strip# This method is useful for working on a 
continuous basis and can be applied to aluminium sheets 
for making caravans* Venetian blinds etc#
4} Sloetrocoatjug.
This involves coating by an electrolytic method#
v
A tank is filled with a water based paint and the product 
is immersed in it when it is given an electric charge 
causing particles in the paint medium to adhere to it#
This is advantageous in the motor vehicle industry for 
coating car bodies where there are many otherwise, 
inaccessible parts#.
5) Pluldised Bed or Powder Coating#
This can be used for applying soiventless coatings, 
on metal* glass plastic and ceramic objects# The coating 
in the form of a dry powder is fkiidised by suspending the 
coating particles in a controlled upward stream of gas 
(compressed air or nitrogen).
Paint Application (cont*,)*
This is done in a chamber divided by a porous membrane 
that retains the ponder whilst allowing the passage of 
gas* The article to be coated is preheated to a 
temperature above the melting point of the resin and then 
dipped into the fluidised bed where, it squires, a uniform 
coating as the particles melt on to it* Upon Yrithdrawal 
the coating congeals into a more or less continuovis 
film which may be baked further* The system may be 
given electrostatic charges to improve the efficiency 
of the coating*
6) Aerosol Spraying*
The paint used' consists of a solvent of high 
vapour pressure contained in a sealed vessel with a valve* 
When the valve is opened the paint atomises, and sprays 
out onto the object* This type of paint is becoming 
popular for refinishing* 
b) Becorative *
3*) Brush Application*
This gives the best adhesion, between paint film 
and undersurface* For general purpose paints the full 
brush is taken to the sxirfaee and the initial ax'ea 
flaid in1, the paint is evenly spread and /worked into 
the surface in all directions, followed by ‘crossing1, 
light brush strokes'taken, diagonally across the painted 
area in both directions* Finally the area is laid off
Faint Application (cont*^*
with very light brush stroke and an almost dry brush*
The laying off is to erase brush marks and differs,, 
according to the job being done* Harrow areas are laid 
off with the length, walls and large vertical surfaces, 
are laid off vertically*
2) Roller Awpifcatlon*
This is suited to quick covering of flat surfaces, 
with easy working paints i.e. matt or satin finishes*
The roller is a cylindrical tube, covered with a paint 
holding material with a handle incorporated*. The 
ad%Tantages of this method are in time and labour savings.
see under industrial*
Hew methods?
Curing of the resin to produce a good hard gloss 
film is usually obtained by heating* A new method, 
radiation curing, is one in which ionising radiation 
creates free radio^As and ions which initiate
/
polymerisation, cross, linking and other chemical reactions 
which cure the film in less than one second* The 
advantage of the process is that it does, not require 
a high temperature however it cannot be used for curing 
thick coatings.
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PAR? 5*
Input-Output Economics.
Before applying input-output economics to any
sector of an economy it is first necessary to look at
the underlying theory* Intersectoral models in economics
can he traced hack to the ‘Tableau Economique* of
Quesnay in 175$ (36) (37) (38)* The theoretical 
elfuefofttC Hxrcwgfi
background is a-apiared by the general equilibrium models 
of Walras, whose system stated the irifecdependence amongst 
productive sectors of the economy, and Pareto who 
contributed to equilibrium theory. For many years the 
work of these people was looked upon as. being too 
theoretical to be made practical until Leontief, 
realising the availability of data published the first 
input-output table of the American Economy in the 
1930*s (59) (40) (41)* Leontief simplified the Walrasian 
System to the extent necessary to derive a set of 
parameters giving a highly aggregated table in which 
residues e.g. those inputs and outputs from other 
industries, were often greater than the actual input 
output coefficients* However the work supplied major 
methodological roots for further study. The continuing 
development of computers made available large amounts 
of data easily stored and used, and in 1952 Evans and
Hoffenberg published a more reliable table (42) Furthering
/
this an 85 order table for the U.S. for 1958 
published by the office of Business Economics in 1964*
More technical treatments have been given by
41
PART 5 (cont*)
Input-Output Economics.* (cont«)«
Chenery and Clark (43) and A. Carter (44)* la England 
there were early developments by Barnk whose table 
was very aggregated (43) covering 56 industries* Further 
models were taken up by A. Ghosh (46) and R* Stone (47)* 
Tables have been published by E*M*S,0* for 1948* 1954* and 
1965 (48) and a provisional table has been published 
by the Central Statistical Office (49)* Various other 
studies, for the E*K. and other countries are listed in 
the references (50) (51) (52) .(53)*
The principles, of the leontief method may be 
most easily described by consxilting the hypothetical 
input-output table 15.
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BART 5 (cont«)»
Rotes, to Table 15.
This shows how the output of each industry is. 
distributed among other industries and sectors of the 
economy* At the same time it shows inputs to each 
industry from other industries and sectors* Transactions 
are usually valued in terms of sellers prices* Bach 
row shovrs the output sold by each industry or sector 
along the left hand side of the table to each industry 
or sector across the top of the table* Each column 
shows the purchases made by each industry or sector 
along the top of the table from the industries and 
sectors along the left hand side* The table can 
easily be read by following the rules*
1) To find the amount of purchases from one industry
by another locate the purchasing industry at the top
of the table then read down the column until the producing
industry is found*
2) To find the amount of sales, from one industry to
another locate the selling industry along the left hand 
side of the table then read across the row until the buying
industry required is found*
The remainder of each industry*s production 
satisfies final demand* In addition to intermediate 
inputs each industry requires imports and factor services 
often called primary inputs* In considering the table 
as an example the interdependence of the industries 
can be brought out*
PART 3 (contQ,
Rotes to Table 13 (oont*)*
Manufacturing firms are seen to be important consumers 
of agricultural products (£1011 worth out of a total of 
£4011)• These firms are a more important market still 
for other industries, (buying £20M out of a total 
production of £47M)• If the demand for manufactured 
goods increases then manufacturers, will have to increase 
production and the two other, industries must also have 
to produce more since manufacturing is dependent on 
them for supplies* So a change in final demand for 
manufacturing goods will be reflected in all industries 
in the table* Similarly for other industries 
e.g. In a larger table a change in the demand for cars 
would affect many industries which supply them such as. 
steel and paint which in turn would be influenced by 
their manufacturers supplies such as chemicals and coal 
mining. If the increase in final demand is for an 
industry which supplies current inputs into other 
industries as well as final goods, that industry*s 
output will have to increase enoxigh to satisfy the extra 
final demand as well as the greater intermediate demand 
arising from the higher levels in whioh the other 
industries have to operate. These relationships may 
be analysed by input-output tables*
PART 3 (oont.)>.
Technical Coefficients and Direct Purchases*
A table of technical coefficients table sran be 
calculated by dividing the input entries., in each 
industry’s column by the industry’s total output*
. r- ~
This can be expressed in monetary terms or physical 
terms* Each Column will then add to one showing how- 
much the industry named at the top requires from other 
industries in order to produce one unit (one pounds 
worth) of output* From the firs.t column it 
TABLE 14*
Matrix of In-put Ceofflcients*
Requirements per £ worth of output*
Agriculture Hanuf ac turing Other*
Agriculture —  10 - 0*20 5 * 0*11
50 47
Manufacturing 2 - 0 * 0 7  —  17 » 0*56
40 ~ 47
Other jL  s 0*18 £0 r 0*40
40 50
Primary Inputs 0*75 0*40 0*55
Total 1*00 1.00 1.00
can be seen that for every pounds worth of agricultural 
production farmers have to lay out seven pence of 
manufacturing supplies and eighteen pence on other 
purchases* If for example the output of agriculture 
were increased by £100 (assuming constant technical 
coefficients) the direct inputs of industry B (purchases, 
from other industries would be increased by the following 
amounts*
Notes to gable 14 (cont«)»
Manufacturing 100 x 0.07 s 7
other 100 x 0.18 - 18
By making use of such a table the management of
a typical firm in agriculture could tell in advance how
much it would have to buy directly from each of its 
supplying industries when it adds to its., own production* 
Direct and Indirect Purchases#
Table 14 does not represent the total addition 
to output resulting from additional sales to the final 
demand sector but only the direct purchases made by a 
given industry e*g* the direct purchases made from one 
industry paint to another, motor cars* This will not 
include the indirect purchases which have been made by 
the motor car industry e.g* the chemicals which go into 
the paint which the motor industry indirectly purchases* 
The method most commonly used for calculating the direct 
and indirect effects is that in matrix algebra of 
calculating the inverse of a matrix* (see Appendix !•)• 
Each row of table 15 shows the output directly and 
indirectly required from each sector at the top of the 
table to support the delivery of an additional £1 to final 
demand by the sector at the left of each row* Each 
column shows the output required from a single
PART 3 (cont>).
TABLE 15»
Inverse Matrix of Coefficients»
(Direct and Indirect requirements per £ of final demand)
Agriculture. Manufacturing. Other# 
Agriculture 1.06 0*30 0*23
Manufacturing 0*17 1.22 Q# 46
Other 0.26 0.54 1*22
sector (directly and indirectly) to support an 
additional £1 of delivery to final demand by each of 
the processing sectors. Table 15 is the general solution 
of a static input-output system.
Assumptions Made.
1) The Leontief system was assumed to be composed 
of plants producing a single homogeneous product. In 
making this empiric alt hero are two types, of solution.
a) The use of a pure industry concept which 
involves, grouping together only plants in which both 
output and input structures are similar. In the chemical 
industry this concept would apply since outputs are 
determined by chemical laws, and conditions such that the 
same or very similar percentage yield would be given from 
different plants making the same chemicals.
b) The grouping of both products and processes 
which differ in some respects. In the paint industry 
formulations of. the same type of paint differ from company 
to company. It has been necessary to group these 
products under one which is referred to as !a Typical one*.
V2
PART 5 (cont.U 
Assumptions Made (cont.)#
2) Leontief takes, the equilibrium adjustment of 
input proportions in production as given and non-variable 
throughout the analysis# Supply and demand are equated* 
not through changes in price and resulting movements 
along supply and demand curves, btit from a horizontal 
shift in the demand function of each industry resulting 
from changes in production levels in other sectors. 
Leontief*sassumption, that input coefficients remained 
fixed over a period of time led to the earliest critisism 
of the technique. His assumption would seem correct for 
short periods of time but for longer periods technological 
changes and economies of scale would affect the technical 
coefficients. This means in effect that the static 
model must be replaced by a dynamic one when considering 
long term forecasting by the input-output method. 
Substitution#
The effects of substitutability of inputs and 
outputs must be dealt with separately as these are major 
effects. The degree of stability of the technical
coefficients depends on changes of the type;
1) Changes in composition of demand (product mix)
2) Changes in relative prices of inputs#
5) Changes in technological alternatives available.
These can be divided subsequently into other 
sectors e.g.
PART 5 (cont*)♦
Substitution (cont*)*
a ) Determining Production Levels by Forecasting Demand*
Econometric studies designed to estimate parameters 
in the demand function have in some cases been rewarding 
to the extent that forecasting in the form of multiple 
repression models has been used as an aid* These models 
are used in forecasting the demand side where price and 
other factors play a particularly important role*
b) Use of the Production Function*
An attempt has been made to use production functions 
for evaluation of input parameters. Although this has., 
been possible for the manufacture of one or two paints 
the difficulty of obtaining data has been responsible 
for the continued use of Leontief’s origional assumption 
of fixed inpiit coefficients for the final analysis.
c) Comparision of input-output Tables*
It has been necessary to compare ihput-output 
tables to show the stability of technical coefficients* 
This is done both for the 1954 and 1965 tables in the 
U.K. and the 1958 and 1965 b.S. tables. In both cases- 
tables had to be brought to a comparable basis by use of 
an inde:: and the tables had to be aggregated to allow 
for classification changes.
a) Altering Variables to see What Effect this has*
?3ens 11ivity analysis^.
The movement of chemical prices has. been used to
find the effect on the technical coefficients which have
then been subject to change to find the effect on the
rest of the economy*
5b
Substitution (cont.)*
The powerful tool of input-output analysis is shown 
by using matrix methods* However in a rapidly changing 
Technological society the full usefulness of the method 
can only be shown if somehow innovations, consumer taste 
and other factors affecting the coefficients are taken 
into account* Demand for a. product by consumers can be 
related in mathematical terms to a model dependent on 
their incomes and the price of the product; This model 
can be used to forecast changes in final demand 
incorporating technical innovation* Using the inverse 
matrix it is possible to see how the supply of raw materials 
to a particular sector of the economy would have to change* 
Over time other technical coefficients will change 
particularly on the output side, however, it is possible 
to take the change into account using mathematical models, 
so th&t projected final demand would be inserted into a 
matrix whose units are also forecast* In this way the 
time factor, which would otherwise limit the operative 
methods of input-output analysis, is taken into account*
In such a dynamic model discrepancies will exist* The only 
way to avoid these is to make assumptions and place errors 
on figures which may vary* The sector chosen for such a 
study is the U*K* Paint Industry.
PART 5 (cont)♦
Stability of Technical Coefficients for the Paint 
Industry*
It is necessary to show that Leontiefs assumption 
of fixed technical coefficients applies if this is to be 
used for the one industry model. This is made possible 
by comparing the two latest input-output tables for 
the U.K. economy. Tables for the U.K. have been made ' 
for 1948, 1954 and 1965* (The Provisional table prepared 
for 1968 assumes the fixed input concept in the making 
up of the table and are not the figures collected by 
the government for statistical analysis (54)* In order 
to make direct comparison the tables for 1954 and 19&5 
on which the follov/ing ..empirical" analysis is based, had 
to be adjusted for differences in Standard Industrial 
Classification and then reduced to common physical units 
by deflation.
The initial step consisted of aggregating 
overlapping sub-groups in both tables. Different 
Standard Industrial Classifications are given (55)* The 
difference in Standard Industrial Classification complicates 
operations involving direct comparisons and although 
aggregation does not rule out all possible errors, it is 
the best way possible, short of a non-variable S.I.e.
The second step was achieved by bringing all prices 
to the same 196$ standard using an index for total output (58).
PART 3 (cont*).
Stability of Technleal Coefficients for the Paint 
Industry (cont*TT
e*g* If the amount of goods sold from industry X
to industry J in 1954 and is total output index for
1954 and 25^ « 'total output index for 19&5
then Xr-, e x_, » s,-* where xr„ - inout brought
6p ^  to'1965 prices.
54
The technical input coefficients shown in the column 
for paints was found by dividing each input figure in 
the paint, industry by the total output figure of the 
industry. Changes, in technical coefficients from 
1954 to 1965 were found by taking the difference of the 
two values respectively and this was divided by the mean 
of the two values to give an index of change* However 
if this is not weighted the fact that some of the 
input ratios belong to large industries and others to 
small is not made clear* To eliminate this the change 
index is weighted by the average of the first and second 
year value (expressed in 19&5 prices) of the input item 
corresponding to the particular index*
RESULTS,
See tables 16, 17 and Graphs 2 and 5*
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TABLE 16.
Analysis of Inputs to the U.K. Paint________
1954
Industry. Paint Ind. Paint Ind.
Inputs.at Inputs at
1954 Prices 19&5 Prices..
£H. . .. 'i„ . -m._____
1) Agriculture Forestry & Fishing —  -•»
2) Coal Mining 0.7 0*9
3) Other Mining & Quarrying 0*7 0*9
4) Coke Ovens & Coal Tar Prod* 39 11*5
5) Chemicals & Dyes 38*4 49*6
6) Drugs & Perfumery etc. **•
7) Soaps £ Polishes —  . ~~
8) Mineral Oil Refining 1.2 1*6
9) Oils and greases 6.8 8.8
10) Paint vi Plastic materials
11) Iron & Steel (l) 0.2 0.3
12) Iron & Steel (2)
13) Hon ferrous metals 1.7 2*2
14) Motors & Cycles 0*3 0.4
13) Aircraft
16) Railway stock etc.
17) Shipbuilding & Marine eng.
18) Mechanical Eng. 2.1 2*7
19) Electrical Eng. 0*6 0.8
20) Radio & Telecomm. —  --
21) Hardware & Holloware 7*0 9*0
22) Precision Instruments 0.4 0*3
2p) Misc. Metal Manfs. 0.3 8*4
24) Cotton & Manmade Fibres 1.8 2.3
25) Woolen & Worsted
TABLE 16.
1963
Paint Ind. 
Inputs at - 
I963 Prices.
mxa*
Technical
Coefficients
1954*
is)_____
Technical
Coefficients
1963.
Difference 
B . C .
- Average.
0*9 0*0046 0.0025 -0*5915
0*8 0.0046 0.0022 -0*7059
1.1 0.0595 0.0056 -1.6548
82.9 0.2556 0*2293 -0.1085
2.9 0.0025 0*0080 1.0476
7*9 0.0082 0*0218 0.9067
0.7* 0.0454 0.0241 -0.6129
1.0 0.0015 0.0069 1.2706
0.1
2.5 0.0113 O.OO69 -0.4335
0.3 0.0021 0.0008 -O.8966
2.5 0.0139 O.OO69 -4.8276
0.7 0.0041 0.0013 -0*7333
0.1
8.6 0.0464 0.0258 -0.6439
0.2 0.0025 0.0003 -1.5714
5*0 0.0021 0.0083 1.1923
0*8 0.0118 0.0022 -1.3714
Mean 
B & 0
0.9
0.85
6.3
66.25
1.7
w —
4*75
8.75
0.65
2.35
0.35
2.6
0.75
8.8
0*35
1.7
1*55
TABLE 16*
Analysis of Outputs for O.K. Paint Industry*
1954 Outputs 
of Paint Ind. 
at ,54 prices.
1954 Output 
of Paint Ind. 
at 65 prices.
1965 Output 
of Paint Ind* 
at 1965 
Prices.
Technical
Coefficients
1954.
( 0-1 .*    . . .
Technical
Coeffs.
1965.
Lsi _
0*2 0*26 0.7 0.0015 0.0019
1.5
0.1
1.68
0.15
2*5
0.9
0.0086 
0.0007
0.0064
0.0025
0.1
1.0
0.15
1.29
0.2
0.5
0.0007
0.0066
0.0006
0.0008
1.4
0.2
14*5
1.2
1.2
2.1
4.8
6.7
4.8 
5*8
1.5
1.81
0.26
0.64
18.75
1.55
1*55
2.71
6.20
8.66
6.20
4.90
1*68
3*5
0.5
0.4
12.5
1.4 
,1.3 
2.2
6.5 
19.2
8.3
2.0
4.2
0.0093
0.0013
0.0053
O.O965
0.0080
0.0080
0.0139
0.0319
0.0446
0.0319
0.0252
0.0086
0.0097
0.0014
0.0011
0.0346
0.0039
0.0036
0.0061
0.0179
0.0249
0.0229
0.0055
0.0116
0.2 0.26 20.2 0.0013 0.0559
1 TABLE 16.
Difference 
of C & D 
t Average.
0.5750
-0.3467
0.8750
-O.I538
-1.4594
0.0421
0.0741
-1.0000
-0.9443
-0.6891
-0.7586
-0.7800 
-0.5622
-O.5669
-0.3285
-1.2834
0.2970
Mean of 
Outputs•
0.48
1.99
0.51
0.16
0.79
2.65 
0.30 
0.52 
15.61 
1.47 
1.42 
2.45
6.55 
13.93 
7.25 
3*45
2.94
I.909 IO.23
TABLE 16 (cent.)
Analysis of Inputs to the TJ.IC. Paint Industry.
Industry• Paint Ind*
Inputs at 
1954 Prices
1954
Paint Ind* 
Inputs at 
1963 Prices
«*4;* * __ _
Hosiery & Lace 
Other textiles 
Textile Finishing 
Leather & Fur 
Clothing 
Boot & Shoe 
Cereal Foodstuffs 
Other manufactured Foods 
Drink & tobacco 
Timber & Furniture 
Paper & Board 
Printing & Publishing 
Bubber
China & Glassware 
Building Materials 
Miscellaneous Manufacture 
Building & Constr.
Gas & Water 
Electricity 
Services
Gross Domestic income
0.1 0.1
0.1
0.1
0.5
1.0
1.9
0.4
0*3
0.4
0.5
1.0
0.5
1.2
18.0
78
0.1
0.1
0.6
1*3
2.4
0 .5
0*4
0*5
0.6
1*3
0*4
1.6
23.2
100.7
TABLn 16 (cent.)
1963
Paint Ind. 
Inputs at 
1963 Prices
$JL:i 0 __
0.5
0.3
0 • p
1.9
6.8
3*3
1.0
0.4
2.4 
0.8
2.9
5.5 
37.8
127.1
Technical Technical Difference
Coefficients. Coefficients B. & C*
1954. 1963 - Average.
I S L _    LSI
0.0005 0.0014 0.9474
0.0005
0.0005
0.0031
0.0067
0.0124
0.0025
0.0021
0.0025
0.0031
0.0067
0.0021
0.0082
0.1196
0.1134
0.0008
0.0008
0.0052
0.0188
0.0091
0.0028
0.0011
0.0066 
0.0022 
0.0080 
0.0152 
0.1046 
0.0584
0.4615
-1.1795
-0.2521
0.4102
1.1379
0.2857
-0.7777
0.7216
-1.0112
1.1683
0.5983
-0.1338
0.6403
Mean 
B & C.
0*35
0.2
0*45
1.6
4.6
1.9
0*7
0.45
1.5
1.05 
1*65 
3*55
30.5
21.55
TABLE 16 (cont.).
Analysis of Outputs for U.K. Paint Industry.
1954 Outputs 1954 Output 1963 Output Technical Technical
of Paint Ind. of Paint Ind. of Paint Ind. Coefficients Coeffs.
at 54 prices, at 63 prices, at 1963 1954. 1963* __
_____ .  .__________ Prices. __ (C) ♦____ ____ _ (l>^ .
0.2
0.1
0*3
1.5
0.26 
0. Ip
0.39
I.94
2.1
2.0
l o
1.6
O.OQlp
0.0006
0.0020
0.0044
0.0058
0*0055
0.0036
•0.5957
0.8
3*8
0.7
4.4
6.4 
6.6 
2.1 
0.1
1.4 
12.2 
44 *0
0.4
0.7
7.0
53.0
1.03 
4.91 
0.9 
5.68 
8.27 
8.53 
2.71 
0.13 
1.81 
15.76 
56.84 
0.52 
0.90 
9*04 
68.47
0.3
1.0
0.3
2.0
6.5
12.9
0.4
1.8
2.0
37*3
47.2
0.4
1.1
9.8
67.9
0.0053
0.0255
0.0046
0;0293
0.0426
0.0440
0.0140
0.0007
0.0093
0.0812
O.293O
0.0027
0.0046
0.0505
0.5529
0*0008
0.0028
0.0008
0.0055
0.0180
0*0357
0.0011
0.0050
0.0055
0.1032
0.1306
0*0011
0.0028
0.0271
0.1878
gABLjs 16 (coni;»U
Differenc© 
of C 3 
r Average
1^2676
l*6o66
0.57X4
-0.5957
-1.4754 
-1.6042 
-1.4074 
-1.5678 
-O.8II9 
-0.2082 
-1.7086 
1.5088 
-0.5135 
0.2586 
-0.7667 
-0*8421 
-0.4365 
-0.6051
0.6107
Mean of 
Outputs•
1.18
I.06
0.84
1*77
1.16
2.95 
0.6 
5.84 
7.38 
10.71
1.55 
0*96 
1.90 
26*53 
52.02 
0.46 
1.00 
9.42
68.13
PAKT 5 (contt)»
TABLE 17.
Percentage distribution of Weights of Input Coefficients 
by Relative Changes for' Paint and Plastic U.K. 1954-1965
Changes, Input 1 Output Input Output
Coefficients.Coefficients#Coeffic ients•Coefficients
neglecting Neglecting 
Major In-puts.Ka.ior Out-puts
-2.0 to -1.0 9*70 14.86 9*70 14*86
-1.0 to -0.5 12.15 9I.I5 12.15 46.49
-0.5 to 0.0 107*15 21.11 10.40 21.11
0.0 to 0.5 119*40 55*01 5*50 52.98
0.5 to 1.0 51*70 69*55 10.15 1*55
1.0 to 2*0 5*90 15*45 5*90 15.45
mean + 0.22 + 0.54 + 0.14 + 0.18
standard 0.81 0.79 1.15 0.85
deviation
A positive change shows that processes are becoming 
more efficient in that sector and not as much money is 
needed* This is because of new technical jinnovation.
Since the distribution is normal a mean can serve as the 
magnitude of overall change in the input side of the paint 
industry. The input coefficients, to the paint industry 
were on average reduced by 22$ (mean 0.22) between 1954 
and 1965* The major inputs were from chemicals, hardware 
and holloware and labour and when these were removed from 
the distribution the mean was 0*14* In other words by 
analysing chemicals, hardware and holloware and labour more 
fully the major changes could be taken into account leaving 
only 14/> change in the technical coefficients between 1954 
to 65 ( an average of less than 2$. per year)*
In trying to predict future coefficients then major 
changes would he in chemicals, labour and hardware and
holloware if trends followed the course of the past*\
A similar analysis was applied to the output 
side of the paint industry (paint industry rov/ in the 
input output table)* The distribution had a mean of 
0*54 and standard deviation of 0*79* By neglecting 
the coefficients for motor cars, building and construction 
and final buyers the mean moved to 0*18 with a standard 
deviation of 0*85* Meaning that technical coefficients 
had moved by only 18$ in the period 1954 to 1965* 
Conclusions*
Whilst Leontiefs original assumption of fixed
proportion of input coefficients held within 22$ for the
column for paint and plastics and 54$ for the corresponding
row these changes were much less (14 and 18$ respectively)
when the major coefficients were omitted i.e. the changes
in major input coefficients accounted for the greater
part of the input coefficient changes as a whole* If
the major input coefficients are disaggregated further
then it is possible to cut down the error involved by
assuming constant inputs. The major coefficients can
then be calculated more accurately -(taking innovations
into account) whereas all. others can be assumed to
decrease (or increase) at the same rate at which they 
did during the years 1954 to 1965.
4 f
PART 5 (cont.).
The major inputs which affected the industry were 
chemicals, gross domestic income (including employment), 
hardware and holloware and on the output side automobiles, 
building and construction, and final buyers* The latter 
is usually not considered as a technical coefficient 
but may be in the case of a closed economic system.
The graphs gave limited support to the results and by 
looking one could not see the actual shifts of the mean 
of the distribution. In one case the graph had two peaks, 
which were very large.
Because of differences in The Standard Industrial 
Classifications for the analysis paint had to be combined 
with plastics and printing ink. Therefore the 
technological changes arising in the paint industry alone 
were not brought out by the tables, However if the paint 
industry could be shown to be comparable with another 
country whose input-output tables are not as aggregated 
then this country*s input-output tables could be used to 
verify the results of the U.K.
PART 3 (cont.).
Gom-parison with the U.S.A. Paint Industry.
The pattern of the U.K. Paint Industry follows 
that of the U.S.A. very closely. Table 18 compares, and 
contrasts aspects of both countries. In the U.K. the 
top 1.25$ of all companies account for 61*5$ of the sales, 
whereas in the U.S.A. this figure is 1.68$*. This shows 
the commercial structure of the industry to be much the 
same in both countries with a few large firms dominating 
the industry but leaving room for many small firms who 
survive in particular areas with their own specialised 
paints. A further fact which brings out the similarity 
is the number of merges and takeovers recently in both 
countries and the diversification of the larger industries* 
The growth rates of the industry are both close to their 
respective country*s Gross national Product this being 
brought out by the comparison of end uses involving the 
major industrial groups comprising the G.H.P* in the 
U.K. a much greater percentage of sales goes to the 
decorative market than in the U.S.A. This appears to be 
an outstanding difference when one considers that the 
majority of houses in the U.S.A. are partially or totally 
built from wood. Of the decorative paints it is found 
that emulsion paints are much more popular in the U.S.A. 
where they are referred to as latex paints* There are 
two major reasons for this: emulsion paiiat was more readily 
accepted in the U.S. whereas its introduction in the U.K. 
was slow at first and at a much later date than in the U.S.
to
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PART 3 (cont*). .
Comparison with the U.S.A. Paint Industry* (ooat>)»
Secondly pollution has been a ma^or issue in the 
States for some years and solvents came under heavy 
pressure during this campaign with the majority of 
people moving over to water based paints* (a fact 
which must be considered by the U.K. industry as. it 
becomes more aware of pollution)* In the U.K. the 
growth rate of emulsions has escalated during the last 
few years replacing the traditional distempers and 
biting into the wallpaper and undercoat market*
Industrial end usage is comparable in both 
countries however refinishes are more popular in the 
U.K. Ketal finishing and coil coating have been 
accepted and introduced in the U.S.A., a. trend which 
is being followed in the U.IC* with the recent development 
in dispersymer systems in both countries*
Trends in Manufacture*
The developments of modern techniques sand 
grinders, high speed mixers etc* has been the most marked 
change in both countries. There is a striking similarity 
between the average returns for paint and raw material 
prices in the U.S. and in the U.K. (see graph 4)* A study 
of operating costs for plants in both countries, are 
comparable (see table 18). There is however still room 
for improvement on the production side in the U.K.
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Marketing*
The distribution diagrams are very similar for 
both countries., (see diagrams 6 & 7) the trends on both 
sides of the Atlantic being directly comparable* 
Industrial finishes are sold direct to manufacturers 
in most cases. On the decorative side large department 
stores have taken trade from hardware shops* There 
has also been a move towards buying from specialised 
paint and wallpaper stores which account for 60;' of 
all sales. This is because of the introduction of 
better technical service, colour cards, mixing machines 
etc. and the ease of purchasing all decorative 
requirements at one shop. Many speciality stores 
are owned and operated by the paint manufacturers.
One noteable difference is the amount manufacturers 
spend on advertising. In the U.K. this is about 
of sales whereas in the U*S* about 0 . Recently 
firms have, in the U.IC. become aware that sales, can be 
improved by large amounts of advertising especially 
with increasing competition from other firms.
Seasonality Patterns.
In both countries sales are seasonal, peak salesi 
occuring in the summer months. Factors for adjusting 
paint sales figures on a quarterly basis are given 
(table 18).
PART 3 (cont,).
Raw Materials*
Purchases, are shown in table 18, Polyvinyl 
acetate has been the major synthetic raw material for 
the U,K, emulsion paint industry but in the XJ,S, the 
preferred material has been batadiene-styrene, however 
recently there has been a change over to polyvinyl 
acetate because of its greater field of application. 
Other major differences in raw materials are 
associated with price and supplies in the different 
countries, Titanium dioxide pigment has more than 
70;.' of the pigments market in both countries, a trend 
which is' likely to continue.
Developments,
Hew industrial developments have occ-ured in 
both countries but are more readily introduced in the 
U.S. One difference is the thixotropie paint which 
became very popular in the U.E.
In general although productivity is less in the 
U*K, than in the U.S.A, the paint industry in both 
countries are comparable in terms of inputs and outputs* 
Input-output tables have been constructed for the TT.S, 
for 1958 (57) and 1965 (58).
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PART 3 (cont,)
Stability of Input-Output Coefficients for the 
Paiht Industry 1 9 5 8 - 6 5 * __
The analysis was carried out in the same way as
fox1 the U.K. industry but having paint as a one sector
industry* The results are set out in table 19 * 20 and
graphs 9 end 6.
TABLE 19*
Pei’centage Distribution of Weights of Input Coefficients 
by Relative Changes for Paint if. S. A. 1 9 5 8 ^ 6 5 * _________ t
Range* Input Output Input Output
Coefficients Coefficients Coefficients Coefficients
XTeg.maoor Keg.Major
Innuts* ___ _ outputs*
-2*5 to -1*9 28*99 20.90 85.40 20.90
.*1.5 to 0*9 152*29 1572.75 152.25 155.45
-0*5 to 0.0 1262*79 694.56 247.70 407.90
0O » 
■
O
0*9 276.55 556*45 279.85 183.85
0*9 to 1*9 116*45 189*85 116*45 182.80
1*9 to 2*9 20.29 5.50 20.25 9*50
mean -0.17 -o. 29 0.07 0*07
standard 0*95 0.46 0*72 0.60
deviation
A negative result meant that processes- were becoming 
more efficient in this case since the differences were taken 
from 1958 to 1965 v/hereas in the U.II* analysis they had been 
taken in the opposite direction*
PART 5 (cont)*
TABLE 20*
Analysis of U.S.A. Coefficients for the Paint Industry.
Industry. Difference of Mean of Difference of Mean of
1958-65,tech inputs. 1958-63 output outputs.
coeffs r av. ^ ______tech. coeffs
r average.
Coal Mining -0.0142 0*9
Stone & Clay
Mining. -*-1.0770 4*8
Forestry &
Fishery Prods.  _ - - 0.3226 4*95
Crude Petroleum
& Hat. Gas. - - -0*5600 6*90
Hew Construction - - -0.0245 380*1
Maintainence
(contr.) +1.1428 4*75 -0.6205 1261.5
Food & Kindred
Prods. +0.1997 120.8 -1*8049 4*05
Broad & Harrow
Fabrics* - - +0*1481 8*45
Apparel -0*4000 1*45 - -
Lumber & Wood
Prods. -1.7142 1*45 -0.1667 66.7
Household Furni­
ture ,. - - -0.1665 117.7
Other fiirniture
& fixtures .- - -0.1107 45*5
Paper & allied
Prods. -1.8316 9*55 -I.6I90 2.15
Paper board -0*5121 28*15 - -
Printing and
publishing. -1*8518 2.75
Chemicals -0*3190 683*8 -0.0552 81.1
Plastics &
Synthetic mats. -0.4673 332.2 -0.6415 35*1
PART 3 (cont.)-* 
TABLE 20. (.cont.V*
Difference of Mean of Difference of Mean of 
1958-6$ tech# inputs. 1958*6$ output outputs*
coeffs4av. _______  tech.coeffs.
r average.   _
Drugs cleaning
& Toilet prep* —0 .40 7 4 $0*1 -0*6569 18.2
Paints & allied 
Prods* *1.6190 2.25 -1.6190 2*25
Petroleum refing ■fi*l79l 99.05 +0*6891 20*$
Hubber -+.0.0500 12*10 + 1*5000 9.5
Stone & Clay, Prods *0.9068 20.1$ -1.6250 6.75
Iron & Steel *0.9095 11.75 - ' «■»
Primary non- 
ferrous metals + 1.7600 20*25 -I.6OOO 5*30
Metal containers 0.0528 I79.O +0.$2$5 87*1
Heating & Plumbing -I.25OO 0.75 + 0*9142 88*7
Stumpings & bolts *1.0400 2.95 -0.0708 33*6
Other metal prods. - -+1*2145 61*5
Engines & turbines . . -1.4545 2*5
Farm machinery - - -0.0312 19.3
Mining' & Oilfield 
Machinery ■4m +0*5753 12 * $
Materials' - Handling 
Machinery-* - +0.0952 6.0
Metalwork Machinery ; <*• +0.6666 3*05
General Ind.machinery — - • -0*4516 4.25
Office Computing 
etc* machines — -0.4762 2*9
Service Industry 
aaehines . M +0.202$ 24.75
PART 3 (cont.).
TABLE 20(cont.H
Industry* 1 Difference of Mean of Difference of Mean of
1958-63 tech. inputs 1958-63 output outputs
coeffs f av._________tech.coeffs.
r average. .
Electrical
Industrial Equip. - mm -O.7133 18.7
Household Appl. - + 0.2046 47.55
Electric Lighting . - -0.0882 20.3
Badio T.7. Equip. «* —0.8148 3«4
Electronic ComponentS ■- ** -0.3226 5*05
Motor Vehicles & 
Equipment - - +0.3099 218.6
Aircraft & Parts , - +O.O3I2 19.1
Other transportation 
equipment - -0.7083 37.7
Scientific 
controlling Xnstr. • - -0.2609 3.35
Misc. Manufacturing -0.6667 1.25 -0.1210 70.7
Transportation -1.1266 54.45 - ■ -
C ommunic at ions +  Q.0190 . 15.8 - ' mm
Electric,Gas}water -0.1224 14.35 - mm
Wholesale & Detail 
trade -0.0341 149*5 -0.1210 41.4
Pinance & Insurance -0.3333 22.0 - -
Real Estate & 
rental -o.4069 31.45 -0.7143 12.95
Hotels +1.4146 7.85 - -
Business services +0.3929 73.45 -
Auto repair -0.6209 3.8 -0.2693 100.05
PART 5 (cont.).
TABLE 20 (cont.).
Industryi Difference of Mean of Difference of Mean of 
1958-63 tech# inputs 1958-63 output outputs 
coeffs + av. tech.coeffs.
£ j ^ erageg.
Medical
Federal gov* 
enterprises
Imports
Business, travel 
Office supplies
-0.6000
-0.5366
-0.1494
+0.2102
-0.0800
2.65
5.55
16.2
57.4
3.75
U.S. PAIHT INDUSTRY 1
input coeffs* 
input coeffs. 
neglecting major inputs
poo
llbO
800
700
600'
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100
2.500.51.5
Differences
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___ Output Coefficients,
— ~ Output Coeffs,
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Output,
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PART 5 (cont).
Conclusions,
She input coefficient changes distribution had a
mean of -0,17 meaning a change of 17rf from 195® to 19^3 •
Mien the major input* metal containers, chemicals and
plastics were neglected the mean was 0*07 meaning that
during this period other inputs only changed “by 7'To*
The output coefficient had a mean of **0.23 however on
neglecting motor vehicles, construction repair and
maintenance and auto repair service the mean was 0*07
a change of 7slover the five year period* The figures
supported the fact that it was necessary to analyse only
a few major inputs and outputs in order to see changes which
may happen in industry. This gave support to the U.K. figure
The analysis has justified the considerations in more detail,
of certain aspects of the market mainly building and
e#po ftr
construction, automobiles , and 4a-bour*
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AIT EC03J0MIG/TECH2TICAL STUDY 
OF THE U*K* PA I HO? IHDBSTBY.
Architectural Paints (see graph &la) *
These types of paints can be subdivided into those 
used by the trade for new buildings and maintenance - 
and those sold to individual users through retail outlets$ 
the do~it yourself market* The retail trade accounts for 
about 2 7 of the total architectural paint market by 
value* The paints used in these markets are the same 
and of the following types-
1) Alkyd-based gloss saints*
These are the most common, present day, general 
purpose decorative finish* They have excellent 
durability, high gloss and opacity and are fairly easy 
to apply* Host are used for both the interior and 
exterior decoration of buildings, the latter having a 
good range of light fast colours* Among recent 
modifications are the alkyd based thistotropic, rapid 
drying, odourless and non-yellowing paints*
2} Matt and Eggshell finishes*
Most of those are based on alkyd or oleoresinous 
vehicles; as their use is restricted to indoors, good 
brushability is more important than durability* Satin 
finishes, based on emulsions, have eaten into the matt 
and eggshell market because these can be washed down 
which proves to be a attractive selling point*
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PART 4 (cent#)
Architectural Paint (cont*)*
3) Thixotrow*
This may he considered as the property of paints 
which become less viscous on brushing and more viscous 
on standing# Paints may appear almost solid (gelledJ 
in the tin and yet on application behaves similar to . 
very thin paints* The viscosity increases as soon as 
brushing stops, preventing sagging and permitting thick 
coats to be applied* The gelled state prevents settling 
in the can and permits easy transfer onto the brush, 
without drips* The durability of thixotropic paints 
is generally considered to be slightly less than, or 
similar to, that of conventional alkyd paints# A lesser 
degree of thirotropy is utilised in structured and some 
one coat paints* The high opacity of these is 
derived partly from a thicker application and partly ' 
from higher pigmentation*
4) Tortures*
A variety of textures can be produced by spraying, 
brushing and hand tool working of various types of paste 
compositions* Some are based on plaster supplied as 
powder for miring with water, but many are thickened 
versions of emulsions or distempers* Stone textures are 
produced from fine mineral aggregates, either in the paint, 
or by application to the wot film* All such finishes have 
good durability because of their thickness and mineral 
contents, but the finished- cost is high, since the
PARS? 4 (cont♦ ).
Architectural Paint (cont•)•
spreading rate, as supplied by manufacturers is as low as 
5-20 sq.yards per gallon* A primer may be required on 
some surfaces to obtain necessary adhesion*
5) Oement-based saints»
These are one of the cheapest paints for exterior 
maoanry* Application is often unsatisfactorily leading 
to powdering erasing and flaking.
6) Bistempers*
These are an economical and easily applied form 
of decoration* mainly for interiors* Both non-washable 
(sise«-bound) and washable (oil bound) are known* The 
former is not resistant to rubbing and is usually used 
for ceilings whereas the latter has washable properties*
7) 'Emulsions^
These have, as the vehicle, a fine dispersion of 
particles of certain synthetic polymers* The commonest 
in Britain was polyvinyl acetate, however recently other 
synthetic materials have been introduced* The characteristics 
of rapid hard drying, easy application (with easy brush 
cleaning) mild odour and pleasing finish with good 
v/orkability have given emulsions a ma^or place in modern 
decorative painting. The adhesion of early emulsions 
on impermeable surfaces was sometimes poor in damp conditions 
but the newer copolymer and acrylic polymers have reduced 
the defect and produced, when correctly formulated an 
improvement in general qualities and washability*
PART 4 (cont.)*I* ■— i.1 jI- 1 H ■»fK ■MW ^1, iX «>•& >iMi>im>rfiWWI
Polyurethane ana Epoxy finishes* ,r rnitri i ) 1 r mi i ri m in i ~ t i— r trnmr if it r ii f r " i  i i t t t i  r 1 i t t iu h m m m ih i r r n r *  m r  mw*imai  ^win m  , ,, , * *«**i^ln**<ra*i '
These paints.incorporate synthetic resins 
(polyurethanes and epoxy esters) as the vehicle* They 
are resistant to water* giving a hard*tough* finish*
Clear varnishes* based on polyurethanes have found a 
use on timber replacing traditional oil based varnishes* 
Other Types.
Details of other finishes are given in (60) (61)
Retail Paint Markets*
She total retail market for paints is estimated 
at approximately E30K at manufacturers selling prices* (59) 
Which is in line with estimates given from I96I-I966 in 
Retail Business representing about 15M gallons in 
volume terms* The mid 1950*8 saw a tremendous growth 
in do-it-yourself decorative paints when retail sales 
increased over a five year period at about 50$ per annum. 
The peak selling year was 1959* being followed by a 
quiet decade of stagnation in terms of sales* However 
the 1960*8 saw the emergence of different types of better 
quality paints * • emulsions, ihixotroplc alkyds5 
polyurethanes etc. The major developments in the retail 
sector has been the rapid growth of emulsion paints which 
are increasing at a rate of more than 10$ per annum 
compared with per annum for all paints. In volume
terms gloss paint remains the most popular type for home 
decorating according to one reference (62) whereas estimate 
from another reference (64) give emulsions as the most 
popular.
PART 4 (cont*)
S’ABLE_21 •
Division of retail paint market By main types of 
. nalnt in volume terms# _____
Paint* Markets Average*
Q Wcw i,rsc^
Gloss 45 36 4o»5
Emulsion 34 54 44*0
Others 21 10 .^.X5:*5
100 100 100*0
Sources B*I«U* estimates,Retail Business March 1^68* 
Retailing Paint & Wallpaper for Profit9 
John Gordon & Associates, June 1971# P*6
Undercoats and primers have been declining markets 
with the increasing popularity of one coat finishes and 
emulsions. Water paints and distempers have lost ground 
almost completely to emulsions, although some sales have 
been maintained in Scotland and the Horth of England. 
Another outlet for emulsion! paints has been for covering 
the newer glypial and vinyl wallpapers, co avoiding the 
unnecessary work of re-papering. Jelly or ihirrotropic 
paints accotmt for only a small portion of all sales* 
Aerosol paints are making some progress in the retail 
sector mainly for automotive rofinishes and touching up 
jobs*
Colours,
One of the most important trends in the paint 
market has been the dynamic expansion in sales of white 
and 1 brilliant white’ or ’super white’ paints, The 
increase has been largely at the expense of cream paint. 
Blues greys and pinks have been proving popular. 
Generally fashions in colours affect total demand 
very little,
Sises Purchased,
Most purchases are now obtainable in 1 litre and 
2 litre sises the previous measures in pints and gallons 
being gradually eliminated,
Manufac turors,
The principal manufacturers in the retail paint 
market are I,C,X,9 the Reed Paper Group, Goodlass
Wall, Blundell-Permoglase and Donald MacPherson*
PART 4 (cont.) .
TABLE 22.
Brand Shares in Gallons 1970*
(Source* Retailing Paint & Wallpaper for Profit,
John Gordon and Associates, June 1971 *P• %
Paint.( Fina^V*
Dulux ( X . C . X . )
Grown (W.P.M.)
Crown Plus Two 
(Y7.P.M.)
Ifagioote (B.J.H.)
Woolworths 
(Donald MacPherson)
, Brolac (John Hall B. J.lfv), , . 4
Permoglase
(Blundell Permoglase) 2
others 25
100
Margins «
Although the market is worth £9OS at manufacturers 
selling prices this 1)6001303 over £40M at retail prices 
after the merchants 10-15$ cut and retailers .46$ 
cut (65)'* It is largely due to price cutting that 
although paint sales have increased in volume terms, in 
Value terms they have remained fairly static. After 
the abolition of Resale Price Mainteriencec. retailers 
profit margins have been eroded in the face of 
considerable competition from supermarkets and 
department stores who have made price cuts of up to 25$*
Market Shared.
10
PART 4 (eont*)* . '
Margins ( c ont» ). *
Many retailers followed suit to try to compete in some 
way -with the"supermarkets -'but are now finding that 
alternatives e*g. convenience, wide choice and good 
service to price cutting in specialised shops are 
becoming more profitable*
Distribution*
Some manufacturers, usually mail order companies 
sell paint direct to the retailer, others control a 
number of retail outlets themselves and sell direct 
through these e*g* W.P.M*, and Mandere, as well
as to other retailers. Much of the trade is conducted 
via merchants (wholesalers) the most important 
manufacturer using this method being X*C*I*
The retail outlets arc shown in table 2p for various 
years*
BAB? 4 (cont*U
Beiail Outlets for Paint#
{Sources Betailing Paint & Wallpaper for Profitp J
John Gordon & Acs ociatea. June 1971* P
Outlet# Market Share
1965 1969 1970
Paint & Wallpaper 
Shops .. 50 45 45
Hardware & 2>*2*Y* 21 20 IS
Woolworths 7 10 10
Grocery Supermarkets 1 10 11
Builders Merchants 7
*
P 5
Other outlets 14 12 15
After specialist paint and wallpaper shops, 
hardware nnd D#I*Y# stores arc the most important# There 
has been a decline in the importance of hardware stores 
to the advantage of the supermarkets and large 
department stores*
Promotion*
One recent promotion has been the case of colour 
tinting machines providing a large range in the choice 
of colour for the customer and giving the retailer the 
full margin on paint sold from it# These machines could 
become popular in the h*K* if they are backed up by 
a good technical information service* Larger colour 
cards and better visual display are other promotions 
which are being aimed at the retailer in order to 
improve profit margins*
PART 4 (cont.)
Advert!sing*
Advertising of the order of £2*69M total for paints 
in 1970 is given (66)* This is broken down into £0.921.1 
by the press and C1.77M by television. With the 
increasing popularity of colour television giving better 
display this figure will almost certainly increase in 
the near future. There is a distinct pattern of 
seasonality in press and television advertising. During 
the winter months advertising is low increasing 
considerably during the spring months with a slackening 
off in the summer and autumn*
Summing-up* •:
■ The do-it-yourself market is one which is 
continually growing* According to a recent survey by 
InterScan (67) 75/5 of all householders painted woodwork 
during a twelve month period compared with a figure of 
54# for some kind of decorating in 1965 (62). The 
increase is expected to continue* partly because of the 
cost of professional decorators and partly because of 
people enjoying the task of painting their own homes 
(InterScan Survey).
Competition to paint comes from such recent ventures 
as vinyl tiles and decorative laminates* Plastics are 
essentially functional and tend to be used in offices 
and public buildings v/here doc or changes are less frequent 
than in the home. Window frames of aluminium have now 
been introduced in new buildings and one trend which may 
follow will be to leave the aluminium as the decor itself 
avoiding the difficult task of painting window frames*
^aintc sold to the trade are of the sane typo as 
those sold by the retailers although those with 
special properties e*g* fungicidal? heat resistant 
may be used in some cases# These specialpaints are 
dealt with in more detail la Building Besearch Digest - 
2nd series? Bo*21* Hewer Types of 3?&int* The trade 
market itself accounts ..for over fdOM of paint at 
manufacturers selling prices (5$)* The mador 
development in this sector has been in the rapid growth 
Of emulsion paints*. However gloss is still the aa^or 
paint used for new buildings and maintenancev (see 
table 24)*
TABLE 24*
Building paint market by types (volume)*
(Sources Business Monitor)*
Paint * Market Shares #*
Gloss. $0*%f
Emulsion $5*lf$
Others 14*4/$
The painting process and painting types are 
discussed fully (68) [6$) (To) (71) (72), These also 
oxitline paint defects5 preparation of sxirfacoe and 
painting systems#
Building and Construction Paints Market* (cont•)♦
The builder or contractor usually obtains tho 
paint via a merchant although in some cases large 
contractors buy direct from the manufacturer. Large 
consumers such as the central government* nationalised 
industries and local councils give tenders for certain 
oobs in which case the competition is very severe and 
a low price is ensured, The smaller councils are 
usually supplied by the small local paint manufacturer* 
The council needs cheap paints often in few colours, 
which the small company can provide very quickly and 
it is orders such as those that the local trade relies 
on.
Trade sales depend to some extent on new buildings 
being erected (see graph Ho* Ip) although the use of 
coatings in this way is far less than the amount of paint 
used for maintenance*
Of the total 19&7 expenditure on buildings of £4»50QM 
(75) about £,550M was for maintenance of which £575M was 
for painting and decorating (74)*
PAET 4 (cont*)*
Statistical Analysis of Building £ Construction Paints*
' 1 i *
Aim*
To analyse available statistics for tho paint 
used in the building and construction sector of the 
economy .thus providing a means of calculating tho 
inpxit output value in money terms for that sector for 
any year in the past or future#
Breakdown of Official Statistics*
Business Monitor Production Series gives 
manufacturers sales Under the following headings in, 
•both.value'and volume terms* .
1) Oil and/or synthetic based ncn~aqueons* .
a) Building and marine structural and preservative 
products#
b) Industrial finishing rjroductc*
c) thinners*
2) Oil and/or synthetic based actueous*
a) Building and marine structural and preservative 
products*'
b) Industrial finishing products*
5). Emulsion*
4) Water Paint or traditional dlstemners*
5) Cellulose based.
a) Varnishes lacquers and clear solutions and 
pigmented cellulose paints*
b) thinners*
6) Spirit based*
a) Varnishes lacquers and stains*
b) thinners*
Statistical Analysis of Building & Construction Paints*
(cont*) *     ,____ _ ______ ___ ________
7) Marine - below v/ater line*
8) Bituminous»
9) Other -paints varnishes etc*
It was,assumed for the purpose of the analysis that 
Building and marine structural and preservative products 
non aqueous and aqueous and emulsion paints and water 
paints {laf2a$ p end 4 above) represented the total 
architectural market as the other paints were specially 
made for other outlets* £he market could be broken 
down as in diag* 7*
Method»
By forecasting building and marine structural 
and preservative products non aqueous and aqueous9 and 
emulsion paint it is possible to itse the following 
relationships to calculate the input-output value for 
the building and construction sector, and final buyers 
sector*
?3-7r x where q - volume of non aqueous
J ' building & marine
structural and preservative 
products forecasted* 
for 1975*
$ \ r z price for 1975*
75 .
i
^~75 - total input in revenue of non-aqueous building 
and marine structural and -preservative products, 
for 1975*
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Relationships of a similar type hold for aqueous
buildlug paints and emulsion paintso
r £ ^ 7 5  - R^jtj for aqueous building
paints*
^ ^ 7 5  ^ ^ ^ 7 5  - '^^75 eEm3-sion paints
Hot worth of input for the architectural market 
pi 4 p H  . pill
~ E 75 + 75 75
From flow chart fotal input to building assuming 
market share in 1975 is 0*72 of the whole 
architectural market as in 1968
* 0.72 (K1^  + K11^  * BXli75 )
Hot worth of input to the metal market 
= 0.2S (E* + E1X75 + E11X75 )
To use the relationships it is first necessary to 
breakdown government statistics year by year as in 
table 29*
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Part 4 Ccont*)*
Gee of different forecasting techniques to obtain the 
beet fit to government statistics in order to calculate 
input output f igtires for the architectural paint marhet
 ;_ h ^ — ,
Method It frond Curve (long-term projections*)
It often happens that demand for a •oommodiiy over 
a period of years presents an overall picture of steady 
growth although a fall in demand may occur in some 
years* Attempts arc made to forecast demand in future 
years by drawing a smooth curve through the scattered 
points and extending the curve to later years by either 
a freehaiid method or usually by fitting a mathematical 
equation to the demand figures*
Characteristics of the curve*
fhe mathematical curve may approximate to a straight 
line5 exponential second or higher degree polynomials 
logritlimic parabola5 modified exponentials Goaperts or 
logistic* Methods of evaluation of the equation for these 
are given (75)• It is necessary to consider first and 
second differences to find which curve will approximate 
to the given points*
PART 4 ( cont»).
pharactorisilos of the curve (coat*)*
T3* « '■ Y#. . •? «* Tx where Y^ s i815 'forward- difference
of Bales-#
^ i v i  * sales at year t 1
Yt =r sales at year t
for the years 1963*70*
Y ^  ss Y^ *a. + 2. - Y ^  where Y~^ ~ 2nd forward
' * differences of sales
Y* ~ 1st forward
; . . i 0 differences of
' . ’ year t* ■'
Y.^. + 1 •*■ 1st-'forward
differences of 
year t 1*
First and second differences of the Xogrithm of Y are 
also taken#
If first differences are not constant then a straight
line will not fit the data# This was the case for both
emulsion paint and gloss# However first and second
differences of the logrithms'were approximately constant,;
showing that an exponential or logrithraio parabola could
he fitted to both gloss and emulsion paint data* (76)*
Tlie Erponentlalo
Instead of the absolute rate of growth being constant
tho percentage rate of growth is constant* The eonation
form is 8 T
Y s a b where a & b - constants
or* log Y z log a + log bT Y s oalea
f « time
RBSHLTS# 1st and 2nd differences*
\o(,
PARg A, {cent.)*
TABLE 26#
Tear* . Gloss Paints# Emulsion#
Y _ ' yl Y 11 Y__ ; Y1 -
1363 27*368 1,677 1,122 8,798 1,450
1964 29,065 555 62 10,284 1,221
1965 28,510 495 888 11,505 1,126
1966 29,003 ■ 1*381, 635 12,631 1,998
1967 30*384 746 345 14,629 1,553
1968 51*130 401 740 16,182 1,521
1963 -^■.31,531 1*141 17,703 3,114'
1970 32,672 20,81?
lor: Y 1 lor: Y U l o n  Y 10&JE :.
1963 4.4376 0.0258 0*0173 3.9444 0.0676
1964 4.4634 0.0085 0.0010 4.0120 0*0491
1965 4.4549 0*0075 0*0126 4.0611 0.0403
i960 4.4624 0.0201 0*0088 4.1014 0.0639
1967 4*4825 0*0113 ;0*0058 4.1653 0*0447
1968 4*4932 0.0053 0.0099 4*2090 0.0390
1969 4*498? 0*0154 4*2480 0.0705
1970 4*8141 4.3185
y l l
229
95
872
445
52
1*595
0.0185
0*0088
0*p256
0*0192
0.0057
0.0315
A computer program was used to obtain values: of ■ 
a and b for gloss paint* : (sales., of
Y ts(gloss paint 
log X « - 15*352865 * 0*010083 T where log a i 15*552865
‘ ■ log. b V  0*010083'
the correlation coefficient H r 0*97'’
and validity - 99*85^
■.for emulsion paint* - - .
log X « 96*680837 ♦ 0*O51265T where log a 96*680897
log b « 00 051265
■ > X '-(sales of
(emulsion paint
the correlation coefficient H ** 0*99
and validity s 99*81f5
A validity of 99*81/5 noans that two thirds of the 
points lie within a hand that is (1Q0 - 99*81)$ on either 
side of the theoretical curve i#o* within a hand of 
width 0*3®$ centred on the theoretical curve* Confidence 
limits can he obtained by multiplying the $age error 
by the appropriate factor i*e. 1*96 x 0*19 * 0*372 for 
95$ limits*
From the equations for gloss, and emulsion paint it 
was possible to calculate sales for future years by 
substitution' of different values of 97 from 1970 to 1980*
■RESULTS OF THE HD LIRE ANALYSIS,
PART 4 (oont %V
S’ABLE 27*
Yea: Smoothed 
value'of 
log x*
Value of 
T-# (Sales 
Gloss#)*
Smoothed 
Value of 
log Y*
Valuo of Y 
Sales of 
Emulsion*
(Gloss). th*galls* (Emulsion)* th* ga.
1 963 4*4407 27*580 3*9531 8*976
1964 4*4908 28?250 4*0043 10,100
19 65 4*4609 28,900 4*0556 11,370
1966 4*4710 29s580 4.1069 . 12,790
1961 4*4811 30*280 4*1581 14,390
I96S 4.4911 30,980 4.2094 16,190
1969 4*5012 31,710 4.2607 18,200
1970 4*5113 32,450 4*3119 20,500
1971 4.5214 33 9 230 4*3632 23,080
1972 4*5315 34,000 4*4145 25,970
1973 *' 4.5416 34,800 4.4657 29,220
1974 4*5516 35,610 4.5170 32,890
1975 4*5617 36,450 ■ 4.5683 37,010
1976 4.5718 37,320 4.8195 41,640
1977 4*5319 38,190 4*6708 46,860
1970 4*5920 39,080 4.7221 52,730
1919 4*6021 40,000 4*7733 59,330
19 80 4.6121 40,940 4*8246 66,770
The 2>Qsuits were plot ted - see graphs I5(&)lg.l6:h;; *
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, the moat:,Important pelat ..In foreoaetias is to 
pi ass errors on- projections resent valid criticism h&visG
rJ » , i '
boon made b# Bubinov {77’) not -.doles this* Errors- ■' 
may arise for a variety of reasons*;
•X) ..in puro. statistical forecastins no- dependence is 
placed .-on outside economic forces ishloh- .mat- affoot tho 
trend &*^« .the tread map snddenls otonsa because of 
Sovernmomb legislation* ■ f „ . ., .
B) Mh0 parameters of tho • curve tevo .been .derived from
m.limited amount of data cad are. therefore subject to 
some uncertainty* ■ „ . f t% \( .  ^,
3) fhore Is a variation, of the ■ Individual points about
the servo* . ., , f t# . it
Confidence limits* , t
flio effects (2) above: ma^. he accounted for by' finding 
limits trithla .©hioli there is a high probability that tho 
points mill lie* Homofer. the -errors for v(i) and {2} cannot 
bo estimated completely and It is for this reason and the 
fast that a purely statistical-approach 1ms been seed 
-which has le<(d to tho more popular method of .model. MIMing*
?APw$ 4 C e OZlta) «
Conclusion.
IHWIhWi i '.n>n,w*»'»rtUPX^ t«t.Uf**»i m.
Prom tho results In table 27*
Amount of emulsion paint forecast for 1975 s 57$010 th galls.
« " gloss " - ■" for 1975 r 36*450 th galls.
From .diagram 7 this is divided intos
retail emulsion mint » 57010 s 0.440 i: 0*28
0.791
building - lf 51 ~ 57010 sc 0 *551 m 0.72 •
0.791
retail gloss paint ~ 56,450 r 0* 5,6 m 0*28 assuming
1*209 * others’ to
be alkyd 
paints*
building gloss paint ~ 56,451 x Q.,649, m 0*72
1*209
Sotal retail market - (57$010 m 0*440 + 56,450 m 0*560)0*28
( 0*791 1*209)
Sotal Building market - f37$010 :: 0*551 + 56,451 r 0*649)0*72
{ 0*791 1.209)
or in value terms -
Sotal retail market s
(57$010 k O ^ M Q  * P0n ^ 56,450 x &.56O x 3?) x 0*28
( 0*791 1.209 )
5?otal building market - 1
57,010 i* 2*151 *W ♦ ■56,451 * QsMl * V '  * 0,72
0.791 " 1.209 )
For 1965 Pea = l.Cpl p = 1.S58
retail narket for 1965 s £18.09 n.
and building market for 1963 s £45*18 a*
V3
PAm  4 (cont.U 
Conclusions (coni.)*
Because figures are required based on X9&5 prices 
the values of ^xoss an& 3Pem where taken from 1965 
statistics* The results are tabulated (see table 55)*
These input-output figures make the assumption that past 
growth rates will continue into the future* Ho technological 
change is incorporated*
There has been no attempt to fit a Comports 
or logistic curve to the data as. this requires some 
knotTledge of the saturation point of sales* It is
assumed that as long as new houses are being built there
will be a constant need for paint for both new houses and 
maintenance and even though a long life paint has been
developed there will always be the need of a colour
change or redecor#
METHOD 2*
Model Building » (76)*
In trend projection ones forecast is either right or 
wrong and there is no possible way of finding the reason 
for this* In model building factors which take into 
account variability of forecasts are used so that results 
may show an unexpected decline caused by an environmental 
factor* Statistical techniques are used as a means of 
constructing and testing theories rather than as a means 
of forecasting in their own right* The trend is 
dependent on some variables and changes in the trend 
result from movements in these separate variables*
Model Building (cont.)*
The forecast is not based solely on a trend line
projection hut on knowledge of movements in economic
variables and markets as a whole*
. The equation is of the types
Y - £ (P, I) .where. Y & sales.* .
P - price#
X * incomeo
where sales are dependent on price and income or 
more, generally
, Y .as f ( % ^ X 2 ^ )  Y - sales*
% X2X5 ~ independent variables*
In building the model one must*
1)Choose the independent variables most likely to 
affect demand*
2) Find reliable statistics of these variables and 
demand for as many previous years as possible*
5) Find the equation relating demand to the variables 
used* A means of testing whether the model fits the 
past data well is used and where it doesn’t reasons 
must be found for the discrepancy* If in a particular 
year sales were found to be substantially different 
from those calet\lated by the model then reasons for this 
could be one of two types* The independent variables 
used in the forecast may have been wrongly calculated or 
the model itself may be wrong* (e«g# a variable may be 
missing)*.
PART 4 (cont*y»
The Arshit ectural Paint Model*
Again, because of information available it is 
necessary to use a model for emulsion paint and a model 
for gloss:,and other types of decorative paints*
1) Choosing the independent variables*
a) Gloss Paint*
The factors most likely to affect sales are price 
a^nd income since the majority of these paints are sold 
by retail* Other possibilities are advertising, prices 
of substitutes and number of houses built* (24)#
b) Emulsion Paint*
Price and income are the most likely independent 
variables but price of distemper which has been substituted 
by the emulsion paint may be a deciding factor*
Difficulties arise in obtaining advertising figures 
for different types of paint (only available from 1968)* 
Because of this it was not possible to use advertising 
as a variable*
Scatter diagrams were drawn for the other chosen 
variables plotting sales of each paint against the 
independent variables* Thesp-are shown in graphs 7 - 14#
If the scatter appears to follow some kind of trend - 
then there is a relationship between tho chosen parameters*
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RESULTS*
TABLE 26* :
Dependent Variable* Independent Variable* Relationship*
Sales:'Gloss Paint* price* Good*
Sales 0 loss Paint* Income* Good*
Sales Gloss Paint* Ho* of Houses* Irregular*
Sales Gloss Paint* Value of Output of
Construction Industry* Irregular*
Sales Emulsion Paint*Price* Good*
Sales Emulsion Paint•Income* Good*
Sales Emulsion Paint*Ho* of Houses* Irregular*
Sales Emulsion Paint.Value of Output of
Construction industry* Irregular*
The models chosen were*
1) Sales Gloss I (price$ income*)
2) Sales Emulsion - I (price, income*)
It was necessary to show that the independent
variables* price, income were not correlated this being 
a condition of the model to avoid multicollinearity 
(see later for definition)*
RESULTS*.
TABLE 29*
Independent Variable* Independent Variable* Correlation
Coefflclent *
Price Gloss Paint* Personal Disposable
income* 0*97299
Price Emulsion Paint* Personal Disposable
Income* 0*97882
PART. 4 (cont*)*
Sources of Statistica*
PAINT SALES were obtained from Business Monitor Production 
Series' paint..& Varnish P* 18.
.PAINT- PRICES ” « « «
These were divided by the index of output of all
industries*
INCOME* Real disposable income was obtained from 
National Income and Expenditure H*M*3,0, 1971* This was 
divided by popolation figures from Annual Abstract of 
Statistics 1971 to give a value of real personal disposable 
income/hd of population* The figures were given in real 
prices to take inflation into account*
NO. OP HOUSING COMPLETIONS were obtained from Housing 
statistics 1971*
VALUE OF OUTPUT OF THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY was given 
in Annual Bulletin of the .Construction Industry 1971• 
Lo^rithmic Relationships* ;
Graphically the pattern of the dots on the scatter 
diagrams provide a %risual indication of the relation 
between the variables but usually the dots do not indicate 
whether a linear or curvilinear relationship; exists and 
if curvilinear the exact nature .of the curve and the number 
and location of its bends* The independent variables have 
either an additive or multiplicative effect on the dependent 
variable, A simple method exists for transforming a 
multiplicative relationship into an additive one by the 
use of logrithms,
e*g, consider the multiplicative relationship*
Y = a t>::
I'LW
PARS?. 4 (coniuU
Lorcri thmle Relationships^ oont * ) .
On ordinary graph paper this trould plot as a curved line* 
If logrithms are taken an additive relationship is 
obtained#
log t - log a 4» X log bt 
giving a straight line on ordinary graph paper and so 
simplifying the analysis* Taking logrithms and 1st 
differences of logrithne may also help to rule out 
•multipollinearity«• Recause of this sia: models wfejje 
chosen*;
PART 4 (cont»U
1) Sales gloss g f(price$ income)
2) Sales emulsion « (price income)
3) log (sales gloss) » f(log prices log income)
4) log (sales emulsion) = f(log price log income)*
5) 1st differences log sales gloss, - f 1st difference(log price)?
1st differences(log income)
6) lot differences lo^ sales, emulsion -
f(lst differences (log price)$ 1st differences (log income)) 
Por results of models 1 - 6  see tables 30$21*
TELECOM? PRXHTOTJ? OP RESULTS OP MORELS 
USI1TG PROGRAM 4 EC0I7* lo _ _ _ _ _
TELECOM PRINT OUT OF EgQHQKlC ANALYSIS PROGRAM. 
OP^IOH*
NUMBER OP TIKE SERIES (s 4} IS 4#
T. Series ITot s 1 Series No* s 2 Series No .is 3 Series No .a 4*
(Sales Gloss) 
lih mils* )
(price Gloss) 
t ( s/gal Is • .)
Thales Emuls*) 
(ih/gails.;__)
(Price Emuls.)
( &/Galls * — )—
0 27586 0*01858 0790 0*01651
1 29072 o*01791 102S3 0*01541
2 28510 0*01708 11505 0*01427
5 29005 0*01595 12631 0*01327
4 50584 ' ' 0*01511 14627 0*01241
5 51150 0*01476 16182 0,01189
6 51551 " 0*015854 17705 0*01114
7 52672 ; 0*01527 20817 0*01071
6 END* *
ANY CHANGES? ITO* 1 
OPTION* * • * .DATA* '
NUMBER OP TIME SERIES (« 4) IS 4<
SERIES HO*’ a 5 Series No. « 6 Series No*a 7
TReal P.P. 1*7) 
(hd pop. )
(No* of Housing'j 
(Completions. )
[(price Em*/ ) 
) ( Price 131 ST. )
£
0 405*7 507714 2.21748
1 419*1 383192 2.07171
2 426*1 391234 1*98684
3 432.6 596009 1*92467
4 437*3 315455 1.81842
5 443*0 425835 1.81848
6 445*2 378324 1.83152
7
B
458*9
■RUT* *
362267 1.91401
u
ANY
J-iXiJJ
CHANGES? NO.
£M*
5545
5567
5697
5577
11ST
OPTION -  D ire c t .
*-x (9, A) = LOS (X ClsA)) FOR A = 
••x (10, B) = LOG (XC2,Bj) FOR B =
♦•x (11, C) = LOG (X{3, C}) FOR C =
- ' ]
«-x (IS, D) = LOG (xfr, Dj) FOR D =
*x (13, E) = LOG (XC5, Ej) FORE =
«-x (lV, F) = LOG (Xf6, Fj) FOR F =
<-x (15, G) = LOG (xl7, Gj) FOR G =
♦•x (16, H) = LOG (XC8, H]) FOR H =
(1-6
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Forecasting Techniques 4 
Multiple Regression*
Where sales are a function of more than one 
independent variable multiple repression is -used* ’ The 
equation estimated is of the forms
If b a + o^ X-^  ■+ bgX^ ^ ■+ #*•*#* X^ + u»
where T - sales*
X^XgX^ etc* are independent variables* 
u - error term*
Model (1) RESULTS* .
Sales gloss » a 4 bj_ P£.losc4' *>2 (p*2)*I0  * u
whore Tr. - sales gloss e*
?gloss ~ Prioe Slose*
P*3)*l* - real personal disposable 
income/hd* population*
The computer program derives the values of a* b^ and bg
under the option regress*
bg shows.the change in gloss paint sales with respect
to a given change in income, price remaining constant*
b^ shows the change in gloss paint sales with respect
to*a given change in price* income remaining constant*
The equation ie?*-
Yw s'5^9*69 - 51B088 +,66*9315 P3)X
std.^rrors (32928*2) (511164) (57*7209)
o
The coefficients of multiple correlation and
multix>le determination about the mean shows how closely 
the regression as a whole fits the data*
Bj2 s 0.999 H 2 a 0.922
In this case the equation appears to fit the data 
very well*
PART 4 (cont *)*
Forecasting Techniques (oont,U
The standard error of estimate can he calculated 
and represents the mean sum of squares unexplained by the 
regression*
s2 - 340120*55
A t - test can he used to see whether the coefficients are
significantly different from aero*'
for* a t m a * 8 * 5969*69 , = 0*18129
Sa 32928*2
for* hi t ** hi ~ 0 - 318088 - 0*62228
511164
for* h2 t - h2 - 0 - 66*9315 s 1*15957
~Sb2 57.7209
From a table of t - distributions the level of significance
can he found*
Results*
a is significant at the $0;i level*
b^ is significant at the 6o^ level*
b2 is significant at the 30?f< level*
The low value of significance for the coefficients is 
probably brought about„by the two independent variables being 
highly correlated*
Problems in Multiple Regression*
1) Autocorrelation*
This is the problem of testing residuals* If the 
intial model has not been sufficiently well specified the 
omitted variables will shot/ their influence by causing 
systematic variations in Y so that the error terms will 
not behave as a random variable* One way of testing this 
is to inspect the residuals for randomness or by using 
the Durbin-wateon statistic given by the program* This is 
compared with the upper and lower bounds du and dj. in the 
Durbin-Watson table*
For-vve autocorrelation at a given level of 
significance
If d < ’&£, there is evidence of autocorrelation
If d > du there is no evidence of autocorrelation
If dj, < d < du the test is inconclusive;
For Ive autocorrelation at a given level of 
significance
If 4->d < &£ there is evidence of autocorrelation
If 4-d ^ du there is no evidence of autocorrelatioh
If d^ < 4-d < du the test is inconclusive*
Results
d *s 1*687 Therefore test is inconclusive*
4 - d ; 2*315 Therefore the test is inconclusive 
However on observing the actual errors of the 
predicted values the sequence is ++— •-t-H- which seems to show 
a systematic variation* Because the variation is systematic 
then autocorrelation is observed*
PART 4 (oont.).
Problems in Multinic Regression*(cont*)*
The best method of dealing with autocorrelation 
is to locate the variable which is causing the variation 
and put it into the model* Other methods are to try 
a curvilinear instead of linear regression by taking 
logrithms, or first differences of logrithms (see 
Robinson 0h*8*P148*)*
2) Hnltfcoillnearfty*
This arises because of intercorrelation between 
the indepeii&oni variables* This is shown in table 29, 
e.g*
Y s a + bn Xi +b0 Xa * uAm JU CL
bx should show the effect on I  of variations in with 
X2 constant and b2 the effect on Y of variations in X2 
with X^ constant but if and X2 vary systematically 
together it will not be possible to separate their 
individual effects and reliable estimates, of b^ and b2 are 
not possible* From the table it is seen that 
multicollinearity does exist between price and income in 
the model* 1st differences helps to rule out 
multicollinearity*
5) Homoscedasticity*
The variance of Y about the expected value should 
bo constant regardless of the X term*1 If the disturbances
do vary with the level of X then they are said to be
heteroscedaetic* In looking at the standard errors of the 
!>r0dieted values these do vary to some extent in the model 
used* One way of reducing this effect is to take logrithms*
Problems in Multiple Regression (cont*)*
4) Identification*
It has been assumed from the scatter diagram the 
points were those of a lino describing a demand relationship 
between quantity and price* The observed points 
represent points on a supply relationship as well as 
those of a demand* In diagram 8 it could be assumed 
that a demand relationship exists but more correctly this 
could be drawn as diagram/i) where the ~ve sloping lines 
represent demand relationships and the ve sloping lines 
supply relationships* It is possible that a wrong 
assumption has been made about the demand curve and that 
it may well be a supply curve* The demand relationship 
should be identified as a demand curve and not a supply 
curve* Working (78) observed that data of quantities 
sold and corresponding prices are points at the intersection 
of supply and demand curves* The points representing 
observations can be constructed as equlibrium points*
While individual points represent static conditions fhe 
market is dynamic involving continually shifting demand and 
supply curves* Over time shifts in the static equilibrium 
can be observed* *A* represents the intersection of 
and *B* the intersection, of bgJbj, S2S2*
*0* the intersection of S2S2* The recorded
observations would be A, B and C* In contrast to static 
conditions the demand and supply equations shift from
p
(a)
SCATTER BIAGRAM.
0
ft)
Q
Pgoftloas of Multiple Eefirogoion (oont.).
Pitting a domand ciirve to points A* B and C would not be 
justified since these points also lie on the supply curve* 
There is not enough information to identify the line as ' 
a supply or a demand curve* The parameters of either 
line cannot be deduced on the basis of empirical data Q, and 
f above*
Suppose an equilibrium supply «* demand model exists* 
Q H s  & +■ bP* *... * (1) where QB ^ quantity demanded
QS a c + dP*•*•••(2) QS s quantity supplied
QB « QS at equilibrium P - price
To distinguish (i) from (2) additional information 
must be known about each relationship* Economic theory 
says that income ought to be in the demand relationship 
and cost in the supply relationship* These additional 
variables can be included in (1) and (2)* 
iD s a + W  t eY where Y ~ income
QS <■* c * dP +■ TC G w cost
If observations of Q and P alone are collected and 
are represented as the diagram there is no statistical 
justification for fitting a demand or suLpply curve but
this does not mean the supply curve and demand curve cannot
■ 1
bo distinguished from the sample* The reason is that becau 
of changes in variables such as income and prices which 
affect the demand (not shown in diagrams) and because of 
changes in cost affecting the supply equation*
Problems of Multiple Regression (contoV*
Only: observations of prlco and quantity changes are 
Shown which lie on both the demand and supply curves*
In the present models we are finding the demand 
equation then the inclusion of income9 as an independent 
variable9 should identify the equation at being one of 
demand and not supply# In all the models used for, 
demand of paint income has been included* 
forecasting from the models*
1) We have •>*•*. .
log Sq » 1*98285 - 0.224434 log P +- 0*791951 log PDI* 
It is possible to forecast if values of the independent 
variables for the future aro known or can be .extrapolated* 
It is assumed that three types of changes may occur*
' a) Changes in price and income*
b) Changes in price9 income remaining constant*
c) Changes in income9 price remaining constant*
It has been assumed thit; both price and income :will; follow 
a trend similar to that of previous years*
RESTILgSt(a). gABI.3 30.31.
(b) It is unlikely that P.E.I. will remain 
constant* ; Vi
(c) It is very unlikely that prices will remain 
constant.
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Forecasting from the models (cont*)#
Proa the'sis: models chosen* the gloss paint model 
still had some problems of error which could only be 
overcome by the introduction of another variable# -The 
ideal variable would have been advertising because/firms 
spend a great deal of money in this area ( ref* Statistical 
Review of Advertising Expenditure)* However because of 
the lack of data this was not possible and model 
log Sq, * f (log P* log PHI) 
was taken as a first approximation#
To rule out multicollinearity it is possible to use 
income estimated from family budget data and price from 
a time series analysis (79) • -From a scatter diagram of 
sales v income from household budget data there did seem 
to be some kind of relationship (see graphs 17 & 18)• 
RESULTS*
For results of these models see table po* yl» 
Conclusion*
Household budget data did not rule out errors of 
multicollinearity#
Models 2 and 5 were assumed to be the best fit 
and forecasts from those were the ones taken to calculate 
the input output coefficients* See graphs 19S2G521922*
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PARS? 4 (cont.U
ffABLB 52*
Forecasts of Different fypes of Paint for 1975 uud I960 
ttsin& tho.averages, of models 2 & 5* ■ "
■ /Market * . Forecast 1575* ' Forecast 19.80 *
(th /?alls)V ' (th galls).
■ ..Architectural .
Potal 72196.5 1048^5
Building total 51981*4 75486*9 ;
gloss 26250*6 58120*9
' emulsion 15646*4 22721*5 '
others 7485*5 10870*1
Retail total 20214*9 29556.0
gloss 6187.1 IX889.2
emulsion 8894.6. 12916*6 . V.
others 5153*5 . 4550*2
This assumes that the market breakdown is the same 
as that given in the flow chart, diagram 7* Proportions 
may not remain the same because of innovations etc*
fhe most accurate models were the logrithmic ones. 
which* although they had error in the form of multicoIlinearityg 
still gave the best fit to the data* First difforonoes 
tended to give values much above those expected and signs 
in the model wore not in the right order*
m
Input Output figures could be calculated for
1975 using the followingi- ' ' " '
Building Markett ■ ■
(26250.6 'x P 4 15646.4 z P a a * 7465.5 Po) x 0.72
Retail 'Market *
(6187.1 x Pg f 8894.6 Pei3 +• 5155.5 ?o) x 0.26
where ¥ « price gloss
a
s price emulsion paint. em * i
Ro s price others 
The prices used were those for 1963 since the forecasts 
needed to be brought to 1965 prices.
PARS? 4 (cont*)*WWIW I— HIM—I■ I-,. ■
TABLE 55»
RESULTS OF XITPUT-OUTPUT COEFFICIENTS. 
£M>
Method*
1965 from available 
data* Business 
Monitor*
1965 Input-Output 
Table.C.S*G*
1968 from available 
data*
Business Monitor*
1975 at 1969 prices 
from models 2 & 9
1975 at 1968 prices 
from models 2 & 5
1980 at 1969 prices 
from models 2 & 9
1980 at I968 prices 
from models 2 ■& 9
1979 from trend 'line 
model based on 1969 
prices
Final Buyers
Manufacturers Retail 
Selling Prices Prices,M*IH»>iw'"*Iibuji.«i«b I,*'11 «.Mi mm |4*XS*
19.4
not
given
19*6
21.8
26*4
29*4
28*9
18*09
27*2
27*9
27*4
90*9
57*0
92*8
59 *6 
29*2
Building 
Construction 
At* Manufacturers 
tes*
49*5
47*2
45*6
50*9
61.6
54*5
66*0
45*18
Conclusions•i* .*»en*»'«*W!*H
The figures for the retail market v/ere given at 
manufacturers selling prices* A conversion factor given 
by the Prices and Incomes Board Report (65) uas used to 
calculate the retail market at retail prices* The figures 
obtained for both markets for 1963 ncre a little Ion
(<?3
probably owing to the fact that Business. Monitor figures 
only include firms employing 23 persons or more* To 
account for this 84 should be added on to those figures*
It was not possible to check the figures for 1968 as the 
input-output table for that year has not yet been 
published*
Changes., which may alter the value of the Xnunt-Outuut 
. Coefficients*
These are of two typesz
1) Change in raw materials and paint prices#
2) Change in product mix (innovation)♦
Considering these separately*
l) A change in the price of any particiilar paint 
.may be brought about by an increase (or decrease) in the 
cost of paint production* In any firm the production is 
a function Of.a combination of the inputs e*g»
Q ■** 6 *♦ *;*) where Q ~ output
• ■— inputs
and this is known as a production function* The ma^or 
inputs for the paint industry are raw materials and labour* 
In the following analysis the production function is 
assumed to be a linear homogeneous one in which constant 
returns to scale is a necessary condition* e*g* if the 
process is expanded exactly to scale then all inputs will 
..increase in the same proportion*
PART 4 (oont*)*
Changes which may alter the value of the Innut-Output
Coe££icients7~Tcout *)* ...
In looking at this effect in more detail for the 
architectural paint market two models were made9
a) The flow of inputs into emulsion painto
b) The flow of inputs into gloss paint*
a) Emulsion Paint Model* (see diagram 9)*
For further details on how this model was made 
see Appendix 2*
The emulsion paint model was constructed in 
such a way as to show the chemical inputs and 
intermediates involved in making one unit of paint from 
basic raw materials such as petroleum* Proportions of 
each chemical could be found from data of each 
individual process and labour figures could also be 
calculated from costings* Prices (p) were obtained 
from the respective manufacturers and labour figures from 
government statistics* The mathematics behind the model 
are given in Appendix 2* In the chemical processes under 
consideration constant returns to scale are obeyed as most 
of the operations are unit processes* Price increases of 
104 were given to both labour and raw materials and the 
effect of these on emulsion paint was estimated*
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TABLE 54#■lam i' maSMhtm
RESULTS - I960 Emulsion Paint Model,im i n ' iB m w ■ — nm U M M W 'W m  drfw g iw ii ■■ mrnmlrtw »»■»>« w m m i ■ ■■ n ■mini , m>rmi i  m.w • «n m  n »■—i  m n m i  m ........ .
Chemical*
ethylene glycol 
titanium di02d.de 
calcium carbonate 
Calcined elay 
silica .
Potassium tripolyphosphate 
phenyl mercuric acetate 
polyethylene glycol 
P.VvA. copolymer 
antifoam
diethylene glycol ether 
acetate
hydroxy©thy1 cellulose 
ethylene (1) 
ilmenite ore 
sulphuric acid- 
rutilo ore 
c oke
chlorine
sodium hydr02d.de 
p3asbiciser (copolymer) 
vinyl acetate
Price Increase Emulsion Pain 
1 Price.Increas
;.v/
lor' 0.119
lo;5 1.327
10:5 0,118
10 ' 0.059
10 f. 0.047
10;' 0.003
10;4 0,003
10.5 D .025
10;' 0 . 6 2 6
10 ;< 0.017
1 0 5  0 . 0 6 0
10;' 0,151
1 0 't 0.029
10.5 0 . 0 8 1
10.5 0.357
10 ' 0 . 0 4 5
10 5 0,006
10 ' 0.011
10; 5 0.005
10;', 0 , 3 5 4
20 5 0 . 3 8 3
157
SO 
|e
f*
Chemical* Price Increase* Saulsion Paint*
■ Price - Increase*
dietkylene glycol ©the:
acetic acid
ethylene osd.de (X)
naphtha (1)
sulphur
coal
sodium chloride 
acetylene 
acetic acid (2) 
ethylene osd.de (2) 
ethanol
light naphtha (l) 
ethylene (2) 
petroleum (1) 
calcium c arMde  
light naphtha (2) 
ethylene (3) 
ethylene (4) 
petroleum (2) 
naphtha (2) 
lime 
coke (2)
petroleum
10 i 
10;^ 
10;^ 
.10^ 
io i. 
lo 5 
io i 
io 
10# 
io-: 
10 
io # 
10# 
10 -i 
10 ' 
io : 
10# 
10# 
10 # 
10 # 
10 # 
10# 
10#
O.Q45#
0*007
0*001
0*273
0.006
negligible
0.085
0*151
0.222
0.010
0*004
0*044
negligible
0*071
0.025
0*136
0*037
negligible
negligible
0.010
O.OO5
negligible
PART 4jLco»t*JU 
EABiiEM Ccontj),
Uhenical#
naphtha (3). 
naphtha (4) 
petroleum (4) 
limestone. 
coal (2) 
petroleum (5.) 
petroleum (6) 
naphtha (total) 
petroleum total 
ethylene total 
ethylene 02d.de total 
acetic acid total 
coke total 
coal total 
TOTAL*
Price Increase. Emulsion Paint*
Price Increase*
r f
io # 
10# 
10# 
10# 
10# 
10# 
10# 
10# 
10# 
10# 
10# 
10# 
10#
. 10 # 
d F T
0*001
0*002
negligible
0.133
0*003
0.003
negligible 
0*247 
0*223 
0*158 
0*011 
0*003 
4*083 - ;
TABLE 34 {coht O  * 
Process (Production of)
emulsion paint 
ethylene glycol 
titanium di02d.de (a)
,t n (b)
diethylene glycol ether
acetate
P. ?.A. c©polymer
hydrory ethyl cellulose
ethylene (l) 
sulplmric acid 
coke .
vinyl acetate 
diethylone glycol ether
acetic acid (l) 
ethylene o::ide (1) 
naphtha (l) 
acetylene 
acetic acid (2) 
ethylene o:-:ide (2) 
ethanol
light naphtha (l) 
ethylene (2)
Increase in 
-labour cost* price increase
1.221
0.006
0.026
0.129
not
available
not
available
not
available
0*001
0.001
0.002
0.003
not
available
0.003
negligible
10# 
10# 
10# 
101 
10#
10#
10#
10#
10#
10#
10#
10#
10# 
10# 
10# 
10# 
10# 
10 # 
10# 
10# 
10#
0.002
negligible
0.004
negligible
light naphtha 
ethylene (3) 
ethylene (4) 
naphtha (2) 
naphtha (3) 
naphtha (4) 
calcinn carbide
line
c oke
TOTAL 2
10#
10#
10#
10#
10#
10#
10#
10#
10 #
negligible
otooi
negia
0*001
not
available
not
available
10#
Conclusions
The total effect of a 10# increase in oheaieal raw 
materials. and labour costs showed a price increase in 
emulsion paint of 5448#*
b)'; Close Paint Model,i (See diagram 10)»
The model for gloss paint was produced in the same 
way as. the emulsion paint model*
RBSULTSi
These were calculated in the same t?ay as for the 
emulsion paint, model see Append!:: 24 Labour figures were 
only calculated for the gloss paint and the primary raw 
materials because these were shown to be the most important
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TABLE 35*
Chemicals
titanium dioxide 
alkyd resin 
calcium naphthenate 
lead naphthenate 
cobalt naphthenate 
methyl ethyl ketone 
mineral spirits 
sulphuric acid 
ilmeni&O ore 
rut11o ore 
chlorine 
c oke
phthalic anhydride
soya bean oil 
pcntaerithritol
sulphur'
sodium chloride (l) 
coal
naphthalene
o-xylene
sodium hy&roxido
acetaldehyde
formaldehyde
Price increase Emulsion Paint
^ ■ : Price Increase*
xoi 1*667
10 < 2*653
10 A 0*092
10< 0*036
10 i 0*024
10 ' 0*012
1 0 i 0*089
10 * 0*402
10•' 0*068
10< 0*05y
1 0 ' 0.015
10i 0*007
10 1 0.254
.10 i 0*022
10 ' 0*508
10 ' 0*185
101 negligible
10' 0*007
10 ' 0.025
10 ' 0*005
10-' 0*009
io-i 0*056
10^ 0*051
PARg 4 foon-t.).
SABLE 55 (coat.) 
Chemicalo
naphtha (I) 
naphtha (2) 
coal tar
coal gas
sodium chloride 
ethanol 
methanol 
coal (2)
oil (l) 
oil (2) 
ethylene 
carbon monoxide
hydrogen
naphtha total 
oil total 
£OTAL*
Price Increase Emulsion Paint 
<. Price Increase..,
10 < 
10 < 
10 'i
10 i
10 t 
io i 
10 J. 
10 <
10 ' 
10 < 
10 i
io i
10 <
10 i 
10 
10(
0*005
0.001
not
available
not
available
0*006
0.047
0.057
not
available
negligible
negligible
0.027
not
available
not
available
0.004
eligible
Krt
Alkyd XCK t i o v
available
mineral 'spirits 
gloss- paint 
TOTAL.
10
10 f *«** dR^g*
10^
OO0O9
Chocking the results of emulsion and gloss paint models.arwivt^waMniiirti .* jh» w« W  «i „«11» '» w » . ■ ■. H mh 1 ■ » ■  ■ m  n n,» 1  '■*>■<*! « » » « wii ■*■->■ —*■ ■«».—n w if u . .  j>*«w rw * - iti*ff . .! ,■*■ ivihi.  t »  . <mm«wim w it>n>
To check the models it was necessary to follow 
price increases as they occurred# Price increases for raw 
materials were announced in 1970 the general increase 
being of the order of 10i. Announced increases in paint 
prices followed this rise (80)* Labour costs also 
increased in this period by 18 ' (81)#
RESULTS* TABLE 56*
Paint Model* Raw Haterial Labour Cost Increase in Actual
price Inory increase.
Emulsion
Gloss
weighted
average
10
10 '
18'
18 1
£>rice of 
paint from, 
model.
6.60 '
8*94i
7*72h;
increase
*' 7 • 50 i 
7*50^ 
7.50^
The weighted average was calculated from the relative 
proportions of sales of gloss and emulsion paint for 1971°
Conclusion*Iw m w iw .w i > ailM. * 11 minmi mu mi— u»i
H?ke type of innovation which could affect sales 
of both gloss and emulsion paints is an emulsion gloss* 
(82) (8p)« Other innovations which would affect 
input-output coefficients by changing paint prices would 
be in the processes, involved in making the chemicals which 
go into the relative-paint*
gYPB (a)-, THE INTBODtyCEXOK Off Aff SMPLSlOfl G&OSS* ,
Bate of Innovation* ' '
It is necessary to compare the introduction of 
a new product with an innovation which has been accepted 
at some time in the past* fhe ma^or new product which, has 
now found acceptance on the paint market over the last 
two decades has been that of emulsion paint replacing 
the traditional oil bound distempers (see graph 2p)* -The 
rate of acceptance of this paint has been considered by 
two methods?
A) Statistical Methods*
B) Economic Models*
•To use either of these methods the figures for 
both emulsion paint and distemper must be brought 
to a similar base for comparision* Figures from Business 
Monitor are given in gallons for both paints however these 
were converted to allow for the greater spreading capacity 
of distemper*
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PAHT 4 (cont»)»
A) St at 181 foal He t hod «_
This is based on a simple substitution model of 
technological change (84)*
Assumptions?
1} Many technological advances can be considered 
as competitive substitutions of one method of satisfying 
a need for another*
2) If a substitution has pr-ogressed as far as a
few percent it will proceed to completion#
3) The fractional rate of substitution of new for 
old io proportional to the remaining amount of the old 
left to be substituted#
The fraction substituted is given by the relationship?
f Vf« \ (l + tanh (t - to) )  ......(1)
where - half fractional growth in the
early years* 
to s time at which f ~ 1-
A more convenient form of (l) is?
£■ - * 2 < * - * * )
T *- f
or log
rn r ■«* 2 ("c -«• to) •••••»«(2)
1 - f
If log f is plotted against time a straight line of slope
JL f
2 should be obtained and to where f - A or log f ~ 0
I -~f
(see graph 24)*
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PART 4 (oontm)•
RESULTS -« TABLE 5?
Year* Sales
Emulsion
Paint*
Sales
Distemper*
WWW—
Total* X*-i X~£ JTi
I-£
10^ 
1~£
1958 52X0 8957 14*167 0*5677 0*^525 0*5815 -0.2555
19 55 6107 8895 15*002 0*4071 0*5929 0*6866 -0*1655
I960 6828 S527 15,155 0*4505 0*5495 0*8200 -0*0862
1961 7757 7407 15*144 0*5109 0.4891 1.0450 0*0192
1962 8626 6448 15,074 0*5722 0.4278 1*5578 0*1265
1965 9485 4912 14,597 0.6588 1.p412 1*9510 0.2858
1964 10*945 42?8 15,221 0*7189 0.2811 2.5500 0.4079
1965 12s206 5580 15,786 0*7752 0.226S 5.4095 0.5526
1966 15,270 2859 16*107 0*8257 0*1765 4*6753 0*6699
1967 15,512 2027 17,559 . 0*8851 0.1167 7.5540 0*8782
1968 17,091 1846 18*957 0*9028 0.0972 9 .2.504 0.9865
1969 18?856- 1418 20*274 0*9501 0*0699 15.297 6 1*1258
1970 21*910 1159 25,069 0*9498 0.0502 10*9042 1.2765
A computer program f FIT 1 was used to find the valties 
of ot *.
Results are given see table 57 &n& computer printout of 
Line 11*
The straight lino fit for equation (2) was found 
Y r Q.129GX - 254*5568 
where Y - log f»• w nmMUiMWW
1~£
and X • time*
lib
LOAD CFITI.
TELCOHP SINGLE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE CNRVE PITTING
PACKAGE,
'HOW FACILITY INCLUDED 
DATA.BEING CBEARED. 
OPTION a DATA.
I
1 1958
2 1959
5 I960
4 196I
5 1962
6 1985
7 1 9 8 4
8 1965
9 1966
10 1967
11 1968
12 1969
13
y - U Y
•0.23545
•0.16330
•0.08619
0.01915
0.12647
0.28579
0.40790
O.5326I
0.66988
0.87818
0.96652
1 . 1 2 3 8 5
1. 2 7 6 4 6
OPTIOIT = XilHE IX.
STRAIGHT LIHE FIT (Y = A * X  +B)
EQUATIOH ISt Y = ' + .129828 X -254*536797
OPTIOB'- VALID.
THE VALIDITY ■ IS - 39.5787816;f,
OPTIOIf a I HEX
IHTEB/EXTRAPOLATIOH. 
RAITGE/SIEGLE = EAKGE.
LOW ■ 1950
HIGH = 1980 
IliOE = 1
X Y
m m  m m
1.9500 + 03 -1.3713 + 00
1.9510 -v 05 -1.2415 •* 00
1.9520 •* 03 -1.1116 + 00
1.9550 + 03 -9*8182 - 01
1.9540 + 03 -8.5199 - 01
1.9550 + 03 -7.2216 - 01
1.9560 + 03 - 5.9233 - 01
1.9570 + 03 -4.6250 - 01
1.95QO * 03 -5.3268 - 01
I.959O + 0 5  -2.0285 - 01
I.96OO + 03 -7.5018 - 02
I.96IO *■ 03 5.6810 - 02
1.9620 + 03 1.8664 - 01
1.9630 +• 03 5.1647 - Q1
1.9640 + 03 4.4630 - 01
1.9650 + 0 3  5.7612 - 01
cont.•.
171
X T+** 4mm
1.9660 + 0 3  7.0595 - 01
1.9670 + 05 0.5578 - 01
I.968O + 0 5  ■ 9*6561 - 01
1.9690 + 03 1.0954 + 00
1*9700 + 03 1.2253 + 00
1.9710 + 03 1*3551 + 00
1.9720 + 03 1.4849 * 00
1.9730 + 03 1.6148 + 00
1.9740 + 03 1.7446 + 00
1.9750 + 03 1.8744 + 00
1.9760 + 03 -2*0042 + 00
1.9770 + 03 2.1341 + 00
1*9780 +03 -2.2639 4 00
1.9790 +03 * 2.3937 + 00
1*9800 4 03 2.5236 + 00
RAHGS/SXHGLE a BHD.
p i
PART 4 (cont*)
Using the option ♦inez* of the computor program 
it was possible to find correct values to fit the line 
from 1950-1980# 3?or results see printout OPTION IUEX* 
Values of f could he calculated by simple 
substitution of correct values into equation (5)*
TABLE 58 - RESULTSo
Forecasted Market Share from Model*
Year (actual) Year (for model)
1
f.
I952
1954
.1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962 
1965
2
5
4
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
0*0405
0*0542
0*0718
0*0947
0*1252
0*1594
0.2057
0*2565
0*5150
0*3855
0*4580
0*5450
Applying this to emulsion gloss one can see that the 
fraction of conventional gloss substituted after year 1 will 
be 0.0405 or 4*05 ' of gloss sales* The results for this 
analysis are shown in graph 27 and results In table 41*
\i*
HBHEER OF TIMS SERIES (= V) IS 3.
T ^em
^em=Sdis 
Series No= 1
^dis
Series Ho= 2
PDI ;
Series 3
0 0.6588 2.217V8 ^05.7
:-\' A
VV ^ \■i. ■' \\
1 0.7189 2.07171 ^19*1 it■ji - \ : 1
2 0.7732
i
1 .9868V
i 
V26.1
\
\
3
jf
0,8237 I.92V67 V32.6 4 ■V
i\
k 0.8831 I.818V2 V37.3 .* i'.
} \1, \
\1 i,
5 0.9028 I.818V8 M+3 .0 f , ' 
-* \
6 Oo 9391 1 .83152
:1’ A \
7 0.9^98 1.91V01 V58.9
Si
V; \
I \\
w
PART 4 (cont+V»
B) Economic Models*
Again the past data chosen was for emulsion paint 
and distemper*^ X  scatter diagram was drawn for fractional 
sales of emulsion paint against the relative prices of 
emulsion to distemper and against personal disposable 
income* Prom the diagrams (see graphs 25?26) one could 
see that fractional sales of emulsion paint were dependent 
on both relative prices of emulsion to distemper and 
personal disposable income*
The models used were of the types
*0 .-JSem—  “ ?.Qm 9 FBI )
SCm + ^dis ^dis
where Sem sales emulsion paint
Sdis sales distemper
•Fem s' price emulsion
•^ dis = ' price distemper
FBI ■« real personal disposable 
income*
2) log (SqTO ) = ft log P ^  * P*B*I*)
'sem + Sdis^  ^ ^dis ^
log (  ) r f( log I> * log FBI }
Som^S .4n ( P,,n )
3) ____
sem * sdio { pdis
RESULTS,*. Computer program fBCQH 1 was again used to calculate
the constants relating the variables in equations (l)9 (2) and
(5)* See PRINTOUT OP <. ECOH 1 opposite for data and Tables
50,51 for the equations used*
Forecasts of Som were made from model 12 which Was 
Sea +
found to have the least errors#
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TABLE 59*
Eorecasts from Model 3.2*
Year (actual) Year Sem
: (for model) 'ScS S&ls
X963 19 0*6475
1964 14 0*733.1
1965 15 0.7804
1966 16 0*8268
' 17 0*8806
18 0*9074
1969 19 0*9135
1970 20 0*9508
It was not possible to calculate years 1-13 by this
method because of the lack of data* Therefore to overcome
this a plot of the calculated Snm against time was
sem * Sdis
made*
RESULT* .
Computer program LIES 11 was1 used to give the
following result*
Sgiti 2 G.0412t *► 80*1898
sen *’ Sdis
It was then a relatively simple matter of substitution
to find S o n   for the years 1951 - 1970*
^em 4 ^dis
17°\
PAR? 4 (eonfr .)
TABLB 46 »mi mOiWoiiWt
Year actual Year S„„
(for E O d e l )  S^is
1951 1 O.I914
1952 2 O.2526
1955 3 0.2738
1954 4 O.3150
1955 5 O.356O
1956 6 0.3970
1957 7 0.4386
1958 8 0.4798
1959 9 e»5210
1960 10 0.5622
1961 11 0.6034
1962 12 0.6446
1965 15 0.6858
1964 14 0.7270
1965 15 0.7682
1966 16 0.8094
1967 17 0.8506
1968 18 0.8918
1969 19 0.9550 -
1970 20 0.9742
Prom previous forecasts Of gloss paint sales it was 
possible to calculate the amount of emulsion gloss paint 
which would substitute the conventional gloss for its 
introduction in 1975.
isis
Part 4 (cont*y*
If 1973 represents year 1 the amount of gloss, paint 
subtituted would be 19< using this raodel* Eesults are 
shown in table 41*
Both subtitution models A and B are plotted on 
graphs 27*28* ■
Conclusion*
Although the rate of acceptance of a new product
has shown to be found ty two different methods it is
possible that the rate may not be the same for a future
product* Methods of promotion and advertising will
affect the sales of a new product and these are not
necessarily the same as those occurring in the past*
One major deciding factor in the case of paints is ease
of applications/which cannot be taken into account by
these models* e*g* thixotropic paints were readily
accepted in the Tf*E* because of their non-drip qualities*
Input-Outnut Coefficients* -
Since the new type of paint will have a price
similar to that of the competing product the input-output
coefficient is only slightly affected by a change
paint type* (see values of P m  for t - 0 to 7# table 47 )*
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Type (b) Innovations affecting chemical inputs to the 
decorative market,
.These may be divided into two classes*
Class lo Paint formulation* t
a) Acrylic emulsion paint*
b)/A new emulsion gloss based on vinylidene 
chloride copolymers or YeoYa resins (see 
later for definitions)
Class 2* Process Innovations*
a) Titanium di02d.de production by the upgrading 
of ilmenite ore and the introduction of 
more chloride plants*
b) The production of vinyl acetate from ethylene*
c) 2-ethyl horyl acetate production in the :T7*K*
Class 1 (a) ♦ An acrylic emulsion paint*
A formula for this type of paint is given (85) 
the major difference from conventional emulsion paint . 
is the polyvinyl acetate copolymer* The co~monomer in this 
type of paint is methyl methacrylate or styrene-methyl 
methacrylate* • This would change the network diagram 
for emulsion paint to that shown see diagram 11* The 
proportion of styrene-acrylic copolymer would be lower 
(10-20:^ by weight) with a larger proportion of pigment*
Class 1 (b)* Emulsion Gloss Paints*
The emulsion gloss paints which have recently been 
accepted are those based 011 vinylidene chloride copolymers (86)*
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TABLE, TO ACCOMPANY'.DIAGRAM 11
Raw Materials Required for the production of Styrene 
Acrylic Copolymer*
Raw Mate r 1 a 1 s »' Denoted Byt Quantity
styrene-aerylic copolymer 
styrene
methyl methacrylate
benzene
ethylene
acetone cyan hydrin
sulphuric acid
methanol
petroleum
coal
naphtha
hydrogen cyanide
acetone
sulphur
carbon monoxide
hydrogen
E>etroleum
methane
ammonia
sulphuric acid
sulphur
isopropyl alcohol 
propylene 
naphtha 
petroleum
Required•
*2 o*403yx
Y5 0.5971'!
%
y7
0»548Y1
0;i29Y1
y :
9 :
Q.CyZY^
h o .0*0o?Yx
h i  ; o;ai5Y
Y12 xua«
h 5 n«a*
Y14 Oi.538Tj
h e 0.222YX
h ? 0*479^
h o 0*022YX
0*5HY x
Y20 Q*044Y1
Y21 18;870YX
T22 n*a*
h 3 0 *184YX
Y24
0*l6lYx
*26 °*055Y1
*25 0.5841.,
*27 0V526Yx
Y29 3i.094Y1
Y_,
51
108.52 Ya
4 (cont o V»Billti-u inm.,—w w  i» » it— nMtonn »nw«>w i»* i«»wNw * iM
Class 1 (b) Emulsion Gloss Paints (contoV*
Formula# Proportion b.v Weight*
Texicryl 0*082
Hexylene-glycol 0*027
Ammonia 0*011
Titanium dioxide* 0*202
Propylene , glycol 0*102
Polidene 33**06l 0*342
Texieryl 13-011 0*003
Satin or semi-gloss .finishes can be made using 
similar materials with the addition of silica extenders* 
If these types of paints were introduced the process 
changes would be as shown in diagram ,12*
A second type of emulsion gloss which has been 
introduced recently is based on YeoTTa resin (87)* These 
resins are made by Shell Chemicals and are the copolymers 
of the vinyl esters of versatic acid* an unsaturated acid 
produced from olefines by the 0X0 process#
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Raw Materials Required for the Production of Vinylidene
Chloride Co-polymer*
Raw Material*
vinylidene chloride copolyme:
vinyl acetate
vinylidene chloride
acetylene
acetic acid
calcium hydro3dl&e
trichioroethane
calcium carbide
light naphtha
lime
vinyl chloride
chlorine
lime
coke
petroleum
limestone
ethylene dichloride
sodium chloride
limestone
coal
ethylene
hydrochloric acid
naphtha
hydrogen
chlorine
petroleum
sodium chloride
Denoted Byg Quantity-, Required.
C2
c5
C7
c8
CL,11
C14
°15
g17
Gia
c2o
°21
O25
024
°25
°26 
0,27
028
C~o
Or51
p5
C34
'55
0,870Ci 
O.130C! 
0 * 28pC-| 
O.ClSCj
0.003CJ
o.usCj^ 
0»894Cj_ 
■ 1.1360! 
0.002G! 
0.098C! 
0.1110! 
0.8S6C! 
0.610C, 
59.322C! 
0.004C! 
0.158C,
1 *oy^ 
0*87101 
0•0480^ 
0*006C^ 
O.OCGC^^ 
negligible 
0*0020-
58
2*5850
0-*004Cf
1
I^D
PART 4 (contc),..
Analysis of raw material requirements of the paint industry 
from networks of emulsion paint* gloss, paint and emulsion 
gloss paint for the years 1975 and 1 9 8 0 *  _
From mathematical models of each of the different 
paints it is x^cssible to find the chemical requirements 
required to produce one unit of paint (see Appendix 2* 
Mathematical Model of Emulsion paint)* From this it is 
a relatively easy matter to multiply these chemical 
proportions by the forecasted value of the number of 
gallons of paint required in 1975 o*g*
If x - amount of resin(Tons)required to make 
1 ton of emulsion paint*
and Fem = forecast for number of tCns of emulsion 
paint for 1975*
then 8
Rnrwr « 3* x X where Rno7t; s  amount of resin tons 
1975 0E1 197j required for 1975.
The same method can be used for calculating all 
the requirements of the paint industry for different 
markets* The networks used have been made up from the 
most up to date information but it is possible that some 
of the processes are now obsolete, these have been 
discussed later under process innovations*
Tables 42, 45 and 44 list the proportion of 
chemicals requirod for the different resin for different 
paintG*
At
PART 4 (cont«y»
*»— »mm — * * »»»* ■'■mi »ma mmimn — ■■ w
RESULTS,
TABLE 42o
Proportions by weight of raw materials of different paints*
Raw Materials * Emulsion Gloss 
Paint. paint
BmuXslen~Gloss Paint o
Based on Based on 
Vinylidene VeoVa 
Chloride* Resin*
Titanium dioxide
Alkyd Resin
White Spirit
Lead ilaphthenate
Calcium Haphthenate
Cobalt Haphthenate
Methyl ethyl ketone
ethylene glycol
P.V.A. Copolymer
Calcium Carbonate
Calcined clay
silica ,
Phenyl mercuric 
acetate
Biethylene glycol 
ethoracetate
Potassium 
t r ip o ly plio s x>ha t e
polyethylene glycol
antifoam
Hydroxy ethyl 
cellulose
water
0*196
0*022
0.218
0.087;
0.044
0.055
0.00004
0*009
0.001
0.005
0.002
O.OO6
0*576
0*510
0*525
0ol51
0.007
0.025
0*005
0.001
0.202 0*202
(41
PART 4 (cont.U
TABLE 42 (oon'Ci) »
Raw Materials* Emulsion Gloss
Paint* Paint *
ammonia
Propylene glycol
Hexylene glycol ,
vinylidene chloride 
copolymer (inc.water)
Acrylic resin
VeoVa resin
Emulsion-Gioss Paint.
Based on Based on 
Vinylidene VeoVa 
Chloride. Resin.
OoOll
0.102
0*02?
0*542
0*085
0.542
other figures 
not
available*
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PABT 4 (cont.X*
Discussion of Results#
From the forecasts of raw materials for 1975 it 
can been seen that 36th tons of titanium di02d.de will be 
required for the manufacture of emulsion paint and 52th 
tons for gloss finishes* 88th tons of alkyds and 
40th tons of P.V*A* copolymer willbe needed to satisfy 
demands* The market situation for sulphuric acid and 
sulphur will change because of the introduction of an 
emulsion gloss and because of the change over from 
Sulphate to chloride plants for the production of 
titanium dioxide* The market lost by sulphuric acid 
would be 180th tons and that by sulphur industry 60th tons* 
Phtkaiie anhydride, an intermediate in the production 
of alkyds would lose a market of 14~2'0th tons however 
this would be consumed by other outlets such as 
plasticisers for use in the rapidly growing field of 
plastics* llatural oils will lose ground in the paint 
industry gradual3»y being replaced by synthetics but the 
loss will be taken up by the food industries, glycerol, 
for use in alkyds will suffer a market loss and this 
will mean that producers would suffer as paint is its 
ma^or outlet* Smaller firms producing naphthenates would 
suffer if an emulsion gloss paint was introduced whereas 
vinylidene chloride and VeoVa resin manufacturers would 
gain. Demand would increase for vinylaeefate so creating 
demand for acetic acid and acetylene, or ethylene and 
orygen, depending on the method of manufacture*
Discussion of Results (cont.V*
If styrene acrylics or.PVA/mothylmethacrylate based 
emulsion paints substitute the conventional 
PVA/2-efchyl hexyl acrylate based ones then ethylene could 
suffer as the basic feedstock for the production of 
these*
CLASS 2 ~ PRQCBSS IKNOVATIONS* 
a) H-p^rading of llmenlte Ore* ;
The chloride process for the manufacture of 
titanium dioxide has now started to replace the sulphate 
process producing a superior pigment based on the raw 
material rutile ore* However the ore is now becoming 
short in supply and there is much urgency in the iJ.lC. 
to the effect that new supplies' will have to be discovered 
soon to make the chloride plants feasible for long-term 
investment* A newer process for making titanium dioxide 
is the upgrading of ilmenite ore* the raw material for 
the older sulphate process# This process increases the 
quality of the pigment produced by increasing the titanium 
content of the ore to 95 ' so that it can be tised in the 
same way as rutile ore based pigments# This process will 
be the or.c manufacturers choose to use in the future as 
supplies of rutile ore become rare# One plant is being 
commissioned in the U*K* (88) and other pilot plants of 
this type are already in use in Australia (89).
a) Upgrading of Ilmenite Ore .(contQ*
details of the process have not been given yet but those 
of one upgrading process have (90)* A costing has also 
been given (88) > I’rom this it is possible to estimate 
ran material requirements*
ilmenite ore 
4500 lbs
titanium dioxides
sulphuric acid* 2000 lbs
9000 lbs*
♦chlorine*
hydrochloric acid* 1600 lbs*
9350 lbs*
♦ferrous sulphate & 
other prods*
A tree diagram shoeing the respective routes 
for 1980 has boon drawn with probabilities attached0 It 
is quite possible that the new upgrading plants would be 
made by converting existing sulphate plants so the capital 
cost of equipment would be lowero 
1975 Model*
chloride ;
"0*5
titanium dioxide
sulphate
.; 0*5. ■ ■: ;';v^ V' - i - ■ ' .
If the chloride plants supersede the sulphate plants 
then by 1975 the xjrobabilities of titanium dioxide being 
made by either process would be approximately 0*5* Haw 
material requirements for this possibility are shown in 
table • 45 -estimates having been based on recent’ trend's in 
the industry*
<102.
a) bngrading of Ilmenite Ore '(cont + Yv
Towards the &id - 7O'1'© sulphuric acid producers could 
see a downward trend of demand to the pigments industry 
hut this will probably be revived by l$)8Q depending to 
a large extent on the future discoveries of the mineral 
rutile ore* r
1980 Model*
chloride 
0 * 4
titanium dioxidesulphate 
0*1
upgrading 
0*5
Xi* discoveries of rutile ore are large then the 
tree diagram will be as shown below for 1980
chloride
0*9
sulphate
0*1
titanium dioxide
2.03
PART 4 (cont
Total Titanium dioxide Requirements for the IT* 1C*
Thousand tons* Sulphate Chloride Upgrading
- Route Route Rotite
1975 Probability 0*5 0*5
Demand assuming U*K« has 
same market share in
western Europe as in 1968 55*9 th 55*9
tons
Raw Material Demand*
ilmenite ore 125*8
sulphuric acid 251*55
rutile ore 62*89
chlorine 10*62
coke 15*97
sulphur 86*55
sodium chloride 19*45
coal 19*98
1980 Demand* 160*000 tons
a) Probability 0*1 0*4 0*5
Demand 16 64 80
Raw.Material Demand*
ilmenite ore 56*0 180
sulphuric acid 72*0 560
rutile ore 72*0
chlorine 12*1
coke 15*74
sulphur 24*7 125*5
TAIBLB 45 (cont*) 
.Thousand tons*
sodium chloride 
coal
hydrochloric acid
b) Probability
Raw Material Demand.
ilmenite ore
sulphuric acid
rutile ore
chlorine
coke
sulphur
sodium chloride 
codl
Sulphate Chloride Upgrading
Route Route . Route
22*2
0*1 
16 ■ ' 
36*0 
72*0
24*7
22*8
0*9
162*0
27*2
39*4
90*0 
: 31 o 3
134*0
Sable 46 sets out Various demand lei'els o£ titanium 
dioxide by the emulsion paint industry using model 2 of 
table i*e* not including the;effect .oi emulsion glbas 
paint substituting gloss naint.
Titanium dioxiido Requirements by the Bmulsion Paint " 
Industry*,,,
Year* Demand th.tons* \
■ I969 19 0 6
1970 21op6
1971 23.33
1372 26*20
1373 29*80
1974, 92.08 ■
1978 36.14
b) Production of ethylene based vinyl acetate.
fhis process has already been tried by 1,0*1;* at
Billingiiam but was shut down due to corrosion problems (91) •
Details of this process are given (92) (93)* *he raw
material requirements ares
ethylene 
1680 lbs
--------- - vinyl acetate
orygen 2000 lbs.
18*400 -sq>ch*ft.
Costings have been done for the various prosessea, (94) . 
As the growth of emulsion paint rises so must demand for 
vinyl acetate especially if an emulsion gloss paint is 
accepted for 1973* This being the case it is likely that 
cither new plants will be commissioned in the U*K. or imports 
of vinyl acetate to the TT.IC* will increase (B*P* have now 
announced plans for building a vinyl acetate plant* based 
on this process, at Baglan Bay (93)y
c) Production of 2-ethyl hcxyl acrylate*
Ag the demand for acrylates grows it is possible 
that an acrylates plant will be set up in this country# 
Lennig have already announced plans but which were 
withdrawn at a later date# The alcohol used for the 
production of 2-ethyl he:<yl acrylate is made by the 
0X0 process ($6) and the method of producing the Oko 
synthosiseas has been described (97)© The acrylates 
are produced by reacting the respective alcohols with 
acrylic acid#
Plow charts for both the production of 
2-ethyl hoxyl acrylate and vinyl acetate are shown in 
diagrams 15 and 14# Those charts are based upon what 
is likely to happen in the b#E* If a process changes, 
it is possible to substitute this into the emulsion 
paint flow chart to see what effect price increases of 
these chemicals show on the paint and consequently the 
input-output coefficients* Probabilities must be 
attached to each of the processes and formulation 
innovations#
Probabilities are.based on
1) Recent articles in (journals and contacts in 
the paint industry*
2) Recent articles in chemical (journals referring 
to companies*, already building pilot plants or 
commercial plants and referring to when the 
plants are enpected to come on stream*
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ethylene 0«84e^
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2-Ethyl Hexyl^Acrylate^. ■
Denoted By. Quantity
Baquired,
2-ethylhexyl acrylate 
acrylic acid 
2-ethyl hexanol
acrolein
propylene
oxo synthesis gas
hydrogen
propylene
petroleum
naphtha
petroleum
petroleum
h2
h 5
hy
h8
ho
b10
h12 
hlb
hl6
h1 7
0 . ^ 3 ^  
0 .7 8 5 h 1  
0.^23^, 
0.581^ 
n.a. 
n.a. 
0.397b! 
3-. * * 1 8 ^  
2.335b! 
119.88 bl 
81.898b,
in
PAR2.4 ic ont*)*iw -w -i hi «r i i- ni> >i i~rfi ■ nr- r -unifti i>r~i
Pro babi1111os »
a) Formulation of an emulsion gloss Probability
based on vinylidene chloride copolymer - 0*7
based on VeoVa, resin - 0*3
b) an emulsion gloss being accepted by 1975 s 0*6
e) a change over to 2-ethyl hexyl acrylate
production - 0*9
d) a change over to vinyl acetate from
ethylene « 0*5
e) a change over to titanium dioxide
by ilmenite upgrading* - 0*2
f) titanium dioxide by chloride process - 0*5
g) titanium dioxide by sulphate process - 0*5
Considering the effects of two or more of these 
occurring at the cane time or within the same
The probabilities of an emulsion gloss being 
accepted by 1975 (b) and being based on vinylidene 
chloride copolymer (a) - 0*6 x 0*7 s 0*42*
She probability of an emulsion gloss being 
accepted by 1975 (b) and being based on YeoYa resin (a)
-0*6 x 0*3 s 0*18*
Other combinations exist and can be easily 
inserted on the flow ciiarts*
Plscuooion*
Attaching probabilities to different innovations 
could be made much easier if innovations or rate of innovation 
could be correlated with other things such as research and 
and development expenditure or number of patents issued by 
a particular company*
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PART 4 (cont»n«nwij>g>i**•«.« mm .-u*; » »
S u m m a r y »
It has been possible to breakdown official 
statistics so disaggregating the input-output 
coefficients for building and construction and final 
buyers* With the use of statistical and model building 
techniques official statistics have been shown to 
follow systematic relationships to such a degree that 
forecasts of input-output coefficients based on 1$6$ 
prices have been obtained* It has been possible to 
show the effects of product mix and price changes by 
looking at production flow charts of the paints 
emulsion and gloss and tracing through the changes 
most likely to occur in the future# This has contributed 
to the effect of making a dynamict mathematical model 
of the paint industry with special reference to the 
input-output coefficients of final lawyers and building 
and construction* The results of these have been set 
out once again in table 47 showing ah added to take 
into account firms employing S5 persons or.less*
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Autotaobile Paints*«pm»#hwuwh» apum .wOini* .1 v' 'j.'W.* mu#. .■n—iuww#"#*—wtt
5?ho automobile market consumes about £10*5K of . 
puint, peg*'’year according to the 1968 input-output table 
{98} and this contributes., to the economy in terms of 
in-Altafctiric* exports* ' As expected from such a, large outlet 
for paint’ products'.this presents many problems for the 
paint technologist* the marketing section of the paint 
companies and the motor car manufacturers* fhe paints 
themselves hare to possess properties of the type (99) s~
a) grooorties required by the motor manufact\irer#
1) Compatibility with the surface to be treated#
2) Conformity with the painting process, in operation#
3) Suitability for the methods of application employed#
4) Speed of processing#
5) Suitability for after-treatment to give a 
/•showroom finish**, , . : ,
6) Special properties required in production or service#
b) properties reoulred .by the car owner* ._
1) Retention of colour* •; Vp,?. "r , f
2} Retention of appearance with ease of maintenance#
3) Retention of protective qualities* 
al) Compatibility with the surface to be treated#
In the main the material of construction of the
average car is sheet steel which is fabricated by pressingt 
welding9 soldering etc# to form the body and chassis*
2-lS
Auiomobile Paints ' (cont#) *" ■
fla© ©wrfeee which is of main concern is shoot ©tool aad
this, is invariably in a greapy condition* tOhe orbent to which
\
this is cleaned to give a paint receptive surface is the 
noot important single, factor in paint performance both in 
the factory. and . in-service*/ fhe method© by'which this 
is. done1. vary but.. usually involves' degreeing with.; alkali 
followed, by,-&;'ph©spkori©; acid .rinse* Bodies arriving;, at 
the/plant , are . ,still, ©oyeyed. With surface dirt- and .-oil which 
■lias been, accumulated', during manufacture# , Ehese go through 
a series .of cleaning operations!, pre-rinsej, alkali clean9 
first, and second rinses9 sine phosphate bath*. third rinse9 
and water .blow off* Quit© often .solvent treatment in the 
form of a paraffin wipe is done before the body enters the 
cleaning tunnels*
Metallic.phosphates, are Insoluble in water but 
soluble in mineral acids* ,5?his is the basis of all 
phosphating processes and can be represented by the equation
5K (E2P04)2 ---—  H5(K>4)2 * 4H5P04
. As'long as the Concentration Of' phoephori© acid 
remains above the critical point the tertiary phosphate 
remains in solution# Ehe immersion of ferrous metals in 
hot phosphating solution causes roady reduction of the acid 
concentration at the.liquid metal interface* Iron is 
dissolved* hydrogen evolved and tertiary phosphate is 
ultimately precipitated according to the equation#
63?e + 511 (E2P04) 2 — -U5(P04)2 + 2Po5(P04)2 *'6E2
Although iron is dissolved up to the critical concentration 
of acid 'at" the interface, it will, he .precipitated as ferric 
or hydrated ferric phosphate when the acid value, falls below 
the level*' 5?his represents a simplified picture of the
phosphatlmg process,, in which iher e are usually more comp less 
phosphates involved (100)* 
a£) "fhe Painting Process*
dlven a dry#. chemically clean surface the hubs eluent 
painting process is designed to produce the standard of 
finish in initial appearance and durability set out by the 
manufacturer at the minimum cost i*o* with minimum 
expenditure in man and machine hours* 
fhe basic process used involvess*
1) Primer to give adhesion, corrosion resistance etc* 
to the system*,
■2) Filler or aurfacer which as the name implies fills
the imperfections of the metal so that a smooth uniform 
surface can be obtained by the rubbing down or 
operation carried out on this coat*
5} Finishing coats, by which the final appearance and: 
weathering resistance are obtained*
Over the past fifty years the process: used has changed from
the brushed coat painting system involving many coats of
slow-drying olcoreinous 'fillers, colour coats and varnish,
which was a time consuming process to the car manufacturer,
to systems involving quid: air drying or sieving 'undercoats
(which set hard by cross linking of the chemical structures
involved)and nitrocellulose finishing coats which although
attaining a degree of hardness suitable for polishing in a
Autonoblle P a i n t s {cout*!
relatively short time, at .normal, tomperatiires were force 
dried in low temperature evens to reduce this period to &>' 
matter of a few minutes.;* •
3? he development of nitrocellulose lacquers made 
possible the mass production, of oars through tfa the final 
stage for without such quick drying .paint materials a 
bottleneck in production .would have., persisted*. . Storing;. 
finishes were introduced, into England. in, about 19 3T -because' 
of the ever present urge of the motor industry to reduce 
man-hours * fhe .nitroc.olluloso system which had bec ome
fashion in 1958-39 required an appreciable amount of time 
in labour for flatting and .polishing,.of the lacquer coats*
Shis is. substantially eliminated in the storing synthetic- - 
system without any sacrifice in initial appearances while 
owing to the durability of the alkyd resins used, ease of 
maintenance and ultimate life of the paintwork could be 
very appreciably increased* As the demand for metallic 
finishes increased In the 1960*s the car manufseturefs- 
turaed their attention, to acrylic finishes, which, also had 
the advantage of not losing their durability by sunlight-- 
reflections on the metal particles in the paint as did 
alkyde* It was also found that they polished up well even ■ 
to the extent, of removing ■ small, defects and better and brighter 
colours could be obtained by the superior qualities, of acrylics* 
Because of these factors most manufacturers are moving over 
to this type of finish* Acrylics can also be tised for priming 
using modern application techniques.*
Thatil the last decade jaost' .moto^ cars -and- components 
were coated by dipping and/or .gpraying*
Components*
fiie process for coating components-was a ■■continuous, 
one involving seven stages* -
1) degreasing#
2} Washing# .
5). Phosphoric acid hath# - 
' 4) *dry off'1 oven*
5) Pipping into large *y* shaped tanks*
6) Draining*
7) Baking in an oven#
fhe automatic dipping plant was of such a else that 
the paint had to he maintained at a specific level the 
extent depending on the specific gravity of the bathf 
enamel viscosity and oven and room temperatures# ' A moving ■ 
conveyor from the press shop to the' loading hap1 eliminated 
any handling- operations* Black enamels of high hake were 
the type of finish used having the following characteristics*.
a) Flexibility - fhe coating must withstand the 
constant abrasion by road grit and bo capable of resisting 
corrosion by water from the roads*
b) Corrosion resistance *. A two coat high bake 
enamel has a very high resistance to corrosion*
c) Hart!lie so *
Automobile Paints (cont* ) ,
. &} Durability The .initial, brilliant lustre of
high bake' enamel in fairly'rapidly dulled by sunlight-and 
the Mhasen which appears on black enamel exposed during 
ausun.ea? months is attributed to a slight breakdown of the 
oil constituents in the film by the combined influence ■ ; 
of-sunlight oxygen and- moisture* #he durability can be 
increased considerably by hand polishing*
Motor. Oar Bodies»
The motor-car body finish was and still is 
applied,.by spraying ! techniques although primers are now- 
applied.by electro-coating*.-She'painting-system generally 
consists . of two.-or,.three basic mediae primer*; surfaces? .and 
finish coats# In some cases a primer surfaces? has. a duel' 
roleand- in other oases.a sealer-is used'prior to the■ 
application of the colour coats* The bodies- direct from
the'-body-shop went • through the'following stages..
1). ■ Degreasing*
-. 2) Phosphoric acid bath*-'
-. .5} -Washing*
4) Frimer applied by spray application followed • ■ • 
by stoving*
5) Two or more surfacer coats sprayed on and baked*
6) The surfaoer was wet sandod until all the panels 
were smooth*
7) Finish coats were applied* With nitrocellulose 
finishes the finish coat was built up gradually 
and then force dried before the final hand polish* 
Storing enamels formed a good, gloss, on baking*
Basically the paint systea i s .very similar today 
.but the methods of application have, made the processing 
time shorter by the use of fast bake enamels, roto-dipping 
techniques and electa?oeoating*
31ea.ta-oegatl.as_C 102) {104) *
In a typical system the car body after-cleaning* 
alkali and phosphate dipping»■ rinse and hot air drying 
(105) passes on to the electropaint tank# Electrical 
connections? on an auxiliary conveyor are magnetically 
attached to the boot of the car and a toning hook 
connects the conveyor to the main body sling# A current 
is applied to the body through a double bank of spring 
loaded bushes# After a low potential check the bodies make 
a live entry irate an insulated tank of 28,000 galls capacity 
containing a potassium hydroride solubilised electrepaint«
A positive voltage (200?) is applied for ,2 minutes at roof 
level and p§ minutes at floor level achieving a film 
thickness of 25-3® micron {1 ♦ 0 - 1*5 thou#).# After rinsing 
draining and removal.of electrical connections, surplus 
water is blown off using an automatic blower and the ■ 
electropaint is partially cured for 10 minutes at 160° 0 
metal temperature in a direct fired gas oven* #he 
partially cured primed bodies are transferred from-an 
overhead conveyor on to a single strand chain floor conveyor 
for completion of the painting process* She system is 
designed to incorporate automatic controls requiring seven 
direct operators for a body output of 45 units per hour*
liegtr^s^ .M B g JLgaait)jL-
Facilities are provided for "bulk .storage of phosphate and 
electrepaint solutions having & capacity of I #500 galls and 
5j000 galls respectively* In the e\rent of a lino stoppage 
automatic misting ^ets operate in the phosphate plant to 
prevent:staining and the voltage on the electrepaint 
reduces to 50V# Paint solids are controlled by an automatic 
feed system which meters directly into the tank a 
predetermined volume of -paint per vehicle without premisting#
Ms§siasaas~
1) Slipper dippingj solvent washing and fire risks 
are eliminated# *
2).. £he method gives, good paint coverage and protection 
" ■ on seams and otherwise inaccessible areas#
5) She process is almost completely automated with 
low maupowera^cl-economio material' standards# !
. ©able .48 shows a .cost' comparlses. of dectropainfcing 
with, conventional teQlinionos#
Bcoscmvlcs off Elccitgops:lr.tlKR.
{Sources Electrepaint 71s conference paper)1*
IMSai*. QQ3-S. p/ag
. Bleatrepainting ■ 6 *46
Dipping 7*9%
Conventional Spraying 10*05 
Electrostatic 11 ,f 8*11
CEEMISfEl Off B tm m o m ^ Q B T S tO lh
Corrosion and the Eleotrodeposiiion Process-* 
C* Hay* Journal of Paint feohnoXogsr ¥ol* 43* 
So*. 552* Jan* 19T1* 5 •}
Anode*
4mr-*-
Solution* Cathode*
;H20 ^  OS*
\
■fi* * 0T — - 
i02 ♦ 4SaO. * 2o 20H*
acooH. ♦ b — * acoo- * b e *
Carbonyl ■ neutralising
-containing -base*
E**RCG0* + ©‘
2BH + 2©** ■-* 2B^ H,
EC00*" * H BC00H
■\
2H20 4 S *  4 cu . 4♦y v>
Fo q — -* + 2e"
substrate being coated*
xa.t
Chore wore email hut inefficient aspects, of 
electropainting whieh liad to b© overcome*
1) ’Resin runs1 which «ors due to unconverted ■ 
electropaint seeping out oi double skin joints during 
stoving (overcome by additional spot welding*)
2) -High water pressure when rinsing tended to
lift uncured paint (overcome by paints with better adhesive 
properties)*
p) boss of electropaint during the rinsing cyel-c 
fhis has now been overcome by ill t rafi11 rat ;L on * .Brag out 
losses can be as much aa-40'v of the total paint consult ion 
and these were thrown away as sludge* Ultrafiltration 
recovers this wasted paint so that it can be returned to 
the paint tank and the purified water can be used again 
for rinsing* A solution of eietropaint in water is pumped 
through a vessel with slightly porous walls at a pressure of 
50 lbs per so*inch* A. small amount of water seeps through 
the walls and- the slightly concentrated paint can then be 
returned to the main tank* Although the cost of installing 
this system is high this is overcome by the' savings in water 
and paint costs* (106) (10?)*
Other..Painting Processes Following the Primer Blootrocoat*
5?he exterior of a body receives one spray coe,t of 
primer sealer to a film thickness of 16-20 micron 
(0*6 ~ 0*8 th)* Bue to the high build characteristics of 
the electropaints interior body areas do not require a 
coat of pricier sealer* Instead the first Coat of .acrylic -
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body enamel is ..applied .'to the engine; and• hoot compartments*
A coat of enamel is also sprayed' on to Joints to improve hold 
up’of the final colour coat* fbe primer sealer coating,is 
then baked for .25 minutes at 16®°0 metal temperature*
fhe lower half* below the styling line of the cooled 
body Is dry sandedf the horizontal areas are wet sanded with 
an eight inch orbital candor using an aluminium onide disc* 
Prior to the application of the colour coat the bodies dry- 
off in an oven at 177°C5 are wiped,'and a coat of unthinned 
enamel is brushed into the top of the door channels P around 
the boot.lid and hood top hinges to ensure good•enamel ’ 
coverage* fhe acrylic body enamel is 'applied:* three coats 
enterior and one interior# finally the bodies-are baked for 
20 minutes at 127 °C metal temperature *
0,5) After treatment Pec t i f feat ion qncl Showroom .finish* .
Ease production methods tend to give some 
unavoidable damage to paintwork during assembling and trimming 
operations which must be dealt with by a rectification process..* 
Different paints provide manufacturers with-'different methods 
of rectification* PltrooelliiXoso finishes are ideal for 
patch work if they are air dried but stoving finishes present 
problems of colour matching* fhe best method here is to 
rospray the whole body or complete area affected and then 
re-bake in a low temperature oven* Modern acrylic coatings... 
are wet sanded before the application of two full coats.of 
enamel which is then baked at oven temperature*
JtlS
BAfig 5 (Qont«).
■ e§) ■ After Treatment Rectification and Showroom Finish (eont.)
In the case-.of a thermoplastic acrylic finish the body can
bo; reheated eo that the paint begins to flow again then 
cooledj when the bleniahes haire been covered5 bo • that the 
film hardens (reflow system)#
'Retention of Colour*
Fashions'with car finishes, change rapidly in the 
b*S*A* but fa JSnglaud the’public react slower prefering 
more'conventional finishes* fhe staving finishes at first . 
imposed limitations on the colour owing to formulation 
difficulties but these wore gradually overcome* todays 
acrylic finishes can be used in a variety of colours and 
also with metallic pigments* fbo pigments used are tested 
by ultraviolet light for fading and by an accelerated 
weathering cycle so that a good durable coating is obtained* 
b2) • Retention of Ai:mearaiico ffogother with,Base ,of. Maintenance* 
A large percentage of the British motoring public still 
fake a personal pride in the-maintenance o f •their cars and 
are therefore quick to criticise the finish if it shows., any 
abnormal property in service# 2?be ideal finish from their 
point of view is one which requires no maintenance at all 
apart from washing down to remove traffic dirt* 2?he
modern finishes probably represent the nearest approach to 
this requirement so far and its durability characteristics 
marls an important step forward in the behaviour of automobile 
finishes* tilth reasonable regular washing and the use of 
liquid polish the ^traffic film*? which forms on the paintwork 
can be removed leaving a good gloss finish*
■With’ older types of coatings the tragic film m s  very ■ 
tightly held such that the -retention of the original finish 
was hard to preserve by washing alone* 
d'5) Protective Qualities»
'•5?he normal car finishing system has a life of many 
years -when serviced to the -e&teat necessary to maintain - : 
its appearance at a reasonable level for the care of ■ 
finish has a marked effect on its ultimate life* However 
there is an ever present desire to reduce painting costs 
to a minimum by the manufacturers and there has.- been a 
gradual reduction in the number of coats applied and in the 
amount of jjaint per body.* Because of the nature of the 
coatings and the way in which they were applied there has 
always been the problem of corrosion by the atmosphere*
She British public have reacted to this problem (108)(109) 
such,that manufacturers have now given better body treatment* 
;5?he cost of corrosion, was estimated at H350M for the 
transport industry {110)* Corrosion is caused by the simple " 
chemical reaction of iron (or iron alloys) orygen and water 
producing.hydrated- ferric oride or rust* Eke body is 
gradually eaten away by the rust until the 'ear is in an 
unsafe -state* A aador criticism has. been the lack of good 
under body (or chassis) protective coating* As a result of 
poor coating qualities and increased salt usage (see table 49) 
on the reads'-during- the winter months the life of a car has. - 
been .doorease&*
However the manufacturer has always boon enure of the 
problem and has taken steps towards its prevention (ill)*
M M E
Salt;, Jte&fie on_Hoad0in. the tJ* 1C*
{.Source*. Corrosion and its prevention in Ector Tehlclee;#
Inst*- of Mock* 'Engineers* Proceedings 1$67~68#P*14)
Tear*«*i in mt
1947 5S»OOQ
1959 144,000
172,000
1 8 1 * 0 0 0
1 9 ^  2  4 3 2 * 0 0 0
1*085,000
403,000
1963 900*000
1 9 8 6  8 0 0 , 0 0 0
Ifetlxods of Combating: ...Corrosion*-
Corrosion can be brought to a minimum if the w 
body of the car can be covered with the sane, thickness of 
protective paint film* Ehis has boon achieved byz-
1) 5dinner Binning*# * » ' . * * « mi »i fhh^ ^ o—> ■ t  i r  - * r  mn .n»- «i VrU*«>itifn
Underbody dipping was a natural development following 
the introduction of internally constructed car bodies in which 
the chassis frame was replaced by a reinforced and strengthened 
underbody combined with the body shell* She only way in 
which the whole body could be protected was. by a dipping
Methods' of Combating 0orros i» --n m -n rf wr>nr~~iti<— w im  »i ni h m  ■ »*n*ii ■<«inw'i"lfci i »n r t  i»i» i, m . nM rt'u irpprn
She most practical was .found to be ’’slipper dipping1* in 
which the -body is - partially submerged by passing through 
a tanli filled .with primer*. £hl© method of priming •’played 
a .very important role in reducing corrosion on motor cars*
2) Eotodinping*
S?his involves turning a car body on. a revolting 
spit which is carried broadside through a trough of primer*
3?h© . whole body is c oated in an even thickness of paint but 
the cost of installation IS greater than that of the 
eiippesv&lp ..process*
3 )  B l o c t r o - p a l n t i n g •
$his is one of the best and most 'efficient methods, 
of priming the body*
Even through the use of modern techniques mist 
plays a. ma^or role in the deterioration of a vehicle *
Improved, resistance is obtained by the galvanising of various 
sections of the. body which are prone to corrosion* Galvanised 
steel has been used in America for a long tine and the 
majority of mass produced cars contain sections of galvanised 
steel* , In England Bolls Boyce are ahead of other manufacturer©, 
in the use of galvanised steel although sine plated steel 
sheet has been used especially-on commercial vehicles*
Unders eal1ng♦
Although asphalt coatings have been used for underbody 
protection they tend to crack at low temperatures and lose ■ 
adhesion to the metal*
When the lose of adhesion occurs .moisture ■ can seep in- 
causing corrosionsoi the metal underneath* She body 
appears to be sound but in fact the metal deteriorates 
under the coating* However because of public demand 
these coatings are now being used dor undersealing and'do ■ 
afford some hind of protection*
.Marketing, of ^aia»g^*JfeM-,lpt^ J?a£-gl>awtayJ>..
Problems encountered- by the paint suppliers' axot
1) %ho Competitive Ifatnro of the Market*
A large part' of sales go to experienced suppliers 
which are known to bo capable of meeting the industry*s 
ever changing demands for new materials and techniques*
2 ) ghe..Sl.se__and M a tu re  p iL .tq io  gjtt$3S?jPL.P.»'E» Hark o ft
for Cars* .
Although !T*2U registration and exports, display 
reasonable growth potential paint usage at.home is likely 
to remain fairly static* Shis is because of the' trend in 
exports towards increasing numbers of GIQ) (not built up ) 
cars . which are not painted* Imports are taking an 
increasing share of the b*E* car market so that paint in the 
form of invisible exports is likely to grow*
3) Envfroim ental Aspects *
Where legislation can restrict or change the type 
'of transport. used*
a) changes in buying motivation* People may revert
to other forms of transport if congestion 'increases*
b) Changes in body design or styling by the use' o f  
■ more glass and plastic on interior and exterior
surfaces so reducing the body area requiring .paint*'
c) Changes in the use of construction' materials i*e* 
plastics and the effects these may have on finishing 
materials.*
13a r he ting Paints to the •Hofrpg .Qa? Industry. (cont»U..
£!ho >rays by which these problems can be overcome
ares
1} Analysis of (up to date)' data of the induetry 
together with forecasts of demand*
2!) CXqs© liaison with the motor in&ltQtry both in
sales promotion, technical service and developments.*
p) Efficient distribution#
faints ...BB'efc J tafoSiaigiL.
 ■ •••■-•.• ■'•■ ■■■.■.■-■.■. .,~
BiKuaeX,»£p..po.oat.6.i>.
Blue o' their introduction' for car enamels in the 
nineteen thirties mefamine- alkyd resins have.given reliable 
service and have dominated the field although one or two 
models are still finished in a low hake cellulose paint* 
However alkyds are now losing ground to acrylic resins which 
are used in all British car manufacturing companies.with 
American connections and recently have been introduced by 
British firms* ftie maior reason for the move over to acrylic 
has been the growing popularity -of metallic colours- which 
have more durable properties than alltyds* ft?o types, of 
acrylic finish exist thermoplastic end thermosetting* 
Shoraosetting acrylics have the advantage of polishing up well 
to the extent of allowing small defects to bo polished out* 
Sfhermoplastio acrylics are first sot up by giving a low bake 
to remove solvents* defects in tho film ere then removed by 
an oil sanding process afterwhich the film is stored at 
200-5QQ°B to flow out* With the exception of metalliescolour 
schemes are moving towards brighter cleaner and more intense 
colour this having been made possible by new quality pigments*
Auiono hilo Paint 1?or£mXatioms and Chemist r.v Bloctrocoatfn&s*
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The earlier electroeoaiings are cased on red.iron, 
oxide although the more common primer is - groy*• Those are 
being replaced by paints with better properties (114) (115} 
(Xl6).(ll7) f $he eeatings are based' on ©posy and acrylic 
resins the former' being the most common' in the motor industry# 
A typical formula is given {112}^  ,hptr©ver a more up ip date 
reoiii Bpikoie 1001 .has been used* The resin used is a 
modification of an ©posy resin, by treatment of the ester 
of the resin with maleic anhydride a Hie ester is made by 
treating :an epoxy resin with a long chain drying or semi 
and non-drying fatty acids forming esters# Both - the 
•secondary hydroxyl groups (which occur at intervals along 
the polymer chain) as well as the terminal epoxide .groups 
react. General accounts of these esters are given (.118) 
(119)* The important acids used for ©sterification are 
similar to the ones used for making alkyds e*g* dehydrated 
caster oil} linseed oil* soya oil etc# She reactions which 
occur can be represented diagramatioallyt
23?
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She ester when formed is heated with maloie 
anhydride to 240°C for ~li hrsy and the ethylene glycol 
•nonobUtyl ether is added to the misciure after cooling 
•followed by neutralisation with 2$^ ammonia1* She' 
ttnsaturated fatty acid chains -react with the ‘uiisatufatod 
group of the lualeio anhydride* difficulties. arise because 
Some hydroxyl groups in the original resin remain 
unconverted in the ester and react with the maleie 
anhydrides
: Another method is the reaction between short«oil
esters ’with phthalic anhydride* forming half esters which 
are...also polycarhorylic acids* On neutralising with ammonia 
a water soluble ester is obtained*
0?o give the resins better properties, for 
■electrodeposition the ester after' mal einisation is reacted 
with a 100-i phenolic resin or pa£i of the linseed oil fatty 
acid is replaced by a,!liar& acid” so giving a binder with 
short oil properties*
Composition of hosin*
Epihote (epory resin) 39*2
linseed Oil Fatty Acid* 44*9
Benshic Acid* r. . . 15*3
Haleic Anhydride 9*2
water lost during' reaction ~2»?
100*0
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■ fliis is prepared by •reacting acetone Tilth phenol 
at 50°C in the presence o£ a strong catalyst such as' 
gaseous hydrogen chloride#
jv
HO - O  + C O  t <y~vV-0H ____ *,
Ht. k\t
'Phenol and acetone'are readily' available• from the 
cumene peroxide process- -involving the alkyl at ion.- oi bensene 
tilth propylene to form oumene foilotied 'by 'liouid' phase 
air oxidation of* the euiaene* *
IhutchXorhydrin.*
Although originally prepared from glycerol , 
epichlorhydrin is non produced from petroleum rax materials,# 
Propylene iron petroleum cracking operations is alloxed to 
react tilth chlorine gas at high temp era1 urea and .slight 
pressure» Under these conditions., allyl chloride is 
•obtained as troll as. 1,2~dichXor0pr0p&ae« fhe allyl chloride 
is then treated Tilth dilute hypo chlorous acid5 forming 
glycerol dichlorhydrin which is &©hy&r©chlorinated by 
using slaked lime or caustic soda# 
hot
CEp # CE s CIU chlorination, Cl-CKn-SB a CH2 + CE^ - CEC1 - OEgGl 
propylene allyl chloride 1*2 dichloropropane
H0C1
HaOH
01 - CEn' - CE -» 'Olio “♦OlCHoOE -'OSo '
2 i. i \  /
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Automobile Paint. Formulations, and Chemistry Blectgo'eoatingo.
fiie epoxide equivalent of the Bpikote resin is given 
(120)* fo obtain this equivalent a molar ratio of lf2 to 
.1 of . epleklorbydrin to diphenylolpropaiie is used*
.Bposy . He sins#
fhe epory resins used commercially are those based 
on -diphenylolpropane. (Bisphenol A) and epichlorkydrin* ‘ 
tChe tmo materials are cohdenoed. together in the prosones 
of aqueous caustic soda$ «hen ho at is evolved and sodium
chloride and traher are formed together mith the resin*
.
< 2 > ° h  *  ZCMX— cWi-t^ci
rhe
diphenylolpropane ^ epichlorhydrln■
fte OH *JW
c C - C ^ - ^ - l - O - ^ -  CH.-CM- 4- O-O-C-^-o-cH,-
 ^ Me ft*
oposcy resin
t N|aC ( + 0
fixe molecular species concerned is a linear poly ether 
with terminal epoxide groups and secondary hydroxyl groups.' 
occuring at regular intervals along the length of the 
macromoleculo*
'*vcl-
•PABf 5 (oont*)* 1 
Formulation of an. Electrocoat Primer*
Spikote (55f non volatile) 50 parts .by weight
iiianiurn diosd.de ss 24* 6 . 11
Oarbon TVJprvlr 52 0*2 I? n
yellow■ 02d.de of iron * 2*6 t?
ti
pht halocy&nime blue «■>**•* 0 * 1 t! if
deioni see. water :« 22*f> If IT
A flowchart for the production of eleoiroprimcr is shown 
in diagram 15*
thermosetting Acrylic ■ Finish Chemistry and Formulation*
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thermosetting Acrylic Basin*
SMiormo set ting aoryiio resins are propared by the 
addition polymerisation of ethylonie&Xly nnsatnrated monomers 
resulting in a o&rboa~earbon backbone with attached pendant 
groups*
\  / l  p  / i i i i
0 * C 4. 0 *  c — ► —-C —  € — 0 — 0 — 0 —
II R3 II H
/ \ /  \
H % I I I In n2 n nA
the molecular weight build tip of acrylic polymers$ 
therefore* does not depend on ester linkages as in alky&s* 
the acrylic polymers have improved chemical resistance 
properties compared with the stoving alky do of the alkyd/aaino 
systems* the performance ana properties, of the polymer are 
dependent upon the nature of the various pendant groups 
R3.R2 in the polymer chain*
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thermosetting Acrylic Finish Chemistry and Formulation*
(coat#) * ...
Monomers for acrylic polymers ray coareati o nally he 
divided into three broad classes dependent on the nature 
of the pendant functional, ..groups, and their contribution 
to hardness? flexibility' or cross: linking of the" polymer* 
Monomers 0ontriouilag to the Hardness. of the Copolymer«
•imnn»iTni*n.nj"~-i* iw<mmaiii#~Ti*'i"■'rTTHH-Tr i ni1 Ti i “ "t " v 1 • -y ■■1 t"tt ■ i—  ■— *-i-
Examples of these arc styrene* vinyl toluen©$ 
metliylmethacrylate and acrylonitrilc* Polymerisation' of 
styrene to polystyrene gives a hard inflexible polymer#-
smtNE.
/>
V ^ - h h h « H
t c c c -
&  H $  I P M t H t
Monomers Contributing to the Flexibility of the Copolymer*
6
Examples are vinyl esters of long chain fatty acids9 
alkyl.maleates, alkyl acrylates and higher alkyl methacrylates. 
She-use of acrylic acid esters particularly ethyl $ butyl 
and oc.tyl esters is of particular value in giving films of 
improved flexibility* Polymerisation of ethyl acrylate for 
example gives a very soft and flexible polymer*
R H h  ,H J f f f
<-~0 + V s c  — ► — c — C - C -  c —
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PART 5 (cont.U 
Crosslinking Monomers.
A large number of monomers containing heat reactive 
groups are available. On stoving these take part in 
cross linking reactions converting the initial addition 
polymer to a very high molecular weight cross-linked 
product* A typical monomer of this type is 
hydroxyethylacrylate.
H K
\ ^
G a G
/  I
II C B 0
^ 0  - CH2 - 0 - E
hydroxyethylacrylate •
Hydroxyl containing copolymers*
These are analagous to plasticising alkyds in 
containing pendant hydroxy groups and also carboxyl groups. 
They are used in conjunction with amino resins since they 
are not self cross linking at normal temperatures. The 
acid component of the acrylic polymer accelerates the rate 
of the cross-linking reaction. A common method used to 
introduce the hydroxy groups into the copolymer is that of 
using hydroxyalkylacrylates and methacrylates. The curing 
mechanism of such copolymers with amino resin additions is 
shown diagramatically.
XH-l
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Hydroxyl, containing copolymers,
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represents butylated 
amino formaldehyde 
components
A typical thermosetting acrylic paint formulation is given 
by B*P* plastics (l2l) and details of resin formulation and 
prepartion are given (122)* Prom these sources and others 
(125)(124)(125) it was possible to build up a flow chart 
of the paint* see diagram 16*
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THERMOPLASTIC ACRYLIC FINISH*'
Thermoplastic Acrylic Resin*
The resin is based on polymethylmethacrylate with 
accompanying plasticiser (usually styrene) ♦
H H H ; H
) | I I
n CMt ' C H - c  — * - c — c -  c -  c  —
I I I  I 
H  c  H  C
methyl methacrylate > \ v  V^lj
f  OWj O 0<*J
polymethyl methacrylate
It is permanently thermoplastic and dries by solvent 
evaporation# The formula of a typical finish is given (126)
so that it was possible to construct a flow chart of
chemicals going into the paint# (see diagram 17)*
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PART 5 (cont,),
MEL AMIHE-AL KYB FINISH*
Amino Rosins*
Amino-resins are of two types3 both of which are 
condensation products of formaldehyde or paraformaldehyde 
with either melamine or urea* Both resins are modified by 
partial butylation to improve solvent tolerance and 
stability.
I
» ?
melamine
H
C — o 0+ H
n
I
C .
/
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H
formaldehyde partially
butylated melamine 
formaldehyde•
partially butylated
melamine
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)
OH
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oil modified 
alkyd
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1
CHX
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i
O
Cross linked 
melamine formaldehyde 
oil-modified alkyd
A typical formulation of ouch a paint is given (127) and a
flow chart of chemicals going to make the paint is shown
(see diagram'18)* :
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FART 5 (coni.U
STATISTICAL AIIALYSIS OF MOTOR CAR PAIITTS.
TABLE 50*
Amount of Paint -per Body by Different Manufacturers 
{sources Manufacturers Figures)*
Tyne of Paint* Company Company Company , Company
A B C D
Primer
(electrocoat) 1*25 1*5 1*25 0*50-0*56
Primer sufacer Q*6~0*9 0*6-0*9 Q*6~0*9 0*72-0*80
Topcoatss
amount 2.0-2*5 l*5-2*0 2*0-2*5 2*50-2*54
type thermoset melamine thermoset thermoplastic
acrylic alkyd acrylic acrylic
TOTAL* 4. 15*'0 ‘ 30 4*00*0.40 4*15*0*30 3 .7 l to .p l
CoNCiiS Cl .
AIM*
To make a mathematical model of the motor car 
paint indiistry so that future input output coefficients, 
can he calculated*
Method*
Table 50 lists the'amount of paint per body 
by each manufacturer in the U.K. If one can forecast the 
amount of cars produced (and painted) then assuming market 
shares of the different companies will move in a similar 
manner as in the past it is possible to calculate the amount 
of paint used per year by each company in the future*
If the price of each type of paint is known then the total 
revenue for future years based on 1965 prices can be found 
in a similar way to the method used for building and 
construction paints.
Statistical Analysis of Motor Gar Paints. fcont^.
In general the demands are found from fable 50 by
** 1*25 1*50 1.25 0 ♦ 55
f 2 0*70 0.70 0*70 0.76
•FyP 2*15 1.75 2.15 2*42
54,1 . 4*15N
o 
- 
o
 « 4.15 5*71
where P., P0 F« F. are forecasts of demand of motor cars1 2 p 4
by companies, A.B.C. and B* In some cases F has to he 
broken down into home market forecasts and export market 
forecasts as not all export models are coated*
where F^ a forecast of demand ofcars by Company 1*
F s total demand'by the whole motor car
Industry
s- market share of company XV ':
Pi . kip . { %  + pe)sj, 2) ■
'where Fg :a home market" forecast' ' ■
'v v Fg s$ export market forecast": -1 ‘ ' 1'
F^etc-- forecast of demand by company 1*
If the market share can be found then forecasted
F, F_ F„ F. can be obtained*1 2  5 4 .......
From (2) If all cars are coated
coated models F^ * ^1%  + market share
for hone and export to be the same*
PART 5 (cont.K
Statistical Analysis of Motor Car Paints (cant*)*
but only a proportion of erport models are coated*
if Yx m Fe (coated) where X, 9 proportion of export 
Fe (total) cars coated
?X (coated) « --!%(coated) +• (total)
similarly,
*2 « 3fe*fc + xaT2 Fo - ;
PjJ S Tt-TyL-z^  Fe
’ ' ' *4 * *4*B + *4*4-*°
Substituting in A
~ XI^H + ^ V 0"
xgPlj +•
x5PH 4 x3l 3 Fe 
_^x4 %  * x4y4:5?g.
In case of company A
Total amount of electrocoat required -
1.25 (ac^H + xxYx Fe) * l . S O ^ F g  *■ SgYg Fo)
+ 1.25 (sc5rH 4 "5Y5 Fc) + 0.55 ("4Fh +-"4Y4 Fe)
It has been assumed that all oars are electrocoated.
S 1.25 (j^Fh + XX Fe) ♦ 1.5 ( z 2Fb * KgFe) 1,25 (r.jFn-t Fe) 
+ 0.53(s4Fh Fe)
= 1.25 (Fh + Fo)K! + 1.5 (Fjj +■ Fe)Xg +• 1.25(FH t Fe)s5
♦ 0.53 (PH + Fo)x4 
= 1.25 Fj, + 1,5 F2 4 1.25 F5 + 0.53 F4
1*25 1*50 1.25 ;0. 55
0.70 0.70 0.70 0.7 6
2.15 1.75 2.15 2.42
4*15 4.00 4.15 5.71
0Ha.PH Ko. 29. A GRAPH PLOTTING MARKET SHAPES v TI1E.
0.3
0.1
nnfy
♦
Market Bhares of Different Companies.
These were found by the time trend analysis* 
TABLE 51*
Market Shares of Ma.ior Manufacturers *
(Sources S.M.M.T. Report)•
t year. Z1 *z2 3Cy X A
1968 0.2901 0.4915 0.1072 0.1077
1967 0.2840 0*4682 0.1166 0.1268
I968 O.2999 0.4506 0.1041 0.1548
1969 0*9096 0*4659 0*1015 0.1000
1970 0*9024 0.4599 0.1051 0.0928
Table 51 gives market share of each company from 1966*
Program £ Pit. 1 • was used to find the fit; for each set of
figures*, see graph 29.
A) zii « 0.0049t + 0.2814 giving 2^1975 e 0*5504
B) ^2 «* 0.0088t + 0*4952 n :t21975 8 0.4052
8) 2^  s O.O024t +0.1157 2r51975 S 0*0897
D) « o.oo57t ■*-0.1295 2:41975 s 0.0725 .
Porecasts for motor industry demands have been reported (128) 
see table 52 and graphs 50~56.
f Table A.01 Forecast o f  car demand and production 1969-1974 (thousand units)
Assuming an annual grow th rate in consumer expenditure o f 3 -5%  fo r 1971-1974  
(The e d  c ’s central case)
1967
actual
1968
actual
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974
ew registrations gb 1119 1117 950-1000 1125-1175 1275-1375 1425-1575 1525-1725 1650-1850
ew registrations o f im ported cars 90 91 97 124-129 153-165 185-205 206-233 231-259
port penetration 8 % 8 -1% 10% 11%  '
190/
/o 13% 13-5% 14%
lancing item * - 4 1 - 1 3 — 13 /— 8 + 5 /+ 1 9 +  19/4-28 + 2 2 /+ 3 2 +  1 6 /+ 2 9 + 2 2 /+ 2 7
oduction fo r the home m arket 988 1013 840-895 1006-1065 1141-1238 1262-1402 1335-1521 1441-1618
oduction fo r export :*
(a) b/u-(-countable kd
(b) non-countable kd  (in  sets)
564
na
803
93
830
210
850
264
880
365
930
391
930-1020
422
930-1070
454
)tal production for export (inch 
>n-eountab!e) in units plus sets na 896 1040 I I I ! 1245 1321 1352-1442 1384-1524
tal production, excluding 
n-countable sets 1552 1816 1670-1725 1856-1915 2021-2118 2192-2332 2265-2541 2371-268S
tal production, including 
n-countable sets na 1909 1880-1935 2120-2179 2386-2483 2583-2723 2687-2963 2825-3142
port production as %  o f production  
cl. non-countable kd) 36 % 4 4 % 4 9 % 4 5 % 4 3 % 41 % 4 1 % 4 0 %
port production as %  o f production  
.cl. non-countable kd at 4 sets 
uivalent to 1 countable car) na 4 5 % 50 % 4 7 % 4 5 % 4 3 % 4 3 % 4 2 %
'corded exports (b,'u &  countable) 503 677 780 800 820 870 870-950 870-990
’otes to Tables A.01, A.02 and A.03
r  production fo r  export
01 C ar production for export, although expressed in units, con- 
ts o f the fo llow ing elements:
Fu lly assenjbled (built up, b /u ) vehicles, exported as complete 
s.
Sets o f unassembled vehicle parts, exported in a ‘ completely 
ocked d o w n ’ (ckd) form . For statistical purposes, each set which 
nsists o f 50 per cent or more o f the complete vehicle (the balance 
ing manufactured in the im porting country) is counted as one 
icle. Such sets are referred to as countable kd sets, 
n 1968, 59 per cent o f  total car exports (as recorded in the O vcr- 
s Trade Accounts) were assembled, and 41 per cent consisted o f  
ntablc kd sejs.
Sets o f components which are rccognisabiy vehicle sets, but 
’ount for less than 50 per cent o f  the content o f the vehicle into  
ich they w ill eventually be incorporated. These are known as 
n-countable kd sets. M a n y  countries (eg A ustralia, South A frica) 
cify a high m inim um  local m anufactured content for each vehicle
locally assembled. 'Phis is a growing trend, and the proportion o f  
total exports accounted for by non-countable-kd sets is likely to 
increase. I t  has been estimated that 4 non-countable kd sets are on 
average equivalent to one ‘ countable’ set (ie the average value o f 
built up and knocked down units).
A .02  Export production statistics should agree (a fter allow ing for 
tim e lags) w ith statistics o f vehicles actually exported (ie recorded 
in the Overseas Trade Accounts) as the defin ition o f vehicle units 
is the same in both cases. In  practice, however, export production  
statistics for cars are consistently higher than actual exports since, 
for technical reasons, a proportion o f countable kd sets arc re­
corded in the Overseas Trade Accounts as exports o f  vehicle 
components.
Haluncing item
A .03 The balancing item  consists o f  cars produced for the personal 
export scheme, used cars registered for the fust tim e, the net result 
o f switches in category from  car to van and vice versa, new registra­
tions in N orthern  Ireland, Channel Islands and Isle o f  M a n , and 
stock changes.
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Assuming an annual growth rale in consumer expenditure o f 3 %  in 1971-1974 (the 3 %  case)
1967
actual
1968
actual
1969 1970 1971 J972 1973 1974
registrations o n 1119 1117 950-1000 1125-1175 1225-1325 1325-1475 1400-1600 1500-1700
registrations o f imported ears 90 91 97 124-129 153 166 179-199 196-224 225-255
rt penetration 8% 8 -1% 10% 11 % 12-5J /o 13-5% 4 4 % 1 s ° /1 J /o
icing item * —41 - 1 3 - — 13/ — 8 + 5 /+ 1 9 +  10/+20 +  11/4-23 + 9 1 + 2 5 4 -14 / + 1 9
action for the home m arket 988 1013 840-895 1006-1065 1082-1179 1157-1276 ' 1213-1398 1289-1464
action for export:* 
b 'u + c o u n ta b lc k d  
non-countable kd (in  sets) 
production for export (inch 
•ountable) in units plus sets
564
na
na
803
93
896
830
210
1040
850
264
1114
830-880
365
1195-1245
830-930
391
1221-1321
830-930
422
1252-1352
830-930
454
12S4-1384
production, excluding 
■ountable sets 1552 1816 1670-1725 1856-1915 1912-2059 1987-2206 2043-2328 2119-2394
production, including 
•ountable sets n a 1909 1880-1935 2120-2179 2277-2424 2378-2597 2465-2750 2573-2848
rt production as % o f production  
non-countable kd) 36 % 4 4 % 4 9 % 4 5 % 4 3 % 4 2 % 4 0 % 3 9 %
rt production as % o f production  
non-countable kd at 4 sets 
alent to 1 countable car) na 4 5 % 5 0 % 4 7 % 4 6 % 4 5 % 4 3 % 4 2 %
ded exports (b /u  &  countable) 503 677 780 800 775-820 775-870 775-870 775-870
totes on page 28.
Tab le  A .03 A lternative industry forecast o f car demand 1969-1974 (thousand units)
Assuming an annual growth rate in consumer expenditure o f 3-S%  in 1971 and 1972 and o f 3 -5 %  
in 1973 and 1974 (the 3 -8%  case)
1967
actual
1968
actual
. 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974
vgisl rat ions c. n 1119 1117 950-1000 1125 1175 13IO -14IO 1500-1650 1625-1828 1750-1950
egislralions o f imported ears 90 91 97 124-129 153-166 188-206 211-237 228T259
rt penetration 8 % . 8-1 % 10% 11 % 11-7% 12-5% 13% 13*5%
cing item* - 4 1 - 1 3 — 13 /— 8 + 5 /  + 1 9 + 2 5 /+ 3 4 + 3 0 /+ 4 0 + 2 3 Z + 3 5 + 2 5 /+ 3 0
iction for the home m arket 988 1013 840-895 1006-1065 1182-1278 1342-1484 1437-1623 1547-1721
iction for export:* 
h /u+countab le kd  
non-countable kd (in  sets) 
production for export (inch 
ountable) in units plus sets
564
na
na
803
93
896
830
210
1040
850
264
1114.
900
365
1265
970
391
1361
1050
422
1472
iloo
454
1554
production, excluding 
ountable sets 1552 1816 1670-1725 1856-1915 2 0 8 2 -2 17S 2312-2454 2487-2673 2647-2821
production, including 
ountable sets na 1909 1880-1935 2120-2179 2447-2543 2703-2845 2909-3095 3101-3275
t production as % o f production  
non-countable kd) 36 % . 4 4 % 49 % 45 % 4 2 % 41 % 4 1 % 4 0 %
t production as % o f  production 
ion-countable kd at 4 sets 
ilcnl to 1 countable car) na 4 5 % 50 % 47 % 4 5 % 43 % 4 3 %  • 4 3 %
ded exports (b /u  &  countable) 503 677 780 800 850 “900 970 1020
otes on page 28.
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i S  C
Notes to Tabic A .04
1967
actual
1968
actual
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974
N ew  registrations, g b 244 250 260 260 260 260 260 260
N ew  registrations o f  
im ported cvs 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
Balancing item  (a) + 6 +  14 + 2 0 +  15 +  15 +  15 +  15 +  15
H om e production (b) 246 259 275 270 270 270 270 270
Export production 139 150 195 185 188 191 194 197
To ta l production (c) 385 409 470 455 458 461 464 467
A .04  In  Tab le A .04 , (a) consists o f new registrations in N o rth ern  Ireland, Channel Islands, Isle o f  
M a n , o f Hackneys and used commercial vehicles and the net result o f switches in category from  car 
to van and vice versa.
A .05 The break-down o f home production by gross vehicle weight (g v w )  ranges (b ) has been 
estimated by companies as follows:
1967
actual
1968
actual
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974
U p  to 3 ton g v w 157 161 169 159 159 159 156 156
3 -7  ton g v w 21 24 28 27 26 25 27 26
7 -1 0  ton g v w 11 13 16 16 16 16 16 15
O ver 10 ton g v w 34 39 39 45 46 46 47 47
Prim e movers 14 12 14 13 13 14 14 15
Public service vehicles 8 9 9 10 10 10 10 11
To ta l 246 259 275 270 270 270 270 270
A .06  C ar derivatives included in total production (c) arc as follows:
1967
^actual
1968 1969 
actual
1970 1971 1972 1973 1974
92 91 91 91 90 89 88 87
28
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PART  5 (oont.V*
Ifeirket Shares ' of. Different Companies,* (cont*^.
1975 forecast aDsiiming a consumer ; erpeaditure annua:! 
growth rate of 55-^
■ 2475 - 2849* ’ V
average 0 2662
Amount of electrocoat »
2662 (l,29rx-v l*5x2 + 1*25x3 +.0*53*4?
where’' 'at, - «• market share of cars for 
. ’ company A - -
■ ’ • *• • : s market- share of cars for
company B
2:3 « market share of cars for
;■ company 0* " ■
' 2^. * market share of'cars for :
.* company B
Amount of electrocoat for 1975 !
= 2662 ( i o '25 x 0*5504  +  1«5 x  0 *405 2  + I . 2 5  s  0 .0 8 5 7
1 -v 0.53 33 0.0725)
& 5110*15 th galls*
Amount of sealer required*
S3 2662 (0*7xx. +.0*7X2 * 0*7x3 + 0*7x4)
■3?otal amount of melamine alkyds required
for home production ** (1715 + 1545)x2 x 1*75
for export s | (1120 +• 950 )XgY2 x 1*75
where Y^ - proportion of countable 
coated CKB units s 
55 - 10
total c | (1715 * 1545) x 1*75x2 +• J(1120 + 930) 1.75x2Y2
assuming x2 s 0*4052 
12 *• 0*p5
BART 5 (oontm) *
Market Shares of Different Companies (cont»1*
3?ota2? amount of thermosetting acrylics required*, 
s 1(1715 + 1545) 2*152:1 + 1(1715 *- 1545)2*15x3 
+ |(1120 + 930) 2:2*15 r ^ x  + |(H20 + 930) 2*15 X3Y3 
S?otal amount of thermoplastics acrylics required 
« |(1715 + 1545) x2*42 s4 + |(1120 + 930) 2: 2*42 x4Y4 
5o Bind the Input*. Out nut Coefficients* '
Each amount of paint required is multiplied “by 
its corresponding prices
if BE « price of electrocoat
Bq s price of sealer
^A « price of melamine alkyd finish
Bp m price of thermosetting acrylic finish
B,jj <* price of thermoplastic acrylic
ihens . „
2662 ( X . 2 5 * i  +  1»5*2 ■+■ 1«25*5 + 0*55*4)Pe 4 U (1715 +  1545) 
k 1 ,7 5 k2 -» J(X120 + 950) ;s 1.75 xay)3?A ♦  ( J(1715 + 1545)
J(1120 t- 950) s 2.15 *5X5)PB + (2662 (0.7*1+ 0.7*5 
0 .7x4))¥g + ( 1(1715 +  1545) 2 .42*4  + |  (1 1 2 0 + 9 5 0 )2 .42s4Y4)p
....o.♦....(p)
- inputsoutput coefficient for 1975*
R5?.. 5 ( ooivb *) * .
Pricos of Paints». . ■ .
Prices of paints whore found by a i?ule: of ’thumb 
method* If total coot of raw materials going into a 
paint * C then manufacturers selling price is usually 
m 2 22 G *
i*e* 1) Ifelamlne Alkyd finish
, fitanium dioxide » 65*72 ..«■ proportion of pigment in the
paint .sc price of pigment*
alhyd 114*46
xylol 5*74
melamine resin 12*62
butanol 1*65
triethylamine
■'■£197*09 P^r ton of raw materials, 
s? £ 0*964 per gallon of raw materials*
Price of Paint » £1*929 pes* gallon*
the prices of each chemical were obtained from the manufacturer
2) thermosetting Acrylic finish*
titanium di02d.de 46*71
acrylic resin 95*65
’ melamine .resin - 54*69 •
xylol.. 10*46
butanol
. raw material cost £188*61 per ton
« £ 0*819 per gall*
Paint cost - £ 1*658 per gall*
5) thermoplastic acrylic finish*
titanium di02d.de 14*75
toluene 7*29
raethyl ethyl hetono 2*15 
acryloid
(acrylic resin) 115*52
acetone 10*75 (cent *.*•■)
Prices of Paints (eont*^*
■ ■ 2) ffhermoplastlc acrylic finish (cent*)* 
lampblack 0*07
butyl bensyl >
phthalate 7 *01
cellosol^e acetate 40*10 
 ^t; raw material costEs £195*^2 per ton
« £ 0*762 per gall*
-■• .paint cost : i « £ - 1*32 . ;per-gall*
4) Sleetrocoat*
An average price for electrocoat was given by one 
manufacturer of £1*30 pergallon*
5) Sealer*
An average price for sealer was given by one 
manufacturer of £1*50 per gallon*
PB m £1*50 per gall, in I960*
■■PA « £1*929 « t!
PB B CO.019 " "
Pp » £1*52 '* . «
Ps a £1*50 ” M
substituting in equation (3) the 1968 input-output coefficient 
is obtained
Answer « £10*871 M for amount of paint into motor cars for 
1975 based on 1968 prices*
1968 Int>ut-Output Coefficient from Hodol* using actual car
production and market share figures.
1816 (1.25::! •* 1*5^2+ l*25x5 + 0.552:4) x.PE *{1013/X
1.75^2 + 003 2: 1.75=2*) 2: PA + (1013 x 2«15xx + 1013 x ‘2*15xj
+ 803 22 2*1 fjsjYj * 803 x 2.15 x ^ )  x PB +18l6 (0 *72:1 f  0*7x2
+ 0*72:7 + 0.762:4) 2: Pc + (IOI3 x 2*42x4 + 803 2: 2*42 2:4X4) 22 Pjj
m  ( c O S f t *  * # )  1
1968 .Input*Output Coefficients from Model
» £9#1938H for aid point value assuming 3  ^, v--*pcrt cars',
are coated (1968 prices)
or 89*849^ assuming 40f! of export cars are coated* 
s £7*95011 on 1969 x^rices (35;! export cars coated)
«s £8*146M on 1965 prices (40"! ©sport cars coated)
1968 input*-output coefficient from the provisional input- 
output table •* £10.5M for paint consumed by motor ears and 
tractors* ft is assumed that
£10*9 - 9*154K a tX»^66U is attributed to tractors 
alone and that this will remain constant*
Alternative input-output coefficients*
1) Assuming an annual growth rate of consumer eirpendittire 
of 3-'
1975 forecasts Home Production 1590 * 1969
average 1447 * 9
1975 forecasts Export production - 890 - 950
Average 880
Total Production - 1447*5 880 -» 2927*5
Input output coefficient -
+880 .2: 2*42::^Y^)PI) - 9,557H at 1968 prices ,
PART 5 (cont*)*
Altamative input-output o oe£ficlentc *
2) Assuming an annual growth rate in consumer expenditure 
of p*0;< for 1971 and 1972 and 3*5'< ^ or 1973*1974*1975*
-1975 forecast Home Production 1650 -1819
* • . Average ■ < s 1732.5
1975 forecast Export production - 2882.5
2882*5 (lo25sc^ -r 1^50x^ 1*252^  * 0.53~4) x PE (1732*5 x
1*75^2 » n 50 « 1*75 * =*2*2) + U?32*5 x 2*15^ ^ 1732.5
2.15x5; * 1X50 x 2.15x5!^ II50 x 2*15 *
* 2882*5 (0.7xv * 0#73C2 0.72:3 -r G.76x^5 Pc * (1732.5 x
2*4.2 3^* . ♦’,1150 m ■. 2 * 42x^Y^) Pj^
EX2.G27M at 1968 prices*
Incut-Output Coefficients for Paint into Motor Cars
- ftiwwwr . 1I1 ■m u ii'ii— innni .m n j i  i Ufciin      ii^ -hn in * »w iiii i * » i . »* * m w,i. » i«»w—      n e w *  .a i* » * w « » in i inrT.r.iil iu ib h , n i i* i ^iin* Mi»iw»*.u ^ w—wwrtNL)mj^j*Miu»iw*tj
(as calculated from Model).
.. ■ ■ ■ - m *
Year* Based on 1968* Based on 1963
, - - - - prices prices*
1975 low : 9*557 7*:
1975 ned. 10.871 : 9*029
12*027- 9*909
TABLE 53*
Input-Output Coefficients for Paint into Motor Cars and 
tractors for 1975. • , ; /
Year* 1 Based on 1966 Based on
prices , prices
1975 low IO.923 9*072
1975 oed 12.257 10.164
1975 high 13*393 11.124
X 7 &
Conclusion*
It was found that a'mathematical model could-tie 
used to find the amount ofpaint (value) required for the 
motor car and tractor''industry for the year 1975*
• Analysis of .Chemical raw material requirements by the 
'.paint, industry for use in Motor Cars*':"Innniinw i>Mir 1 mill iwimtn i i»ifwm • rrirr~~iffi mi t|*i ii urii' h •Jt~~Trrmmri w *«;w».ijn>wju*B«»*ui**<u*»wr *aea**w*
■’ Amount of paint consumed by the motor industry ' ; 
forecasts for 1973 ■ ■ ■ • ■ •
electrocoat ! g ’ 2662 {l923^x ^ ^♦3^2 + 1*25::^ «-0*532:4)
«• 3110*1^ uh* galls*
melamine alhyd * X63Q x 1*73^2 1025 zz 1*75«:2^
■ -■ 1410*22 th* galls*
thermosetting
acrylic « X63O x 2,15*, * 1025 2: 2,15 5 ^  *- 1630s
2.15z* *,1023 x 2*15^tr - 1796.27 th.galls
thermoplastic •
acrylic « I630 2*422:4 v 1025 x 2*42
.is;. ■ 340*331h*.galls* 
for s':0*3304 
2:2 a  0*4052
1 ' s 0*0897 '
2:4 a 0*0725
ana *x = t2 = *5 = y4 = 0-35
Electrocoat * 2882*5(l*25z£ + 1*5X2 * 1*25x3 +• 1*532:4)
« 3585•40th galls.
Hoi ami no alkyd 1732.5 2: 1 * 1 *-1150 2: 1.75 .x 
« 1513*93 th galls, 
thermosetting acrylics 1732*5 2: 2.15^ *1150 x 2*15z^Y^
*1732*5 22 2*15x3 * 1150 x 2il5x5Y5 
9 1928.36 th galls*
thermoplastic acrylics 1732*5 x 2.42x4 + 1150 2*42x4X4
* 374*58 th galls*
Ion Value.-.
Electrocoat Q 2327*5 (l*25z1 *. 1.5x2 4 1*25x3 > 1*53x4)
.as 2895*06 th galls*
Melamlne alkyd « 1447 * 5 x 1*75x2 4. 880 xl*25x2¥ 
a 1182*42 th galls* 
thermosetting acrylics a 1447*5 x 2.15z^ ^  880 z 2*15 3J^ X1 
*.1447 *5 x : 2*15x3 ♦ 680 x 2*15x3X, ->
1585*39 th.galls* 
thermoplastic acrylics 1447*5 x 2*42X4 *880 x 2.42x4X4 
9 308*002 th galls*
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ffABLS: 54* - ■ Rare Material Demands ( from diagrams 15n 16 * 1?«, 18^
1) Primes?*
. ;Chemical * Proportion 
in Paint*
titanium di03d.de 0*246
Epoxy resin 0*196
Linseed Oil 0.225
Benzoic a d d 0.067
aaleic anhydride 0*026
rutlie ore 0.277
chlorine 0*047
coke ' 0*062
epiehlorhydrln 0.137
diphenylolpropane 0.108
toluene 0.056
benzene 0*035
sodium chloride 0.086
coal (1) 0.088
acetone 0.030
phenol 0*095
coal (2) 8.373
naphtha (l) 0.653
coal (3) 2*146
naphtha (2) 3.156
propylene (l) 0.099
iso propyl benzene 0.135
petroleum (l) 12*267
petroleum (2) 59.523
197 5 'Remand 
t jiv b o n s *
6*96 
3 * 42 
2*73 
3*13 
0*93 
0*30 
3*66 
0*63 
0*86 
1*91 
1.50 
0*70 
0*49 
1.20 
1.22 
o. 42
1*32 
116.55
9.09 
29*87
43*93 
1*30 
1*88 
171*03 
825*77
tV7j
fAHT 5 (cont.V.
1); prrlnc
Chemical. Proportion 1975 Demand
naphtha (3) 0*660
1 *■* MU—n.
9*19
propylene (2) 0.055 0.77
benzene 0.107 ■ 1.49
naphtha (4) 0.369 . 5.14
coal (4) 6.612 92.04
naphtha (5; $.722 135*33
pet role “am (3) 6.950 96.74
petroleum (4) 132.733 2543*59
.amine alkyd finish*
Titanium dioxide . 0*268 1*69
alkyd resin . 0*545 . 3*43
-xylol 0.127 0.30
sulphur!o acid 0*904 5.69
ilraenite ore 0.452 . 2.84
rutile ore 0*075 ... 0.47
chlorine 0*014 0.09
coke s. 0.016 0.10
phthalie anhydride 0.218 1*37
soya oil 0.218 , 1*37
Glycerol 0.109 0*69
coal (1) 14*332 90.54
naphtha (l) 1.464 9.24
sulphur , 0.310 1*95
sodium chloride (1) 0*025 0.16
coal (2) ,0.022 0*14
x?^
ro
PARg 5 ( poati»i.y«_.
SABLE 54 (cont.)**riw*nrj i 1
1! el amine Alkyd Finish.
Chemicals Proportion 1975 Demand
......  ' in Paint* th.tons
Ilaphthane 0*068 0.45
o~xyleno 0*192 1*21
js>~.JLQiU 1*177 7*41
propylene 0*015 0.08
chlorine 0*045 0.27
sodium hydroxide 0*009 0.06
lime 6.009 0.06
petrolatum (l) 52.012 532*48
coal ton 0*645 4.05
naphtha (2) o*oo4 0.05
naphtha (5) 6*198 1.25
naphtha (4) 0.054 0*34
sodium chloride (2) 0.077 0.48
limestone 6*016 0.10
coal (2) 52.116 202.19
petroleum (2) 6*144 G.91
petroleum (2) 7*145 44*97
coal (9) 21*868 137.6?
petroloum (4) 1.948 12.26
melamino resin 0.044 0*28
formaldehyde 0.027 0.17
melanine 0.017 0.11
carbon monoxide 0.059 0.25
hydrogen 0.060 0.38
17 r
2) Eelamine Alkyd Finish.
Chemical* Proportion ■; 1975;:
in Paint# th.to:
dicyandiamicle 0.025 0.16
calcium eyananide 0#052 0.20
carbon die2d,&o 0.015 , 0.09
hydrogen . 0*012 0.08
nitrogen . 0*013 - 0.11
calcium carbide, 0.041 , 0.26
methane,; 0.005 • 0.05
butanol 0.015 0.09
triethylamine. 0.002 v 0.01
2)
Chemical I? 1*0 port! oil 
in naint.
Demand in < Demand if 
197 5 91£ market one company 
remains same ; moves from
as 1968* 
th.tons*
Melamime alkyds 
to theraosett 
acrylics., 
th. tons. _
titanium., di02d.de 0*209 , ; 1.07 ‘ v 2*99
sulphuric;acid 0*705 ,  5.65 :10.09
ilmexiite ore 0*555 2.85 ; 5.05
rutlie ore 0.059 • 0.47 . 0.84
chlorine 0.010 .. 0.08 0.14
coke Q*Q1;> 0*10 , 0.19
sulphur 0.242 - 1.94 5*46
sodium chloride 0*018 0.14 0.26
coal 0*018 0*14 ; 0.26
C OITu • 3 *
5)£hernosetiiiVi aery lie 
Chemical proportion 
in Paint*
Demand in .. Penand if one
1975 if market company moves
remains sane from Melamine
as 1968* alkyds to thermo-
th*tons* sett acrylics*
— th*tons*_____ .
epo;:y resin 0*505 2*44 4*56
butyl methacrylate 0*071 0.57 1.02
hydrosyotkyl
acrylate - • - 0*077 0*62 1*10
styrene. 0*156 1*25 2,25
acetone cyanohydrin 0*047 0*58 0*67
butyl .alcohol' 0*041 0*55- 0.59
e % hy 1 e-no - 0 rid e , 0*056 o& 29 0*52
,acrylic acid 0*060 0*48 0,86
bensexxe 0.155 1.08 1*95
ethylene O.050 0.40 0.72
hydrogen cyanide 0*016 0*15 0, 25
acetone . ■ ■' 0*056 0.29 0,52
propylene (1) 0.051 0.25 0, 44:'
naphtha (1) 0.116 0»95 1*66
propylene (2) 0.060 0.48 0,86
coal (l) 0*574 119.67 119*87,
naphtha (2) 12*512 96.75 176.24
■naphtha (5) 0.161 I.29 2, 5,0;.
methane . 0.015 0.10 0*19.
ammonia■ 0.015 0,10 0*19
sulphuric acid 0.012 0,10 0.17
iso-propyl alcohol 0.044 0.55 0*65
2-77
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3) ^liornoe et t iii,2; c. cry lie» 
Chemical* Pro£>ortion 
in Paint•
Demand in Demand if one
1975 if market . company moves, 
remains sane. from melamine
as. 19 68, 
th.tons*
alky is. to therm 
-osett acrylics 
t h * t o n s . ____
naphtha (4) 0*129 1*05 1.85
petroleum (l) 4*104 55*55 59*89
naphtha (5) 0.251 ‘ 2o0X ’ 5*59
petroleum (2) 444*0? 5561.01 :6556.71
petroleum (5) .5*008 46.57 ■, 05*14
propylene (5) ,0.059 0.51 0.56
petroleum (4) .4*655 57.51 , . 66060
petroleum (5) .9*054 72*60 ,129*60
naphtha (6) ,0.165 .1*51 2*55
petroleum (6) ,5*380 47.15 , 84.17
melamine-formald 
resin 0*121 0.97 1*75
mylol 0.555 2.85 ' 5.08
n-butanol 0*010 0.08 0.14
formaldehyde 0.075 0.60 1.07
melamine 0* 046 0.57 ' 0.66
naphtha (7) 4.092 52.81 V 58.57
petroleum (7) 147.402 1182.65 2111*16
coal (2) 40.201 522.57 '575.46
methanol 0.054 0.27 0.49
carbon monoride 0.050 0.40 0.72
hydrogen 0.071 0.57 " 1.02
dicyandiamide 0.068 0.55 0.97
calcium cyanamide 0.124 0.99 I.??
carbon dioxide 0.117 0*94 1.67
Z7f
E~* tip acrylic finish*
Chemicals .-proportion. . Demand In 1975
'■   In;. Paint*./ if market remains
■''■ / . the same., as. 1968*
V th. tons#
titanium dionide 0*066 0.10
sulphuric acid 0*225 0*55 -
ilmenito ore 0.111 0*17'
rutile ore 0.019 0.05
chlorine ; 0*009 negligible
coke 0*004 > 0.01 ;
sulphur 0*076 0.12
sodium chloride 0.005 0.01
coal (l) 0*005 0.01
toluene 0*261 0.41
c oal tar 21. a*
coal (2) 56*66 60.22
naphtha (1) 2.657 4*159
petroleum (l) 95*640 149.29
methyl ethyl ketone 0.022 0.05
sec.butyl alcohol 0*026 0*04
n«* but ones 0*025 0*05
acetone 0.176 0.27
isoprox>yl alcohol 0.202 0*51
propylene 0.172 0.27
naphtha (2) O.7I9 1.12
petroleum (2) 25*955 40.40
acrylic resin 0*562 0.56
methyl methacrylate 0.268 ‘ 0.42
styrene 0.094
279
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gilBhlS 54 (oont.j .#r<gnan«^w.mj wim '.mm
<«*flB» wwcatnu. .iji’ u.^^H^R^eys^wr* wt-'mwanfA*.
’'..Chemical'. proportion ■ Penand in ■ 197 5
. *. - .  . ■"in.. Paint* ±£ ■ market '-remainsj the
acetono cyanohydrin 0.28A
same:ac 1968*- *
th.tons. ., ---'-p-■l!.;|l f -~
0«4.4../.;. ...
sulphuric acid 0.029 o.o5 ■
’ methanol 0.095 0.15
"bens one 0.081 0.13
ethylene 0.030 0.05 -v.
hydrogen cyanide 6*100 0*16
acetone 6.215 0*33
carbon monoxide 0.015 0.02
hydrogen 0.020 0.05
naphtha (3) 7*307 11.51
naphtha (4) 6.097 0.15
sulphuric acid 0.072 0*11
ammonia: 0.084 6i| 13 ■
methane 0.079 0.12
isopropyl ale ohol 0.262 0*41
coal 5.024 7.B3
petroleum (3) 266.413 41.50
petroleum (4) 5*499 5.45
propylene 0.256 0.37
naphtha (5) 6.986 1.54
petroleum (5) 35*565 53*40
lampblack "O.OOl- ne:g li^ible
butyl bensyl phthalate 0*046 G.07
■Z^
TABI.E 54 (ooni.V.
4) ff-hormo-Dlast 1 c acrylic finish*
Chemical* . . ' proportion, Demand, 'in 197-5r
jyO!Mnts . if market remains the
same as ■1966* ■ 
tliotono* _ _
oellosolve acetate 0*110 0.17
chemical cotton 0*074 0*11
acetic anhydride
c
0*043 0.07
ao etaldehyde 0*032 0*08
ethylene 0.003 nog
naphtha (6) 0.010 0*02
petroleum (6) 0*361 0* 36
2<rr
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Xnnoya.frIons In the Hot or car/nafnt Industry.
TbQZ'Q are two possible changes which may occur in 
the . industry*
2*) Xho use of an acrylic finish by all manufacturers..
Acrylics have now been accepted as having better'.
■properties than the melamine alley do and throughout the
U.K. there has been a  gradual phase out of alkyds• 'This
substitution is expected to be completed by 1975* Acrylics
are being tried, for eloc.troeo&tiag primers (129). with the
eventual aim of producing an electrocoat finish*
Chemicals affected' by Changeover* :
fhese can.be seen by looking at fable 94* Ma^or
losses will be in the alkyds» phthalic anhydride? soya oil*
glycerol and naphthalene markets. fhe coal industry will
be affected by the changeover since the raw materials for
alkyds are based ms&iiy on coal whereas acrylics are based on
petroleum. Production gains will be in all the raw material
and chemical Intermediates for producing the thermosetting
acrylic finish. fhese include acrylic resin? butyl
methacrylate5 hy&rory ethylacrylate styrene and syloi*
As melamine formaldehyde resins are used in both paints
demand will only be marginally affected*
Process changes which may affect the demand for raw
materials will be in aromabies production which is moving
from the coal based method to one utilising peteroleum (ipO)•
Other changes will be in the method for the preparation of
phthalic anhydride which is moving from naphthalene to o«*sylehe
based raw materials. However for 1975 these changes will
not be great enough to affect input output or raw material 
demands.
Th±s: is a hot? application technique- which--is being;; 
developed lor the production of car components and bodies*
5?he .process consists of:a powder -container, - a d o  vice -.for-- : 
taking ponder from the container $ a mechanic ai action in 
transferring- the ponder by . means., of this applicator to the 
object to be coated and finally deposition on to the face*
S?wo mechanisms come into play in forming the.-coating- i*e* : „ ; 
initial adhesion of powder to the. skin and then interparticle 
adhesion and interlocking between the particles.to build 
up the necessary layer depth* The major feature of the 
process can-be summarised asfollowst
1) An even coating can be obtained without the need I or.'
■ overlapping spray strokes so the process..-is ideal for
both unskilled manual application and -automatic systems*
2) A much thicker coating can be applied than with liquid > 
paint giving greater protection against, corrosion*
3) Pretreatment of the metal-is simpiiffed* . - -.
-4): Ho undercoat or primer is necessary*
5}- Price -per- square .foot .of finished component is lower- 
than that of a two paint system*
6) -Material utilisation is high 90-9^^*
7) Bpomy resins can be used which have high protective , , 
qualities• , .
8) Elimination of solvent reduces fire -hazard and pollution*
cont•}«
1) At £>resent it. is ;thG;:ideal system .for -coating small 
areas accessories etc# but is not as ef fee lent: on-larger
surface s.,trhiph, require a- really good gloss finish however 
with the development of acrylic powder. still... in their early 
stages this will probably be .overcome*
2} 2he initial capital cost of eqiiipment is relatively, 
high so it is useful mainly for mass produced articles.*;. . ,■ .
5) Colour change, is difficult ...and colour matching produces., 
problems*
Methods of Atrolio
2) fflul&lsod Bed Technicues (sec diag*20)*
Powder is deposited by heating the article aiid 
passing it through a powder In suspension*
Markets for Powdersflool*  ......... .. 'Winn'll itn n r  ommiHim iwrnminiw
. . .  Estimated consumption.of powders.in Western Europe 
is shown in graph which shows a growth from 29000 tons in 
1965 to 12 thousand tons in 1970* .Sales of powders by 
different processes are shown in table 55*
1^  Spray Gun (see diag*19)
Powders are projected by an air ^ct charged 
electrostatically and deposited on earthed objects*
w •
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She most serious deterrent to the growth of powder 
in the U*K* is the attitude of the point making industry*
They have turned aside the possibility of this new product 
partly because of the problem of emcees capacity and partly 
because the lack of enthusiasm by the manufacturers who 
would have to install the equipment• In Europe as a whole 
there is excess^ capacity in the paint industry which has 
been reduced slightly by amalgamations* Price competition 
is vigorous and profit margins low, there is therefore a 
tendency not to introduce a now product which may aggravate 
the problem of excess, capacity* Because of the many 
advantages of powder coatings it seems likely that manufacturers 
will, in the future, prefer this method* In the motor car 
industry, Fordo of Detroit plan to build a plant within the 
next two years* In the TJ,IC, Leyland national is.using 
electrostatic powder coatings at its HortSvnnbe r 1 and bus 
plant and other possible markets are given (154)*
187
xit * V*
fjl'A t r r  n  C K
Sales of Coatins Powders*
(Sources British Elastics Bee* 1971* B*45)
Process, Tear* V?est Europe*
Germany*
PXuidieed bed 196? 1400 4*000
«*. 1968 1800 6,450
11 1969 2100 7*400
Electrostatic | 1967 100 200
■ * ;
Powder ) 1968 540 500
Spraying ) 1969 650 1,200
In Europe Citroen are using epoxide systems and Fiat are 
using an epoxide coating as part of the conventional finish* 
Tables 56,57? and 58 show cost comparisons with other . 
methods*
.Cost Com-narison... of Epoxide Bonder with Solvent Based 
-Faints, of Comparable performance* ... . "*/
(Sources British Elastics Dec* 1971* P*46}*
Epoxide Solvent
Powder* Base*
Price 1*044 0*58
solid content 100 50
overspray looses 1 ~ 20 - 25*‘(
prico/m2 at 50 0*076 0.1X2
Component costc c/ia®
Energy 0*014 0*00?
Chemicals 0*004 0*004
Paint c; Powder cost 0*047 0*089
wages 0*005 0*004
Plant 0*008 0.008
lABbE'57>. ■
Cost Comparison of 100 Units Using Sr>o:
Stove .Enamel-.techniques.
(Sourcet British Plastics$ Dec 1971* i
lie t hod* Cost £#
Stove Enamel
Primor 52
Popeoat 44
Degreasing and 
working time 365
Wages and 
Ancillary costs 
Potal £0 * 44
Eoomida ponder*
Powder 84
Wages and 
Ancillary costs 86
overheads
Potal
29%msrnm m tfgi kwh—mi »
£4*6%
CostCcmmr ison- with Elects
(Sources Sleetroeoat 71 conference.paper ss)^
Powder* Eleotronalnt«
Plant coot £555000 £50$000 .
Haierial coot per/week £19200 £500
basod on 100
utilisation
Running coot per/week £90 n.a*
On comparison of costs ma^or differences aro those 
of electricity consumed and price of the coating*
if?
Baw Material Analyois.
A typical formula for a powder coating is given (135)
Part by 
weight*
proportion 
by weight.
Epikote 1004 100.00 0.719
micaceous iron ore 24.70 0.177
rutlie titanium dioxide 5.30 0.024
flow control agents 3*50-4.50 0.029
♦’Aerosol1* 580 0-5*00 0*014
EpiZnxre 107 2.48 0*018
Epikure 108 2.70 0*019
A flow chart for the production of an oi>ory rosin 
is shown in diagram 21. The preparation of such a resin is 
described (114) (120)*
Preparation.
She resins■(Epikote 1001 « 75 parts by weight and 
Epikote 1004 * 25 parts by weight) are prenelted together 
at%: 150-150°C in a two blade mirier and a flow control agent 
(3~5 parts by weight) is melted in# Pigments and fillers, 
are then added (0-60 x^ arts by weight) and the temperature 
allowed to fall so that the viscosity increases and allows 
dispersion to occur at maid.mum shear, fhimotropic filler 
(2.5 parts by weight) and dicyanomide (4*4 parts by weight) 
are finally added and dispersed by running the miser for a 
further 15 mine.at 90~10D°C.
The melt is discharged into trays, the miser
temperature being taken up to 150°C if necessary* TThen cold
the mass is broken up and powdered in a sui'casj.e high speed
mill of the pin disc type. The powder is then sieved and any 
powder that is retained on a 45 mesh ASTM sieve (550 ) is
retained for further grinding.
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PASO? 5 (cont.)., '
SS£»™MSuLSS5v^ i«tLi5^
She rosin need is ea epos^y resin 'combined with '
linseed oil fatty acid and bensoic acid* She pigment is
of titanium diosd.de missed with a corrosive resistant
material such as iron ore* fhe curing agents are of
two types? either dicyandiamide or dianinodiphenylaethane*
If powder coatings are introduced in to ear manufacture
raw material gains will be in the eposy resin chemical .
reactants. The price of the coating would be'Similar
to that of an acrylic finish but there would be savings on
the amount used and the pretreatment processes*
Conclusion*
Although powder coatings seem a likely contender for 
motor car body and accessory finishes these are still, in 
the development stago and it is unlikely that they will be 
introduced in this country in a large scale until after 1975* 
Electrocoating is in its Infancy* large capital sumo having 
been paid out for equipment and it seems unlikely that this 
will be replaced in the near future* However looking to the 
long term powder coatings will be introduced in small 
component production at first and then on body parts such as 
boot'lids etc* machinery for this type of mass, production has, 
now become available and is being installed in the ;U:*E» 
fhece effects,, however* will not change the inputs of paint 
to, the motor industry for 1975 but will affect the inputs 
of machinery and accessories to the motor car industry*
Z?2
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PART 6*
EXPORTS»
Graphs 37 and 38 show how paint exports have 
fluctuated since 1363* I:.o: liaablv In I968 manufacturers
earned 23 06^ more through exports than in the previous year* 
This sudden rise followed a period of decline in exports 
since I96I9 the industries peak year* when sales, reached 
£16M. Since then the trend has. been away from direct 
sales towards the setting up of more manufacturing and 
distribution projects abroad* Paint is expensive to ship 
and its fire hazard makes insurance prohibitive over long 
distances* Because of this there has been a boom in 
paint factories bf British ownership throughout the 
Commonwealth* These factories are mainly concerned with 
the manufacture of building and decorative paints* The 
major types of paint exported from Britain are industrial 
and marine paints which have specialised properties* The 
high rise in exports during 1968 has been explained by 
two factors
1) Devaluation.
2) The lessening of tension in the Middle East* 
However neither of the factors satisfactorily explain the 
rise.
The Situation in 1970* (see table 59)*
In 1970 the U*K. was a net exporter of paints, 
exports totalling £11.0M while imports totalled £4#4M* 
Exports were evenly divided with approximately one third 
the total value each to Europe, to the Commonwealth* 
and to the rest of the world*
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PART 6* (oont.V*
Shorts (cont.1.
Of the countries of the Common Market imports come mainly 
from the si*: with 51 fi of all the total imports in value 
the remainder coming from the Rest of the World# The 
Netherlands was the largest single export market whereas the 
U.S.A. was the largest single supplier* All other countrie 
of the Six had substantial and stable import markets for 
paints with West Germany and the Netherlands the main 
suppliers* the U.K. had small, shares of all these markets. 
Norway and Denmark were net importing countries with 
supplies coming mainly from Sweden. Because they are 
members of E.F.T.A. the U.K. had a larger share in these 
markets than elsewhere > in Europe* As regards entry into 
the Common Market it seems that the paint industry has 
little to gain from such a move. Not only are the larger 
companies within the industry already manufacturing within 
the B.sr.C. but also the paint industry's home market would 
be prey to European and particularly German competition*
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PART 6 (,oont»)«
Statistical Analysis of the Export Market*
As there fo so such fluctuation in export figures 
- see graphs 37 and 36* and in the figures for each different 
country exports have been assumed to follow an average rate 
of growth with greater weighting being placed on the past 
two years, (see tables 6g, 61*62 and 63)•
RESULTS*
1) Regression line using Business Monitor figures (volume)*
y «* ~64127*4 +■ j6*0356t 
correlation ooeff# R - 0»60. 
for t s 1975
y -:jm 7050 th galls*
« 7050 x 1*427 * £3.0*06m where 1*427 s 19&5 price 
Exports for 1973 19^ .2 prices - £10*06M
2) Regression line using Tirade Statistics*
y — *“lo2 )^«2 d "*" 0»o333k ./here K —  r) 7
y s £22«4M at current prices,
a £13M at 1963 prices. Using the price index for
exports from Rational income 
and Expenditure 1970*
COKCLUSIQII.
Because of fluctuations in the figures, without any 
variable for explanation, a trend line was used to forecast 
the exports for 1975 based on 1963 prices# The respective 
values from Business Monitor figures and Trade Statistics for 
the U.K. gave £10#06m and £13M*
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TABLE. 63* ...*WW> HijrMXW ■■ <j>» 'AMJI Wt -M flH W  rate ■#
EXPORTS OF V A i m * ■■'■ 
IUnit value indices
( 1963 m 100
1964 99*2 Average growth- rate
1965 1010 1963 - 1971 1963-68 1968 -
1966 102*7 2.0 1.8 1.5
1967 102.7
1968 110*9 * ’
1969 ■ 111<£6 ;
1970 ; - 109*7 - i •
1973. .. ■ 117*1 - ».■ - .
Exports o£ Paint*
, 1 . J • •
(Sources E* D. C • ) £1&.
1963 Prices# Current Prices#
1963 14 . 14 Growth rates#
•7 . -J r)
1964 14 14 63-71 63-68 68-71
1969 14 14 3*8 -0.6 10.9
1966 14 ! 14
19^7 13 ' 15
1968 14 16
1969 16 19
1970 18 20
I97I 19 19
71
J(Q
AH ECOffOKIC/TECHNICAL StDTOY
OF gHE 1J.XC. .PAINT ..INDUSTRY*
HR.D.-M-.PIRTH.
PARI1 7.
AH ECOBOMIC/i’ECHKICAI, S5TJDX
OF gHE U.K. PAXHT IHOTSTRY.
PARI 7.
Conclusions*
Input-Output values have been found for 1975 “based 
on 1963 prices for the industries, building and construction 
and motor vehicles* Final Semand sectors have also been 
analysed to give figures for final buyers and exports*
The results from parts 4,5® and 6 are summarised in Table 6 
TABLE 63*
Input-Output vxlues taken from Parts 4*5 & 6*
Industry^ Input-Output 
Values for 1973 
at 1963 Prices*
£M* 
Actual 1963 
Input-Output 
Figures*
Building-
Construction 50*9
Motor vehicles 10*164
Final Buyers 30*5
Exports 11*500
47 • 2 
11*3 
27*5 
17*8
The errors have been taken care'of in the respective 
sections but the mid-point vaixtes have been taken in each 
case for the final analysis*
PART 7 (oont.K 
•Mathematical. Models,
1) (The demands of the ma^or outlets for paint into 
building and construction have been found for 1975, by 
using multiple regression models. Xf 2%  is the amount 
of paint, used in building and construction
- Z1 85 ■3cE'-“*‘ Tkfx ***•*(£) .'..where ,3Cjj.« emulsion paint sales
. , < . , 3c.. «*■ gloss paint sales...,
G
and demand for 23g and ^  has been given by models such as
log 'x% rx f{log Pp,log,PI>X)
where Pp B price: of emulsion
P.P.I. a personal disposable 
income.
P@ a price gloss paint.
log Sg. a g(X0gPE log PPI) 
or in (1)
f/ log 3^ - f(log PEJ>log PDI) g(log pjj]9 log Phi)
As much error as possible has been ruled out in the 
models by consideration of autocorrelation^ multicollinearity9 
homosce&asticity and identification#
2) For the motor vehicle sector another mathematical 
model has been used to find demand of paint.
-:2 * ’1 . 2 5 1.50 1 . 2 5 0 . 5 5
^2 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.76
2.15 1 . 7 5 2.15 2 . 4 2
A _4ol5 4.00 4 * 1 5 5*71^
where s demand for paint by the motor 
vehicle industry.
scp - const# - amount of paint used 
in tractors#
are forecasts of sales of motor cars
by companies A 5B?C and D# based again on regression models# 
High and low values of the input-output values obtained are
i/3
Mathematical Models (oont,),
based on differing growth rates of personal expenditure 
but again these values have not been taken for the 
analysis.*'
The two mathematical models, above account for the 
ma^or outlets of paint, in the 70 :.x 70 inter indust ry 
input-output table for 1965* However in this table there 
is also a final demand section consisting of columns for 
outlets to final buyers* public authorities and exports 
as well as gross domestic capital formation* The major 
ones final buyers and exports have again been made 
mathematical by use of regression techniques*
From the values obtained by use of these techniques 
it can be seen that these remain fairly static with the 
exception of exports* It has already been assumed that 
other values in the paint row of the input-output table 
remain static (see.Part 9 analysis)« Therefore to a first 
approximation it can be assumed that heontiefs assumption 
of fixed proportionate input applies,
AIM* ’
To substitute values ofodtput given by mathematical 
models for both the interindustry matrix and final demands 
given for 1975 based on 1965 prices into the 1969 table and 
see how direct and indirect requirements of the industry are 
affected*
An hypothetical table drawn up in Appendix 1 shows 
how inter-induotry tables of exact values, can be transformed 
int o t
3l±
FART 7 (cont«)«
Aim* (oontm)*
a) Direct requirements to support the manufacture of 
an additional pounds worth of output*
b) Direct and indirect requirements to support the 
manufacture of an additional pounds worth of output*
Direct requirements (a) can be found by simple 
division but matrix inversion methods have to be used 
to give direct and indirect requirements*
Method*
A computer program is used (see Appendix 9) to give
1) A printout of the 1969 input-output table inter-industry 
transactions in a 70 x 70 form*
2) A printout of the direct requirements of any industry 
to produce an additional pounds worth of output of that 
industry*
9) A printout of direct and indirect requirements of any 
industry to produce an additional pounds worth of output 
of that industry*
A simple substitution of any figure in the 1969 
table (l) can be made by inserting the row number* column 
number and new total final output.
The 1969 table was given an initial run to see if 
the results corresponded with those in the printed tables 
then changes were made for the figures given in table 69*
The motor vehicle and building and construction figure in 
the 70 x 70 interindustry table were changed and the final 
buyers and export figures were used to find the new value of 
final demand which contributed to the new final output figure»
PAHl'-7 ( pont
RESDLTS«{ see A’pp'end i r 5)
TABLE 64* ■
Direct and Indirect Beguirements of the Paint Industry 
Necessary to produce £1000*s worth of out -put *
Industry* Direct and Indirect Requirements*
1965 including
"  ' .' . 1975 figures.*i*wns*iif  ...  Win    1 1 w
1) Agriculture 2 2
2) forestry and Pishing 0 0
5) Goal Mining 24 25
4) Other mining and Quarrying 9 9
5) Grain Milling 1 1
6} Other cereal foodstuffs 2 2
7) Sugar 1 1
8) Cocoa chocolate & Sugar con* 0 0
9) other foods 3 3
10) Drink ; 1 1
11) Tobacco 0 0
12)' Mineral Oil xefi.nins ■ 54 ' 34
15) Paint & printing ink 1005 1005
14) Coke ovens 11 " 11
15) Parmaceutical & Toilet Preps 9 9
16) Soap Oils and fats 40 39
17) Synthetic resin & plastics 68 67
18) other chemicals 215 210
19) Iron and Steel 56 53
20) light metals 5 3
21) other non-ferrous metals 15 13
22) Agricultural machinery 0 0
PAH? 7 (oontQ. 
gABLE 64 (contO 
Industry*
25) Machine Tools
24) Engineers •small tools.
25) Industrial engines.
26) Textile machinery
Direct and indirect Requirements
including
^jures*
1
3 
0 
0
27) Contractors plant and 
handling egu*
28) Office machinery
29) Other non electrical machinery
30) Industrial plant & Steel work
31) other mechanical engineering
32) Scientific instruments.
33) Electrical machinery
34) insulated wire & Cables
35) Radio & telecommunications
36) Other electrical goods 
3T) Cans and Metal boxes
38) Other metal goods
39) Shipbuilding & Marine Eng*
40) Motor vehicles
41) Aircraft
42) Other vehicles.
43) Production of man made fibres,
44) Cotton etc* spinning & Weaving
45) Wool
46) Hosiery '& Lace
0
0
1
0
4
3 
6 
1 
2 
2 
1
4 
52 
19
1
4
0 
2 
2 
2
1 
0
0
0
4 
2
5 
1 
2 
2 
1 
4
50
16
1
4
0
2
2
2
1
0
PARg 7 fcont»U 
gABLE 64 ( o ont» ) .
47) Textile finishing
48) other textiles
49) Leather & Par
50) Clothing
51). Footwear . ■.
52) Cement
55) Other Building materials
54) Pottery & Claes
55) Furniture
56) Timber & mix wood manf*
57) Paper & Board
58) Paper products
59) Printing & Publishing 
66) Rubber
61) Other manufacturing
62) Construction 
6p) Gas
64) Electricity
65) Vfeter
66) Road & Rail transport
67) other transport
68) Communications
69)Distributive trades
Direct and Indirect Requirements*
I965 Including
1975 figures,*, ■. , ,
1 1
2 ' 2
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 1
9 9
2 2
0 0
Q 7
11 11
16 15
27 27
7 6
17 16
10 10
9 s
22 21
4 4
59 58
20 19
12 12
57 56
W ?  7 .■.(.o.oat0 .1.
BISCUSSIQIU
From the results it was found that only small , 
changes take place and these are a reduction of inputs 
going into the paint industry from coal mining, soap oils 
and fats, synthetic resin & plastics, other chemicals, 
/engiiieers small tools, paper products, rubber, other 
manufacturing, gas, electricity, road and rail transport, 
other transport, distributive trades and miscellaneous 
services* Of these synthetic resins, soaps oils & fats 
and other chemicals have been looked at in more detail#
The changes are small because the paint industry gives only 
a minor contribution to the whole economy* It must be 
remembered that for this an&ysis every other input-output 
value has been assumed to remain static, whereas some 
of these values will have changed by 1975® The only way of 
taking this into §ccount would be to disaggregate all other 
sectors of the table and use probability theory to see what 
technological changes would affect the coefficients* By 
doing this a more representative picture in the way the 
economy worked would be found*
APPENDIX 1
A Note on Matrix Algebra,
a) Hethodology behind the dynamic inverse as. applied
to input-output analysis,
The structure of the basis input-output table can
be written as:
Output,
Input• { X 11 , III *•«••• IT
I all a12 a l p
II ' a21 a22 a25 a2n
III
a51
a-pZ a~pn
* • • • *
* ♦ , * ♦
• • , • •
H & inl0L
an2 & _ nj ann
Assumptions,
1) Each industry produces only one homogeneous 
commodity*
2) Each industry uses a fixed input ratio for 
production of its output,
p) Production in every industry is subject to constant 
returns to scale i,e# a k fold change in input will 
produce a k fold change in outpiit.
Prom these assumptions - in order fro produce each 
unit of the o th commodity will reqtiire a-^ amount of the
first commodity, a2j amount of the second commodity an .^
of the commodity. The units are usually in money terms
so that it is possible to say a * a22 * a- 
will give a pounds worth of commodity 11,
32  ----+ an2
Appendix 1« (cont.).
If industry I is to produce an output just 
sufficient to meet the input requirements of the n industries 
as well as final demand (in an input-output table the final 
demand columns lie at the right hand side of the table 
showing demands made by final buyers, exports etc.
The final demand represents sectors which are open and 
not part of the inter-industry structure of an economy).
The output Xp of this industry I must satisfy the 
following equation:
or:
v* - *11/ .-*1 12 ~2   In n = U1
where dp denotes final demand for its output and ap . x
represents the input requirements of the Jth industry. 
Similarly for industry II
- a21 * (1- a.22) x2 + a25
For the entire set of n industries 
(3* - all)j:2 * ai2 x2 ~ a132t3 alnxn = dl
#
*
~anl an2 i- ( 1  — t*n n )
2D
Arrpendix 1* (oont«), 
or in matrix notation*
m
** all) “ al2 a15 aln
0*
xl V
- a2i (l - a22) “ a25----- ” a2n x2 d2
- a51 • a32 ^  ~ a5 5 ^ ----- “ a5n
•
•
x5t '
♦
5•
- (1)
*. ■
*
~ ani ~an2 ~ an3 - -(1 - aan)
•
*
*n >
since the identity matrix I is:
and:
~l 0 o ----- o'
0 1 0 , ----- 0
0 0 1 — ' 0
• ' •
* •
• •
0 0 o ----- 1
k
all
- a12 * a15 ~ aln
a2l - a22 ~ a25 “ a2n
a21 a?2 * a55
-----  - a^n
anl ■ an2 " an5 - ann
can be written as - A
then (I - A) is the same as matrix*
(1 - au ) ; - a12 - a15 -----
- a21 + (1 - a22)_ a23 -----a2n
51 - + (1 - a _ ) ------ a..^2 z y  yn
- anl - a4n 2 * an> <1 ann-
Appendix. 1* (oont.)
in equation (1):
If is written as x and dl
*2 *2
» d3. *
• ' •
♦ *-J*
__
i dn 4
as d
then equation (X) can be written as:
(I ~ A)x r d 
ore x - d (X - A) ~ ^
where (I - A ) “3* m  the inverse of the matrix (I ~ A) so
that if the final demand vector can bo found by forecasting 
and coefficients an * a21* e^c* remain unchanged then the 
output x may be calculated*
Methods of finding the inverse ..of the matrix*
l) Successive Approximation*(iterative method) see table
Assuming that it is required to know how much more 
every industry must produce if final demand for agricultural 
products z*ises by £1* Since final demand for agriculture 
is £1 then it must have to produce at least £1 worth of
goods as a first approximation, Heading down the
agriculture column majrufacturing must have to produce 
0*07 x 1 worth of goods as this is required for the 
additional increase in agriculture* Other industries 
will have to increase by 1 x 0*18 but also must increase 
their sales to manufacture to take into account its 
increase of 0*4 x 0*070* Giving total requirements of 
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Methods of Finding the inverse of the matrix (cont).
For the second approximation we can go a step further 
because it is now known that manufacturing is to produce 
£0.070 of goods, so to keep in step agriculture must 
produce £0.20 x 0.0?0 and similarly for others £0.11 x 
0.208* Manufacturing will have to increase its production 
to satisfy the extra demand by £0.07 £ 1*037 (created 
from line 4) and 0*36 x 0.208 for others whereas, the 
other industries have also to increase their demands by 
0.18 x 1.057 ior agriculture and 0.4 sc 0.147 for 
manufacturing. Hew total requirements of 1.057? 0.147? 
and 0.245 have been made for agriculture manufacturing 
and others respectively and the process of iteration 
is continued until these total final requirements are 
almost the same. This is the sixth iteration which 
gives the results shown in table 5*
2) Matrix Algebra.
The direct requirements matrix can be written 
as (see table 14)
V  0.20 0.11.
0.07 0 0*36
0*18 0.40 0 ^
in matrix rotation.
Appendix I (ooat,),
Methods of Finding the inverse of the matrix* (cont.).
There are five steps in inverting the matrix*
1) Subtract the previaus matrix from the identity 
matrix*
The identity matrix is defined as:
0
1
0
The identity matrix minus the above matrix ±
*
1 0 0
*
0 0.20
%
0*11
0 1 0 0.07 0 0*36
0 0 1
•
0.18 0*40 0
ing the matrix 4 *
(1 - 0) (0 ~ 0.20)
0 - 0*07) ( 1 - 0  )
0 - 0.18) (0 - 0*40)
o - o.n; 
0 - 0*36 
1 - 0
Af-o.07 
1-0.18
i.e. Each element in the matrix is subtracted from the
- 0.20
1
—0.40
- 0.11
-0.36
1
corresponding element in the identity matrix.
2) Evaluating the determinant.
Starting at the top left hand side of the new matrix 
the first term would be:
1 X  p. x 1 - ( -0.40 X  -0.56)^  -----------  (1)
The first unit of this expression (1) is the element 
at the top left hand.side of the matrix, then each row and 
column of this element is neglected
leaving 1 — 0.^8
-0X07 1 -0.36
“)/ • —0.40 1 0.40 1
Appendix  1 (_cpnt),
Methods of Finding the Inverse of the matrix (cont.)
IIIHIIHW M—  ■ ■ n1— > > V n M M w *»w W W »4<«l
which is evaluated by diagonal multiplication and 
subtraction.’
i.e. ( 1 x 1 - 0*4 s 0.36),
The same applies to the next element working from left 
to right in matrix A*
- 0.20 r. £- 0.07 x 1 - (0.13 x -O.56) |  (2)
2nd unit of matrix A.
formed from
- 0*07 1 
-0.18 -
- 0*56
leaving
-0*07 -0op6
-0*18 1
r (-0.07 x 1 - (-0.1S)(~0o6)
Similarly the third term of matrix A top right hand corner
■ = -0.11 x [(-o.oi 2: - 0.40) -(0.18 x 1)1 ----(3)
Total evaluation of determinant is given by:
1 x (_(! x 1) - (-0.4 T. -0.364 -(-0.20) {(-0.07 x 1)
- (-0.18 x O.36)? (-0.1l){(0.07 2: 0.4) - (0.18 x 1)}
IT.E. In evaluating the determinant the sign changes in
moving from one term to the next i.e. + expression . (1)
- expression (2) 4- expression (3).
as 0 * 8 0 6 .
Appendix 1 (cont<)♦
Methods of Finding the inverse of the matrix (c.ont«),
5) Determining the cofactors of matrix A*
Starting with the top left hand side the firs.t 
cofactor is the value of the matrix formed by neglecting 
the row and column which hold the element of the first 
term*
Next cofactor moving from left to right in matrix A is/
the sign is - ve so the cofactor « 0.1548
Similarly all cofactors are found and the signs changed
-0*5^ leaving 
1
1 -0*56
-0.40 1
-0.07 -0.56 I - f(-0*07 x 1) - (-0.18 x -0*5
-0.18 1 I
- -0.1548
(if necessary) according to their position in the mat 
+
signs for subsequent 
eofactors*
+ +
The matrix of cofactors is
0.8560 0.1548 0.2080
0.2440 ’ 0.9082 0.4560
0.1820 0.4570 0.9860
Appendi 3C 1 (coat.)
Methods of Finding the inverse of the matrix Ccont4*
4) Transposition of the matrix (turning through 90°).
0.8560 0.1548 0.2080
0*2440 0.9082 0.4560
0.1820 0.4570 0.9860
transpose - O.8560 0.2440 (
0.1548 0.9082 C
.0.2080 O.456O C
5) Dividing the transpose by the determinant
Each element of the transpose As divided by the 
determinant.
0.8560 
0.806
0.1548 
0.806
0.2080 
0.806
Giving the inverse:
0.806
0 .9032
0.806
0 .4560 
0.806
l*-06 
0.17 
0.2 6
O.5 0 I 
1.22 { 
0.54;
0.1820
0.806
0.4570
0.806
0.9860
0.806
0.25
0 *46 
1.22
or in original notation
Agriculture 
Agriculture 1.06
Manufacturing 0.17 
Others 0.26
The inverse gives both direct and indirect 
requirements needed by all industries. It can be hsed 
to find the requirements by industries if the output of 
a particular industry is increased by a certain amount.
Manufacturing Others, 
0.50 0*25
1.22 0.46
0.54 1.22
.1820
.4570
.9360
Appendix 1 (cont*)*
Methods of Finding the inverse.,,of'the matrix (cont.V*
e.g* If agriculture*s expenditure (from table 14) is
increased by £2M then additional production, will be
1.06 1 2 from agriculture*
G* 17.2c 2 from manufacturing*
0*26 3: 2 from other industries*
Effects of increases by all industries can be
found e.g* if expenditure for agriculture is raised by
£2M, manufacturing by £511. and other goods by £1M.
then additional production from agriculture:
- 1*06 X 2 +0*5 x 5 +* 0.23 2C 1 r £3*25
then additional production from manufacturing:
= 0*17 2: 2 + 1*22 x $+ 0*46,2: 1 s  £4*46
then additional production from other goods?
r 0.26 2; 2 +0*54 2c 3 4-1*22, 2: 1 a £3 . 3 6
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APPENDIX 2*
Emulsion Paint Model*
Emulsion paints have been the largest growth 
area in the TJ*E; Paint Industry in recent years* Table 68 
shows growth and rate of growth of emulsion paints’*
Water paints and distempers, have been known for 
years and these were the forerunners of modern emulsion 
paints* They appeared around 192^ as a dispersion of a 
long oil alkyd resin in water in the presence of 
considerable amounts of casein or other emulsifying 
agents* These began to be replaced by the modern 
emulsion paints which are based on synthetic resins 
in the early fifties in the tJy!C* Although omuls ion paint 
vary in composition throughout the country the main 
ingredients aro the same* In 1963 the emulsion paint© 
wero based mainly on polyyinylacetate copolymer resin 
and' tfio general method of making the paint was by mixing 
the raw materials* Each paint maker had his own 
technique for the nixing process, but basically the process 
was the samej an additive one; (Eig* 1 shows the 
additive process of raw materials going into a typical 
emulsion paint)* Thus the first step in the formation 
of an emulsion paint model has been made up* The 
proportions of raw materials needed to make up the paint 
were taken from a formulation (49) and this was checked 
by someone in the trade as being typical* Prices were 
obtained from the respective suppliers throughout the 
country so that the total cost of each raw material could 
be found*
mulsion paint
A?PE2D)IX 2 (cont. Kr~ r~'i r~r'i-|- r • rIII i n~TiT-■wi<rcni>jb»iiii»>i i miuinf WinTnHMOTirt
Emulsion Paint Model (cont ») » 
e*g* proportion of ethylene glycol in 1 unit of emulsion 
paint K Q*. price of ethylene glycol « P* 
then total cost of ethylene glycol s P*Q*
Prom the cost of each raw material it can he seen 
which of the raw materials contribute moot to the cost 
of emulsion paint# These were found to bes- ethylene 
glycol* titanium dioxide* polyvinyl acetate* copolymer* 
diethylene glycol ether acetate and antifoam (trade name 
Hopco)* Each one of these raw materials was related to 
its manufacturing process*
B:>r,mulo*
The amounts of raw materials needed for any 
chemical process and the conversion used can he calculated 
(see Industrial Chemicals by Paith* Keys and Clarice)* It 
has been assumed that yields in England are the same as 
in America and where possible checks have been made from 
U*IU sources* The processes being used in 1963 were found 
from a variety of technical journals and recent innovations 
were, found from these and fiom °Heavy organic Chemicals0 
by A.J* Gait«
APPENDIX 2 (coni•)»
Ethylene Glycol%
Ethylene oxide is made in the TT#K* by the direct 
oxidation of ethylene with oxygen (410 $L1) over a silver* 
catalyst#
c e2« c h2 0^2 e C % 0 H  +
W
0
ethylene oxide
(co2 ■*- h2o )
ethylene oxygen 
fhe ethylene oxide may then by hydrated with water. ftL0$L2) .
110 'CHgCHpOH «t Dt*etbylene glycol
........... +rilry-ethylene glycol
_* ch2 + h2o
ethylene water ethylene glycol 
oxide ,
1 mole 15 moles 
Yield s 50 ^
Material usage
1,800 lbs* ethylene
19,000 lbs oxygen & air
therefore for amount )
ol ethylene glycol )
2000 lbs ethylene glyool 
tri-ethylene glycol 
di-ethylene glycol
IvQOOx ethylene are required
2,000 1
•19.# QQOx oxygen are requiredw w rw fcfia ii.iiD ii i w  -V^  ■*
29000 1
>j»lx diethylene glycol are
2,000 1
46+5^ triethylene glycol are
2,000 1 required
APPENDIX 2 (coutoY
iuti;
Ethylene Is produced by naphtha cracking* Various
sources (Alp,A14sA15)give typical yields based upon
naphtha* - In this case the source (Alp) trae used5-
typical Cracking of Naphtha*
Product s• A Yield*
ethylene 24
propylene 17
G4 - 10
fuel gas (propane and 
lighter) „ 19
gasoline 29
fuel oil 3
loss 2
showing that for every 100 units of naphtha 24 units of
ethylene were obtained*
naphtha ► ethylene - ♦ other products
100 24 74
For 1 unit of ethylene 100 units of naphtha are required*
24
from above for 1*8005: units of ethylene 100 3US0Qn units
25000 1 24 250001(of naphtha
( are required
Gnd 1A 1 *000r units of other products are produced*
24 2,000 1
The amount of naphtha obtained from oil ootxld 
be found (itl6*ill7) which showed tlia-t 1478 th tons of
naphtha was produced out of the total tonnage of products*
Oil -________   naphtha + other products
56.014 1 ton
1 s 47 0
Therefore for 100 160Ore units of naphtha 100 1*6000 56.014s:
= 24 2j,000 '24 2,000-
o f ■oil are required*
This £>roducos 100 1 s600 47*552s units of other products,*
24 2*000 .1 ?,476 1
Diagramatieally this network' would look like*
Other prods other prods other prods
units
1 , ■
■47og2 naphtha 74*1*000::
24 2*000 1
276*l~46*5x 
2*000 1
Oil
5!5*074
naphtha
naphtha
100*1,8Q0r
~24 2.000 1
-► ethylene
l ?6Q0;i 
2*000 1
ethylene glycol
orygen
2*000 1 
water
such that all amounts are represented in terms of ^  the 
proportion of othyleno glycol in emulsion paint*
AFEjffPIX. .2 {oout♦)» 
gltanlxxm Dioxide#
She process used in l$6p for making titanium 
dioxide was the sulphate process (A18).*
Ban terial requirements
ilmenite ore 4*500 lbs
sulphuric acid 5 ?000 lbs
scrap iron small
caustic soda small
filter aid variable
titanium dioxide 2S000 lbs
ferroxts smlphate 2S000 lbs
If proportion of titanium dioxide in emulsion paint - xg
^JjOOx units of ilmenite ore are required to give Xg
2,QQ0 2
units of tito.niu.rn dioxide*
9*00Qx units of sulnhnric acid are required to give Xo
2 5 000
units of titanium dioxide*
and 2 ;?X2 units of ferrous sulphate are produced as
by-product•'
AKPEKDXX 2 (cont*W
Sulphuric Acid*
Sulphate ores are used to produce sulphuric.
acid. In ■ 1965 the-majority of sulphuric acid was..
produced-by the Contact Eroceso (A20)*
Eav Material Requirements*
sulphur ♦ water s sulphuric acid
688 lbs* 40,000 lbs 2,000 lbs
■Therefore for 9 *000a: units of sulphuric acid 688* 9*000$: 
2,000 2 2,000 2,000 2
units of sulphur are reqitired*
Therefore for 9*00Ox units of sulphuric acid 40*000* 9*000% 
2$000 2 2,000 2,000 2
units of water are required*
Diagranatically the process for making titanium
dioxide can be represented aci-
water ilmenite ore ferrous sulphate
i2*000*ix00£x AxSQa* \  2tz
2,000 2,000 2 J,000 2 ^
sulphur ... — ---> sulphuric acid— ►titanium dioxide
kj u •,9 „QQ0x 9,00Ox
2,000 2,000 2 2,000 2
A ^ F B m i X  2 ( c ont * ) ,
Polyvinyl Acetate Copolymer*
These,are made by the polymerisation of vinyl 
acetate with a co-monomer such as 2 -ethyl hesyl acrylate 
present in the presence of a catalyst' (A21)» The copolymer 
is formed in an aqueous medium by emulsion polymerisation* 
The proportion of rosin is usually about p51 (A22)• 
Therefore the proportion of water is usually about 45 
The proportion of co-monomer is not usually greater than 
15$ of the whole polymer* •
Therefore the proportion of vinyl acetate in polymer - ;40^ >
,f n ” 2-ethyl hosyl acrylate ~ 1*K
The plasticieor 2-ethyl heryl acrylate was. being 
imported in 1965 in the U*K* and no source was found 
showing that it was produced in the TJ*K*
Vinyl Acetate#
Vinyl acetate was being -produced in the TT*K* 
Spondon from acetaldehyde and acetic anhydride via . 
ethylene diacetate (A25) • The. process vas later 
aban&pn&ed in 1$64 (A24)*
Material requirements had to be forked ont on 
•molecular weight basis assuming a yield of 75-80^ 
GHqOHO 4 (CH~CQUQ — ♦■CHrCH(pCOCE)
aeetaldehyde acetic ethylidine diacetate 
anhyd* , .
CSLCE(QG0CH7)o  -- ► QBy COOfi + CH-C00CH~CH,>y ' y' 2 y p 2
ethylidine diacetate acetic acid vinyl acetat 
The two reactions are.oomhinod into one opera 
without isolation of the othylidine diacetate* 
Material requirements*
acetaldehyde --------— -^------► vinyl acetate
44 units 86* 8*775
acetic anhydride + acetic acid
102 units 60 0*775 units
Therefore to produce 0*40n, vinyl acetate 44 0
p 86 o7f?5
units of aeetaldehyde are required*
Therefore to nroduce 0*40mr vinyl acetate 102__  0
J 86 "6*775
units of acetic anhydride are required*-
APPBEPXX 2 (oont«V»
Acotic Anhydride.» * »W n. m fc in*■*»«*«> «■** n )n .i i — >
Acetic anhydride is produced by the oxidation of
aeetaldehyde (A25).
CE^OHO + 02 — CII-COOOE
acstaldhydo oxygen peracetic acid
CE-COOOE CH~OHO (c e^c o )2o h 2o
peracetic acid aeetaldehyde acetic water
anhyd.
Material requirements'(A26).
aeetaldehyde — ► acetic anhydride
2f400 lbs 2,000 Ids
Aeetaldehyde.*
Aeetaldehyde was made by passing ethanol ana 
air over a silver gauze catalyst at about 50Q°C(A27»A20)* 
OE^CE^OE + J02 -— * CII-GHO +■ E20
Ethanol air aeetaldehyde water
Material Requirements.
ethanol -----------m aeetaldehyde
■ 2s300 lbs. 2,000 lbs*.
%i
A v m m i x  2 (gont»V* 
SfKAIfQh*..
She majority of ethanol was being produced by 
the catallitie hydration of ethylene in 1965* some still 
being made by fermentation* It has been assumed that all 
ethanol was being mad© by the hydration process (A29)« 
Material Requirements* (A26)*
0Ha - CH2 * H20 ■— * CgH^OH
ethylene water ethanol
4f300 lbs* 1,000 galls. ~ 1,000 6*570 lbs
Production of ethylene has been discussed earlier*
Diagramatically the process for the production of 
polyvinyl acetate can be represented as*
oil«maphtha-*ethylene-*ethanol-*aeetald©hyde -*aoetic anhyd.
water
P*?*A.
copolymer
0*15-2
oil-*• naphtha —methyl one-*ethanol-*aeetaldehyd©
\
vinyl
aceta
/
conversion figures in terms of could be inserted in 
the previous diagrams*
APPENDIX 2 (eont*Y*
'B m z m m m  u t tem m m n  a c e t a t e *
f h i a  i s  made by a  b a tc h  p ro c e s s  { e s t e r i l i o a t i o n )  
in iro X tfn g  th e  a d d i t io n  o f  d ie ih y ie n e  g ly c o l  e t h e r  t o  a c e t i c  
a c id  (A 3 0 ) *
■ . BoooOTi^  c2E5o«.2CE2ooV HaooocB5 . e 2
'd le t h y le n e  g ly c o l  ■ ■ © th e**ao etie  d ie t h y le n e  g ly c o l  e t h y l
a c id *  e t h e r  a c e t a t e *
154  u n i t s  60 u n i t e  176 u n i t s
Assuming 9CH yield*
M a t e r i a l  r e q u ire m e n ts *
d ie t h y le n e  g ly c o l  e t h e r  r
„ I M - ~  *100 * 0*846
176 90
— *  1 u n i t  d ie t h y le n e  g ly c o l
a c e t i c  a c id  e t h e r  a c e t a t e *
60 *100 - 0 * 3 7 9
176 90
I f  th e  p r o p o r t io n  o f  d ie t h y le n e  g ly c o l  e t h e r  
a c e t a t e  i n  e m u ls io n  p a in t  s  t,q * 
fh e n  amount O f d ie t h y le n e  g ly c o l  e t h e r  »  0*  8462:3 • 
and am ount o f  a c e t ic  a c id ' 0 *3 7 9 ^ 0 *
APPEIIBXX 2 (cont.U 
Methylene / Olircol Ether. ■
fhio is made by a batch' process..- (A51) by continuous 
reaction of ethylene oxide with anhydrous ethyl alcohol 
at 200°G and. 25~45 at pr
GH
I
GE/
ethyl
alcohol
ethyiene
oxide
units 44 units
OH*. -  OH 
) 2
GHa —  OG2H5
( c o l io s o X v e )  e t h y le n e  
g ly c o l  e t h e r .
84 units ' ; ■ ■,. r„
GH2 -  OC2 Ej + CH2
ce2 - on - • c h;✓
cellosolve
una.'cs
ethylene
oxide
44 unite
o h20C2e 5
CH2v 
\ 0 
GE«
I *
CEgOH
(carbibol)diethylene 
glycol ether.
128 units
Xhe yield of ethers is (A>1) on ethyiene
oxide and alcohol and the product is a mixture of 85$ 
ethyiene glycol ether, 3L<K diethylene glycol ether,
2*5^ polyethylene glycol ethers*
2o produce 1 unit of diethylene glycol ether 40 units of
11.84
ethyl alcohol are required.
5?e produce 1 Unit of diethylene glycol ether 68 units of ethylene
11.84
oxide are required. .
for *848x0 units 0*846x0 40 units of ethyl alcohol
are required.
11.84
and 0.846x« 88 units of ethylene oxide are required.
11.84
and this will produce 0*846 lQ0*64sg units of ethylene
. 'V.; -'11.84 ■'
glycol ether.
Ethylene 0aside* :
In 19^^ this was Eanufactuxed by tho direat
oxidation of ethylene (A52sil55}»
> ° \
€Ea « Cfl2 * o2 c e2 —  gh2 4 C02 + h 2o
ethylene oscygen ethylene oxide
55*56^ yield*
Material requirements (A54a).
ethylene + air -— * ethylene 02d.de-
29200 lbs. 26f200 lbs 2f000 lbs.
Therefore to produce 0.846 88 x units 2.200 0.846 88 ,x
11.84 8 2*000 11.84 8
units of ethylene are required*
The manufacture of ethylene and ethanol have been covered 
earlier. -■
The majority of TJ.K* acetic acid was produced by the
oridation of lig*ht naphtha (Ap4bjAp5fA36). •
■ naphtha — ► acetic acid +■ formicj propionic|succinic acids
Material EeQ.uireme.nts.
naphtha — * acetic acid v  other prods;.
100 lbs 72.5 lbs
72*5 75 acetic acid*
100
72.5 17 , formic acid.
100
To produce xq units of diethylene glycol ether acetate 0.579-q 
units of acetic acid are rcQuired.
To uroduce 0*579% units of acetic acid 100 0*579-.iP units
72.5 0*75
of light naphtha-are required.
and 0.579 1 7 %  units of formic acid as bi~produci are produced.
' 75
z Ccont.l* 
if aphtha*
Bight naphtha in produced from the refining of oil 
and is taken from the pressure distillate or atmospheric 
tops which are the light ends from the crude oil rich in 
and going down into part of the gasoline range* It is 
used by many refineries as burning fuel for boiler 
requirementsr
Material Bequirements (ik37)*
o i l    light naphtha 4- other products*
■55-#517 units Ip21 units 47 #789 units
$b produce 100 0*379% units of light naphtha
72*5
100 0*379 55517%  units of oil are required*
72*5 0.75 1021
and 47769 100 0*379% units of other products
1021 .• 72.5 0*75
are produced*
Biagramatlcally the -network for the production of
diethylene glycol ether acetate can be represented ast~
. other -prods* . other prods*
oil-*naphtha •— ■— ^ ethylene — —» ethylene — p other prods.
oride
other prods* other prods. diethylene
^  glycol ether
oil-»naphtha »ethylono  » ethanol 4-
^  diethylene glycol 
ether acetate 
t
oil —----* light -—  * acetic acid
naphtha 
other prods* other prods*
Thirds manufactured from ethylene oxide and 
cotton (A50,A59)*
Hatcrial requirement a *
HaOH sola*
RcellOH + 0Ea  CEg -------   BoellOCHgOHgOH
- o "
30 parta 17 * 8 parts 47*8 parts
by wt* ; by art*. by wt*
Assuming IGCH efficiency#
If proportion of hydroxyetbylcellulose going into
emulsion paint ■-* o then amount of cotton required - 5Ox
47*8 12
and amount of ethylene oxide required j* 17 *8::
47*8 12
Ethylene 02d.de manufacture has befii covered earlier# 
Magramatieally the productipi^ of hydros^yethylcelluioee 
would look likes
oil — ♦ naphtha  — ♦ ethylene  * ethylene
o:d.de ^
other other hydroxyethyl-
prods* prods* celliilose*
cotton*-^
It can be seen that amounts of primarys secondary*' 
tertiary etc* raw materials for emulsion paint can be 
connected in the form of a flow diagram* i’he amounts of 
raw materials have boon esrpresced in their respective units 
and if respective prices of raw materials can be found the 
network can be represented in the form of costings*
, Material A  ---- * Material B *■ other prods.
’ %  ? %  :':C
‘ PB P0
where * amount of material A needed to' provide xg
units of B and Xg units of C#
p ^ ' p r i c e  : of A 
PB ** price of B 
PC * price of C
Total unit cost of material A £ 2:^ P^
therefore the cost of going from material A to material B
- ::B?B + 2:CPC ~ -:ApA 18 T
This cost can be divided into direct coots, indirect
coots and fixed costs*,
I. Biroct costs incorporate the cost of materials and 
’-labour.
2* Indirect costs incorporate overhead costs.
5-# Mired costs incorporate depreciations insurances property 
■ taxes etc*
F ft
. 
.A3
.—
3.
ghe,. M athematical Mode! 1965*•
fhe: .effects -of ./changes of. labour-costs.-and raw
material costs were investigated as these were thought 
to;he.the 'most. Important*
represent amount converted to or produced in going to 
the primary raw,materials* ..P^  represent 'the prices,
of respective '.raw materials. and $% "* '%$%' -thei* •respective 
process costs*
From results obtained earlier*-
1) 3Ci.g.-s 1«oOOr where x-x- - amount of ethylene needed
*" O  r\ n n  *1 r o  J. ^  ^  jy
fhe whole emulsion paint network is shown in fig (2) 
where sz^  **1ZX5 rGProGent proportion of primary raw 
materials. going into emulsion, paint-* Other figures:,•■■3^  * ^33
2*000 1
2) e 69 = A2i222s
o n n n  ’2*000 1
to make units of 
ethylene glycol*
gfos; Haihomatical. Model 1965 i(Qont Q.>mn
12) r^0 s iO^OOO l^OOGs:
JV :2,goo - 20.000 2 
15) •£ 0*15^?*
14) ^20 s 0 *^x$
15) ^21 '** 0* 4S-
^  /; 06 '
.1.6) ^22 i; 0*45^
17) 2^2 t; 0 # 2 6 4 ^
18) 2:-« s 0*612Kj
19)  * 4$ ' *  0 . 2 6 4  2 1  Kj
20
® P ) S-A 2  —  0 . 6 1 2  2 4  --3
* 20 3
21) 3, 0 . 2 6 4  22 4a5jOOKj
50 20 67578 ^
22) * 5i b M  "'0*264 25 ^
... 24 20 6 ,
25) :-:52 » 0.612 M  25.::
J 20 20 3
24) X c3 • 0 . 2 6 4  1 5  1 * 1 0 0  1003:
30 20 6 , 5 7 8  2 4  3
25) '**, S iliiH 0 . 2 6 4  25 ^ 3 0 0  100::
39 - . 1 , 4 7 8  20 6 , 5 7 8  2 4  3
APESgPIX 2 (cont-..
She Mat hemat icalMs
30). ^66 * A l * A 22 0*612 ■ M  ■££■ 4i3fl2 122- ■;
11478 20 20 6*578 24 3
31) -«67 » 3 6 . 0 7 4  0 * 6 1 2  M  2 j  1 0 2 2  100::
20  20 6 , 5 7 8  2 4  3
32) s 0.846 100*64::
- 11*84 8
33) -24 = 0*846:ka
33) . ^ 25 * 8*379^0
35) :26 » 0*379 21»
> 75 8
"34
..ww.^.Va8ag 
11*84 8
38)
3*2 k *f* 0*846 40::
/ ' • 11*84 8,
a«^j80_w*---- 0*3792:
^ 72*5 0*73 8
39) £=7 « £La2£*L *-*JL2S>♦ *1 A M  7 9.KIf 021 72*5 0*75
40) «45 s ;:24 .:|l' o#846_jg**
fc44
24 20 11*84 8
22 0*846 88
40 11*84 8
:45 8 JA A m  0 * 8 4 6 _ J O
24 6578 11.R/1*64 8
"46
- 4300 0*846 40 s■mm mfm* <**■** m w m i.w j> m w m
6576 11.64 6
45)
44)
45) *55 «  S L & &  M 2  22 0.646 „ 6 |
99 l s4 7 8  2 4 ' 2 0  i ’ *8
46)
■-A7 t SZLtSi2. M 2 0 .579“ 
•' 1,021 72.5 0 . 7 5  <
ll.S^S
a 100 22 0.846 86 sc
5 4  "24 20 I l l s 4  8
s55 - M 2  | M 2 0*646 ^ S L _ *
35 1,476 24 6578 11.84 8
She Sathcac.tleal Itogol 1965 (oont.  ^»
4o) rg ~ ip.Q. ' ,4,?^22 .0*846 „, ,4.Q,. sc 
J 24 6,578 11*84 8
e 56.074 M O  22 0*846 88 x
24 20 11.64 8
=65 s 5 6 . 0 7 4  1 2 2  1 * 1 2 2  0«846„„4p_.
24 6,578 11.04 8
51)
52)
55
54)
55)
56)
57)
58)
--27 = tzi-i- 
' 47.8 12
• •
*^ 28 47*0 12
•—T! 35 .w38 ® ■
20 47*8 12
*»q' * 3LA SS JuLsS—
™  24 20 47*8 12
:40 ■* 1SS 52 2Jjji?z 
24 20 47*8 12
s49 * iso ss m g »  ^
^  1,478 24 20 47*8 12
—r*7 s >^*0f 4 ISO 22
24 20 47*8 12
x -i 4 + x~- ■+ -.s* „ s 1:? 4 ■
•59).%i ^ - -2pa ^ V  j * ...... * % 3 % 3
or Pg7 * S51>  + 4 * 2 *  =5V  ■ - " h“13Pi3
60) Bx o Sxpl ■*■ “<58P58 ” ::69p59 ” *16P16
61) S g  = S x 6 k 1 6 . ■*■ s:1 5 p 1 5  “  ?:5 0 P 29.
62) ®12 « s30?29 + S23P28 *
65) S 2 ■* - 2P 2 f  -“X 4 ? 1 4  - K 1 7 P 17 “  K 1 8 p 1 8
64) =  ” i a ? x 8  ~ :"51p 3 0  ~  :7 0 P i5
65) 5? 3c p - 2 *• x 2 *. x 2
3 3 19 19 20 20 22 13
<jsl
a.p p;
3?he
EI2JX_2_J[_qont. 
tfathemat ic si;.
* } •*-s •*«&»■. jjfwrti
Model 1965 (oont*)
66) a x21P21 •f ^20-20 * s 32*31
6?) *13 • “52*31 •#
68} *12 = s4l *53 ** “50*16
62) m «•„, p „24 “‘50 16 s“5lp15 *
^ ?)
58 29
70) 5 20 = “59*28 ^58p25 " "64*36
71) 214 * “33*32 ** k42p51
72) 5 20 - s42?;»l mi* :':52P35
73) *25 * :s52*35
•m S60*X6
74) 25 s **60 16 +* E61*15 " K65*29
75) m M „ 7350 = "65*29 * z66*28 - n67*36
76) 2 4 * XQ?B “ 's24?25 “ *25*24
77) 2c = "25*22 * “24*25 " :s34*26 ~
78) ®15 s K34*26 - s44*l6
72) ®21 s “441>i6 * x43*15 '“ “54*22
80) 5 26 = :'54p29 * I:53*28 ■ “62*36
81} *16 = s55P33
-
x46*16
82) 222 « s45*15 + e46*i6 - *56*29
^2? ~ *5£*'29 + Z5 5 * W  ~
84) 2?10 * 3C P + 3£ P - 2: P
25 24 26 25 16 34
J*V
*^55^*32
35*53
A PPSIID1 2  {  c o x iv  * } ♦ 
iPhe Mathematical' Model
65) *17 = *56*34 + *37*35- * “47*36
06) *5 s :::12P12 " --27-26 “ *26*27
8?) rp,A11 * *27*26 ~ *38*16
88) tr?•‘IB r *98*16+ * 59*15 - s4S*29
89) ^ 2 3  ~ ::4eP29 * "49*28 * *57*36
Assuming total cost of isrocesses £ and other 
prices erccopt the one tinder consideration to remain 
constant.#
fhen from (59) we have c
*37 = *51 * *1*1 + *2*2 + “3P3 *  * rl 3?13
If diaries to 1*1P^ (i*e# an increase of 3.0 
and other prices are constant
^37 £ .'^ 51 * "*■. 5"2^2
and ._'
V5J  S *37 ”  i * l s l pl  "  * 1 * 1
JPJj - ?57 a 0 . l K 1P 1
OS P' m Q.lZjP^ +■ P_^ (90)
where ropresents the new price of emulsion paint#
It can he seen that for a 10 " increase in the price P**. the
price of emulsion paint increases by G.lr^P^# fhio is 
only true however if the process costs remain constant and 
if all the price increase is passed on*
3?S
APPEHBZI 2 (coat*).»
$he Hathenat:toa 1 Model 1963 (cont*) *
■' y J ~t I I T " fnii n » ai i n m  hi#— #  II lu^Tnirr iq  fTitwrriwi'1 m  ■ nfirTtiinrir m w Tfnifillwiniii^ i
If part of the' increase is absorbed by the company and
part is passed on to the emulsion paint buyer we haves
If a^i a absorption factor { -’rof price absorbed) 
then the amount passed on to increase the price of 
emulsion paint ~ (l-a-i)
If J?i is increased to X*XP*j 
then — (l*-a^ )^ 0*1 * P^y
and 5?!^  « *•’ 0*1 a^2^x^l
similarly for increasing Pg to l*!Pg and all is passed 
on
P|? - 0 . 1^p2 + *37
and if some is absorbed
P|y - (l-a^l) 0*1 1?2z:2 * p37 
and 5 * ^  a + °*2'c'33.::2P2
She same -applies to all- price increases Bx**^x3 
Consider price increases of secondary raw materials? 
e#g«. Increase ^*3-^x6
S*m (59) *57 = *5l+ax*i+ -2V  I:3p3+ " ' + “13*13 <95>
but from (60)
:l pl - T1 ~ r68?38 * :r69P39+‘ *:16P16
substituting for ^xpl (23)
5?he Mathematics al..,lIodel 1963 ( cont♦ V*tr t iilwi'ilV ^h'hm  Kii'n »»i. W in n  0 , ji -iT^ fm PTinriW ^ >■<* *»m unujiu , , *0 — , n**ni l >L. >1* r .uriM*
Oonsider price increases of secondary *&w materials*
■Q*gp increase P^g to 1*^x6
*£his price increase may-be divided proportionately into 
the two products made*
2*1^ 1 ) - 1*1 i ^
• ‘ ‘ . f . ' ’ .
r57 * ®5i * "ipl * - ^ V ” " - ^ 3^5 £3?on 59
tut, from {60} ^3?x = ^  - Sg8?58 - a%9* ^  - ^ 6Pl6
substituting for 2^  P^ i& (95)
lY *><-;
- f
P-7 . 251 * ^  - ^ 8p56 - - *i6*1(S - V 2 - W ^ ' V i s i
Assuming' that the only price which alters is P^g and that this
affects the emulsion paint price only*
£*,„: s const*' m % 6 “16 where const* ** 'f^ *
57
■ ; ’ ^  ^ 6.9p 59 * ~3?5 ^ ......
b can be'Written as •
P37 = 0oaBt* - :16pi6 L s £ l  I “ "16” 16  _ J
Klpl “ ' X6Q*5Q " "68P36
where const - prev* const* - P-^ g
similarly after price increase ,
& COXlOt *» l*l2C P ( )  <m. 1*1-'- ^
*1*1 - *68*38 -1*1 ~
3*7
A V T ' M W I X  2 (eGiil;*Y>
She llatliomatloal. Ilodol W§ 3  (con
therefore*
jp* *» P gg COHSU* «* s  P (»^ i P*
^ - 1  - % a p58
$£ an amount a (< of price change) is absorbed
% * X  ** ^68
we know that s:3ir - -18 from X
20 ~
Shoreiore eubs tit ntins in (94) and (95) for 2:^ 6
* 0,1 (X^ax) 10 rn Vr6 ( ^  ) - P«7
Klpl “ ::6gp58
H i  “ 0.1 || ^ P l6 ( ^  ) - P57
V l  " “C0p30 '
As occurs .more than once in the network the 
00ire3ponding' price- Increase will' be accumulative for 
the. total price effect*
In. general
M 7 - O.X(l-a)oscP (__£_) - P-7 (96)
V* r ~ r^ ^
where - new pzico of omuloion paint*¥* I
a • amount of price increase absorbed by the
company in a particular process*
c - conversion factor for any secondary tertiary
raw material to the primary raw material, 
given by actuations 1-57*
P r price of raw material under consideration*
F-x? .a . old price of emulsion paint before rav 
material price ; lnoree,se:# -
r - &P for chemical on network.
r^ •* rP for the bi-product*
r may occur more than once for different
r -«? • r^ chemicals due to byproducts being produced
continually along netv/orh lines*
P2? - V *  *1 " "66"58+ -69?52 * n 6 pl6+ ¥ 2" ¥ f ^ l 5 Pl3
Assuming that the only price trhicii alters io P^g and that 
this affects the emulsion paint price only*
PJ7 * coaBt ~ S16*16 wliere °°“st = *31 + 'l - "68P38"" "69p59
p _ p
2 2 3 3  15 15
If P^ increases to 1*1?^ and all the price increase is 
passed on to the emulsion paint price*
*57 = °*1K16P16 + p37 04)
If an amount a^ ( i of price change) Is absorbed
then Pjj -85 6*l( *■ (95)
ue know that x , s lOss* from (i)
20 ;
therefore' substituting in '(94) and (55) for sr^ g
:p£» s ' 0*1 18 x.V.f* P 7~2? 20 1 Vi
and Pi? = 0.1(l-ai) M ^ g -  *57
^  SO
As P^g occurs more than once in the network the corresponding 
price increases will be accumulative for the total price 
effect*
APPWDtX 2 (eont#V*
glie flatliemati c.al. llodeX 1963 ;( cont*-)
In general*.
Pfy p 0*l{X~a) cxP + (96)
where new. price of emulsl on paint *
a s , amount of price increase absorbed bythe
.C” • ' .■company in ,a particular process,* ...,; ■
c - conversion factor for any secondary
./ tertiary rat? aat.erial to the primary ;
'..raw material, -giyen by equations 1*57
,;. 3? .. , V  /prioe, of. raw-materiai'- under: consideration*:
'2>r~. . s ■ old . price of emulsion paint, before •rat?-"/-/-/
material price increase*
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3? he model has he on made mathematical so that the 
effect of price increases of raw materials, on the price 
of emulsion paint can he, found*- fo find the- effect of 
increasing labour costs*-?
equations 59-89 can be written in terms of labour costs 
and other process costs*
E1 -s H  °l 9 H * x  *68*38 “ *69*39 * *16*16
(®6 3 %  + c6)
If other costs remain constant hut Lx increases, to l#.li>x
then *P| - 1*1LX +
and ^ r 0*1LX or 2?* r 0*11^-+ f
so if labour increases by 1(K then the total cost increases.
by 10H from (59) we have
*37 - *31 ^ *1*1 * *2*2 * w  • ~ •1- h 5 *13
p57 ~ 1*31 ■*■ c3i + 3:iri + *2*2 * + *13 *13
Increasing labour by 1<K
’ -57 - 1*1131+ c3i-" - i h ^  s2*2+ ’" + “15*13
P* - P.,. - 0.11-.3/ pi pi
or Pi7 * O.U.„, + P„„
?*. ;>1 57
where iD a Proportion of the total coot S_^
If part of the increase in labour coot is absorbed a^x 
then Ply = 0.l(l-a3X)t51 *-p5?.
where L-.^  ie a proportion of the cost 5-1
k v v m m x z  2 (cont,),
'similarly for other processes- we have in general
- p* / o ; i ( i - a ) ^ r p 3*
■- ■■■' " ~+ri ■
where I e proportion of 29 i*e* If labour costs are 
, 4-^* of overall, coots then
h * 0*04 S if * - .25 * * .jL_ 25 « 1
, ... .: 100,
p* = o.i (l-a)is_ i--7 = 0 .1 (X-a) (sjPx )
P* r t r-s ( mn P + 21, P„ )- T ”1 v 1 1 68 58
and if a ~ 0 i*e* non absorbed
P* * 0*1 ) 4
"'Vi P« + *r p  **
■ X  + “ 6 8  5 6
the sane would apply if we wanted to consider a change in 
any of the other costs which ai*e part of the total costs. 
i*e* depreciationj utilities etc* but in this case we 
would use a different symbol to L and the ''age of the 
total cost would have to be calculated*
ERE0RS*_
In general the increase ijiprice of emulsion paint #
0,1 {X-aJcsS
“f* ^  r
X
fetal error -
d(increase) - $X inc_*J_dP * aCfnc«)dz «* & (inc.*)da 
dP dr * da
= 0*l(l~a)cK
• „&P
J^Ll^ 9«s.X « 0*i( 1—a} cP
■ dr ,
&(lho»V s ~0*XomP
> ..&&■
APPEHDIX 2 foont»1 
Errors ( o o n t *
(T h e re fo re  «
d(inc*) a 0*1 (l-a)cxdP - 0*1 (l**a)cPds * 0*IcrrPda
r M k  
0*1(1-
d( inc •■*),
price
increase#
a) c scdP 0»li l-aloPdst ** 0*lc2:Pda
oTcxp” ■oarUaioa¥'' 0»l(l-a)orP
or taking a » 1 
increase
a dr r da 
P 2t (1-a)
da « 0
s M  + j&g where j&r - drj> +
P 2c. r 12>
where
dr^ - error in formulation 
11dr - error xn yield
dP - error involved in the price
dx^
E mmole
Por ethylene (1) price increaeo - 0*1 18 0*02 65
20
error - ££. + - __
P r 65
9 0*129
+ 0*001 s - 0*276 +
Values of have been taken from
number 6#1 where - 0*022 - 0*001
*2 *• 0*196 <* 0*001
-2^ « 0.218 - 0*001
2£ ,
4 = 0*087 * 0*001
'::5 s 0*044 - 0*001
9 Q*p35 - 0*001
•v*
“7 0*00 - 0.001
:t8 S3 0*009 - 0.001
using paint
?7o
APPEBPXX.2 (confr*1*
Bs&crole (eont»y*
2^0 j* 0*001 0*001
&£0» 0*003 m 0*001
::lxs 0*002 >  0*001 
52^ 2*: 0 • 006 *» 0*001
^13® 0*370 •* 0*001
Prices Tsrere iound from reepectlve producers*
pi = 100 - 10 e/ton P21 mm 87 * 5 c/ton
®a = I63 ■•* 10 £/ton P22 ,*e*** 145 * 5 2/ton
Pp a 130 ~ 10 £/ton P23
M 184 - 10 8/ton
p4 6 35 ~ 0*3 £/ton P24
«*• 93 - 20 8/ton
T>c
3 * 3 5 “ 1 £/icn p25 r
10 - 5 8/ton
%  * 16 <•* 1 £/ton p 26 125 - 10 8/ton
£7 ■«* 1504 *• 20 £/ton p27 «* n<si
P8 - 220 ~ 10£/ton P2G s 239.454 - 50 8/ton
*9 * 10 - 1 C/ton P29 s 7 - 2  8/ton
?lO» 186 * 10 £/toti P50 • <Hr 2 1 - 2  8/ton
pil« 26l ** 20 £/ton P31 .3 122 — 5 S/ton
' ?SL2* 841 - 20 £/ton p52 ** 113 * 5 8/ton
*1-3* n* a* p53
w*'*# 74 - 5 8/ton
P14* 1 - 0*5 £/ton P54 Mfr 7 — 2 8/ton
p15= 141*521 •* 20 £/ion p35 «■* 239.454 - 50 8/ton
*16« 65 - 15 £/ton *3 6
mm 7 - 1  g/ton
pl7~ 7 •* 1 £/toa p37 317 - 20 £/ton
p18s 10 ~ 1 &/ion *38 St 290 - 30 8/ton
P20«
327 “ 10 £/ion 
129 - 10 £/ton
PS9
■* n*a*
ABPBHDlX 2 (coat.V. 
msm/ss FOB 1965 MODEL» 
fABLE 66.
Chemical Brice Beaulting Brice Xnereaee Error
' ■ Increase . ef emuloion Balnt» ..
o s&gQn 0*1 0*014
ethylene (l) 0*1 0*028 0*088 -0*276
naphtha (1) 0.1 0*00 2 0.005 -0*188
ell (1) 0.1 nog 0*0002 *■0 .188
ethylene glycol 0*1 0*069 -0*145
titanium dioxide 0*1 1.021 •0*068
ilmenite ere 0 * 1 -0.147
oulphuric acid 0*1 0.274 0*869 ' -0.105
'sulphur 0*1 0*190 0.627 -o.ioo
water (1) 0.1 n.a. * n.a.
plaeticieer 0*1 0.337 . . " ■ ■ " -0*035
vinyl acetate 0*1 0*353 —0 * 082
water (2) 0.1 n.a*
aceialdehyde (1) 0*1 0*150 0.477 -0.046
acetic anhyd* 0.1 0.325 1.024
ethanol (1) 0*1 0.105 '0*335 -0.072
acetaldehyde (2) 0*1 0.481 1.525 -0.046
ethylene (2) 0.1 0.060 0.191 -O.235
ethylene (3) 0.1 0.168 0.531 -0.235
naphtha (2) 0.1 0.003 0.011 -0.147
naphtha (3) 0.1 0.010 0*031 -0.147
oil (2) 0.1 nog • 0*0003 —0*147
oil (3) 0.1 neg. 0*0008 —O.147
371
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66 (cont«W
.Chemloal Price
' • > • - •' - - ’ .Xnereaee*
I>*?,*A* Copolymer 0*1
Calcium carbonate 0*1
calcined clay 0*1
t »
silica • 0*1
phenyl mercuric
acetate , 0*1,
di-*ethyX©n© glycol, 
ether acetate 0*1
di-ethylene glycol 
ether 0*1.
acetic acid 0*1.
ethylene oxide (1) o a
ethanol (2) 0.1
ethylene (4) * ■’ 0*1.
ethylene (3) > 0*1
naphtha (4) * 0*1
naphtha {3) • ' 0*1.
oil (4) ' 0*1
oil (5) > 0*1
light naphtha 0*1
oil (6) 0*1
potassium tripoly- 
phoephato or
sodium hex* 0*1
polyethylene glycol 0*1
antifoam • 0*1
hydroxyethylcellulose 0*1
Hosuitlag Price Br£S£.
Increase of 
Emulsion Palnt*
****** i
0.895 2.8J4 -0.082
0.096 ' 0.505 -0*258
0.049 0.154 -0.051
0.018 0.056 -0.091
0.002 0.006 -25*014
0*060 0.191 -0.156
4
0*045 . 0.155 -0.165
0.010 , 0.051 -0.526
0*029 , , 0*092 -0.191
0.008 0*025 -0.179
0.017 0.055 -0.542
0.004 0.014 -0.542
0*007 . 0.022 -0.254
neg. , ■ 0.0006 -0.254
nog. , 0.0007 -0*254
nog. . neg. -0.254
0.001 0.0042
nog* 0.0004 —0.245
nog. • 0.001 -0.100
0.018 0*056 -0.507
0.017 0.055 -0.578
0*151 0.049 -O.I90
APPEHDIX 2 (oont.) 
ffABLE 66 (cent.} * >
M w iiiwin ■ ■ i »i.inili>liWtT'Wnii. iinww~<1— Hi)i^ f a  . in. " I .r r .ii r r n - ^  ~T "m i> -
Chemical* price
increase
Beaulting Price 
* .  Increase of
■ Emulsion paint*.
rfn **' ' ' . '
Error*
ethylene oride, (2) „ 0*1 0*008 0.027 — 0* 247■
cotton 0*1 . ? ■f
ethylene (6) 0*1 0*005 0.015 -0*597
naphtha (6) 0*1 neg* 0*0009 —O.ylO
t
oil (?) ■0*1 neg* neg* —0.510
oil total
V,.-' , V  /  - ■
6*1 0*001 0*0024 -1.545
naphtha total- ■ 0*1 0.022 0.071 -1.500
ethylene total 0*1 0*262 0*892 -1.82?
acataldehyde total 0*1 0 * 65 2 2*002 -0.092
ethanol total 0*1 0.1 ly 0*558 -0.251
ethylene orido total 0*1 0*057 0*119 -0#4>8
APPE117) i .% 2 C c o n u *!*  
labour*
Bata for labour figures were not readily 
available and several attempts were made to assess labour*
1) Bata for labour* maintenance and overheads was taken 
from costings of chemical processes given by European 
Chemical Hews based on battery limits of a typical plant*
2) A chart drawn by Wessel (A40) plots operating 
labour in man hour per ton per step against plant capacity 
for typical plants so that labour could be calculated*
fhis however gives operating labour for a plant in
America which can be adjusted for the U*K* by multiplying 
by the average wage of a b*K* chemical worker then by 2*1* 
2*1 is the average ratio:, in terms of output per 
production employee of America to the tf*K* (A41) •
IP his willgive the coot of opo rating labottr per ton of 
product$ if this figure io divided by the coot of producing 
one ton of product (as given from costings in European 
Chemical Hews) then this gives the proportion of the total 
cost which is operating labour (see table 67 )
fable 34 shows what the effect of changing, labour 
costs for different chemical processes will have on the 
price of emulsion paint* 2?he labour figures were obtained 
as in
0onelusions*
The prices of raw materials which affect the price of 
emulsion paint moot ares ethylene* aoetaldehyde* P*V#A* 
copolymer* vinyl acotate, plasticiser* titanium diomide.
It would be empected that ethylene has a large effect sinco 
this is the major chemical from which most others are made*
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From the flowsheet "the other materials contributing 
to the price of emulsion paint are titanium dioxide 
and P.V.A. copolymer* Any new technological 
innovations in the production of either of these which 
would lower the cost of production would mean that 
greater profits would he made and perhaps this would 
decrease the price of emulsion paint# Acetaldehyde* 
vinyl acetate and plastieieer are all incorporated in the 
flow for producing P»?*A#..copolymer# If the process 
for vinyl; acetate were to .alter so that it could be 
produced more cheaply then this would he of great, * - 
importance to manufacturers of emulsion paint* 
furthermore this may mean that j>roducers of vinyl acetate 
and acetic anhydride wotild not he producing at a loss 
as jean he semfrom the costing of the iprocea»s. In 1963 
it was not possible for the producers of vinyl acetate 
to raise the price of their product as imports from 
abroad were allowed into the country at a much cheaper 
price than what producers in the U*X* could sell at (A42) 9 
however production was quite low in the b.IU (A43) such 
that it is quite likely the demand for vinyl acetate was 
exceeding that being produced* Ihis is probably whyfl 
in 1964 a new plant was,being oommissioned by British 
Cellanese and Biotillers to replace the present ones giving 
a capacity of 30*00© tons/year and using a different process 
based on acetylene and acetic acid.
APPBKBDC 2 (cont* V* ’» w '■Kg. ■m.wirtf iiIwiwtii . j>»". wi m '» ntroiin
Oonolusions (cont»} »
Any new innovation in the method of producing titanium 
dioxide would also lower the cost, providing the quality 
of the product remained the same or was hotter (this being 
essential as titanium dioxide is the pigment in emulsion 
paint and the quality of the paint would, ho affected)*
labour figures show that if labour costs rise in the 
production of the followings emulsion paint, ethylene* 
titanium dioxide, then this may have a large effect on 
the price of omuls!on.paint if the increase is passed on* , 
IhftVAgXOhSt 
1* Paint Pormulations*
fho paint formula vised was assumed to have the some 
ingredients from 1963 ,fco the present day* Should any 
other new material be used which would have a high cost 
towards the paint then another model should be made 
including this material worked back to its basic raw material* 
If the. paint formulation itself should change then new 
values should be inserted from x-^ * Eeoeatly
veraatic acids and styrene-aerylics have been used more 
than 3?#?*A* as the resin and the future trend will either 
be towards these or towards ethylone-vinyl chloride 
copolymers*
2* Process Industries*
Since 1963 very few processes have been introduced 
for making raw materials**'
m
ABPBhBtK 2 (co
a) titanium Morlde*
Hew plants involving the chloride process, instead 
of the sulphate process have been built for both British 
$lian Products and Baporte Industries# Capacities have 
been given and process details Ca 449M^ sA465A4?>A4Q) *
t>) V-l&rl Acetate
were worhing a vinyl acetate plant until \
1969 Ca.49).s British Celanese and Distillers opened a new 
plant; in 1964 .(now owned by B*P%) ( A$Q) which is still 
in operation (A51$ A52) * It is difficult to see how 
acetylene is made for use in this plant* fhe Wulff 
process, was to be used but this idea was scrapx>ed (A53) •
It seems from import statistics that most tJ*IC. producers 
of acetylene are using the carbide process still*
A new model (for 19?0) can be made up as before 
substituting new processes for older ones or incorporating 
both as. in the case of titanium di02d.de (see fig#2) *
SBE 1970 MODEL*
titanium Dioxide * IJew process - chloride *
tn the chlorido process rutilo ore is reacted with 
chlorine.to form the tetrachloride which is then orldised 
by air (or oxygen) to give the diomido (A44sA45»A46;A47?A43)* 
A.S the new chloride process becomes increasingly used 
there will eventually be a gradual shutdown of sulphate 
plants* This will have an effect on the sulphuric acid 
industry which at present sells 10^ of its output to the 
pigment industry (A54)*
571
2i02 (■» FagOj) •* e +■ 201g —  SACl^ +• COg ( foci )
yutlle ore oarboa cJilorina tetra
chloride
3?i01^ * Gg ” * S7.102 + 201^
dio-5d.de
process requirements
rut lie , -K chlorine + coke — » titanium dioxide
2*230 lbs 380 X &  300 lbs 2*000 lbs"
;£©r x0 tone of ^iOo 2 ,,230% tons rutile are required
■ ■ 2*000 2 V
11 * " *■ ««5S£x tone of chlorine are required
. , ' ■  „ 2,000 2
” 0 ” ■” _£0023 tons of coke are required*
2*000 2 ,
She ratio of sulphatesChloride production was calculated
from capacities given (A48).
?inyl Acetate* '
Tinyl acetate was. being, produced from acetylene-'
in 1970 ( although plants using ethylene and acetic acid
had-been used in proceeding years) and acetic acid (&35)*
OgHg * CH^GOQH  * OE^GOOCH - CH2
■acetylene acetic acid vinyl acetate
Material requirements*
acetylene + acetic acid — ► vinyl acetate .
630 lbs 1,420 lbs 2,000 lbs
for 0*43:q units of vinyl acetate J>50 0*4:% units of
^ 2000 
acetylene are required*
for 0.4rn units of vinyl acetate ■!«420 0*4% units of
2*000 ^
Acetylene is produced mainly by the carbide 
process*
2H20 ---p GE'GH + Ca(OE)
■' calcium oarbi&e- acetylone > . calcium hydroxide
' (slurry)•
process requirements*
calcium carbide water — * acetylene
218 lbs 1800 lbs .1*000 cu ft ~ 1000 lbs
■ 14.5 
f**5 14*8 ouvfu} &
therefore for units of acetylene . 218 14*823 units of 
H 1080 ; . 4 1 :
calcium carbide are required*
and 1800 14*833 units of water are required*
1000
Calcium Carbide•»IHItm«»i nt*'il*« I H*| I—I nil,i>l)»i)Hil >i mil I* MW*'Hir
Much calcium carbide is imported but the process
which was used, for production was?
2CaO + 3$ -- * 8aC2 002
lime carbon calcium
coke carbide
1982 1365 lbs 2000 lbs
lbs
for 5eko units of calcium carbide 1982s: units of lime are
2000 82
required and 1365% units of coke are required*
2000 82
SOKE* '
Coke is produced as a bi*product from coal at coke 
ovens b y d e s t r u c t i v e  distillation -of ooal (A57*&50)f
coal  -- — * coke +• . other products
100 70 50
for i>* units of coke 1-00& units of coal are required*
. ■ , . , . , 70 64
and 50m .units of other products are produced* .
70 64
\hiae ‘ is-produced from line stone by calcination.
CaCO^  — m CaO + C02
calcium calcium
carbonate OKi&e
3750 lbs 2000 lbs
for 19S2r units of lime SL5& 19.8 2 Kr it nit o of limestone 
2000 52 2*000 2000 Jdaxo required*
CEL0E1IB
:Chlorine' is made by the electrolysis of sodium
chloride solution#. '
2WaCl + 2H20 — * CX2 + 2HU0S- + H2
sodium ■■ '■■ ■ Chloride sodium " liydro^On 
Chloride hydroxide
Process requirements (A60).
salt. steam* — # chlorine* * sodium +  hydrogen
hydroxide
3660 lbs 22,050 lbs 2,000 lbs 2285 lbs 57 lbs*
for units of chlorine 3660s units of salt are required*
2000 22
and 22850k ' units of steam are required*- 
,2000 22
and 2285k  ■ units of HaOH are produced with  57k  units of
2000 22 2000 22 hydrogen
■
APPEH331S 2 ( coirS.').
SHE 1970 KOBEIi. (see PART 4•) ‘ ” ■
'z%? s^epreseais: the propoption of rat? materlald._’going 
into omulsion paint*
Ml% ^7^represents the amount converted to or produced in 
rgoing f  rom the'' primary raw materials* "
fX r £52 represents the prices of respective products and 
^1 ~ ^pO process costs as in fig* 2#
1} j- ~ JJIiihO-r .
20 2000 1
2) s * 1 2 M -  
2000 1
3} 2-1 6 h  iasfix 
24 2000 1
4) &77 -
■ , 2000 I
5) -34 - io& i§oo- 
•■'*<*• 24 2000 1
£> »5o V'5^*074 iaa M m *
p 24 2000 2.
7) **« ■ « i2a22 ioo isofi*
^  f470 .24 2000 X
8} .for titanium dioxides
if proportion made hy chloride process ~ s 
° ■ ' ' « » ■  *» hy sulphate process # y
*i7 : * y
1 2000 2
■$) 2i10 .* 22SS* 3r '
2000 2
10)^6 .* _£§& asaa* y
^ 2000 2000 2
^2000 2000 2^
m
gSE 1970 HOEEI,. (cont.).
J5* :
2 2H 4  *•
2^1 Q ■** a
2000 2
:^on sat SQQx s,• /* \J wnMga^M*1*'*
2000 2
15) -'*oi ■•» iLQ .sSiX2^ 52
70 2000
16)' n22 « J i K  S
2000 2
17) -23 « 228^ .^seor e
2000 2000 2
18) —7& ~ *~3—
' ^  2000 2000 2
x$>) - ~ 7  «■ isa-jffla* a 
^  70 2000 2
20) ::,8 "= l£££ -220* a
2000 2000 2
S 2 M 3 Q  „_3Mr E21) 3c-a « 22S5&--2S2
2000 2000
22) ::25 » O.lS-p
23) s26 - 0*40*9 
^27 « 0*45^
23) S41 « 0*40X6
2000
26} * 1512. -gSfl * 0.40::9
4 69 2000
27) xA2 * 11 M § 0  0^4Xq
^  79 2000 *
26) x43 * M 20 0,4x-
49 2000 9
23) %  0*4rn
^  1000 2000 3
50) *5- * 1600 14.5 _6£a 3^4*
^  1000 2000
/iPPMIBSX 2 (cont*)*’ - 
5?KE 1970. SOBSB* (cont^JU
si) sQ4 - m m  u r n  o.4=
p ‘ ?'2.i) 0.75 1021 2000 9
32) s w  „ 1 M  M g o  0,4 s
72.5 0.75 2000 9
33) see « S5221 IfiSL ' M2S «i4x
1021 72,5 0,75 2000 9
34} =63 = M §2 218„ 14,5 ^ 5 0  0.40*:
3 2000 1000 2000 9
555 K44 “ ~?l§ 14.5 _J>5S 0,4s
01 2000 1000 2000 9
36) s65 - so 1SL5. __210 14.5 ^ S S  ,0.4s
. 70 2000 1000 2000 9
37) 270 « 3152 iass'jafi 14.5 „65S 0.4X
'*" ■ 2000 2000 -1000 ‘ 2000 3
38) b-73 a 100 I M S  -218 14.5 _652 0.4::
70 2000 1000 2000 9
39) So p's 0,846 100.64 S
11.84 12
40} ss 0*d46^ g.
41) ^30 * 0*379 U s, 75 12
42) W 0.f*2 79*^ 1 2
3) s.44 s 0.846 ^ g _  =
* 11,84 12
S/r «• 0»846,,l4.Q„,.s 
^  11.84 12
45) s46 - mim isd 0.579s
* .102172,5 0,75 12
46) s47. - 100 0.379s
ht 72.5 0.75 12
47) S56 = 22 0.846 88 s
5 20 11.84 12
2 f t
ftvvmDlX 2 (cont ,3 ♦
®HS" 1920J50BEI,- (conti)
kc7 2 2Jk .3E Q.346 33 2:
s' 24 20 11.04 12
49) stcg a £4 .42.Q0 0.846 43 K 
. 24- 6578 11.84 12
0} *56 - 4500 0.846 42 . k - 
, 6578 • 11.84 12
51) ::60 = 521il 123 0,579s
bu 1021 72.5 0.75 12
52) r.&7 - iS2 22 0.846 63 x ,
1 24 20 11.84 12.
55) K6e « 4Z22S ASfl 22 0*046 ee " .
1478 24 20 ‘ 11,84 12
54) Kgg «= .123 4133 0*846 42' ,K
J 24 6578 11.84 12
55) SjQ = 47512 loo 4500 0.846 40 x,
' 1478 24 6570 11.34 312
56) as., s 56074 100-22 0.846 83 x
' • ■ 24 20 11.84 12
57) k . - 36.074 ISO 4200 0.646
<3 9/1 M B24 6578 11.04 12
58) S52 e H a I x  
2 47.8 13
59) 22*5t «
47*8 15
60} *^ 48 ” *SS jIjusSL**
* 20 47*8 19
61) x49 * 24 IS llifi*
24 20 47*8 15
62) z6l « 100 2g ll*8r
24 20 47*8 13
&p) 51^ 2 ® iiZJjL*LS JLS
1478 24 20 47 *8 33
-77 * 56*074 100 22 iLsftx 
24 20 47*8 Ip
avvmmir £ (cont,) 
fftns 197-0 MOSEL' (cont»W
65) Kj + K 2 + H S4 + Kg + Sg* -■■ ♦ Sl5 = 1
66) 5>x - P53 - (*i?i + * i * a > W ’- ,»*t5 *1?)
6 7 ) nA 2 - ::2^1 •*■ x77P 54 “ 2
p ’«
1 5  15 ‘r7 C Pi7
6 8 )
-
ai s
> • 2*2 * *1 4*14 ~ ^ 7 * 1 8  '* ** 1 8 * 1 9
6 ) >*
■ ^  ~
'%2pz r ^7 3^95  “ sC I:19P 20 " S 20P 21 ~
69) *P a ■ *P « v
''9 "9 ~ 25*26 ~ ::26 V 2 T Z- 2 ’i V 28
70) rp9 83 " X 2P 12
■* ^ v JL ^  *** X
29 2$ 31 31
71) "6 =
' t  P «.
"IS 13 2<=* 2<-
72) I 7 » 2;1 5 F1 5 + "1 6 ? 16" 2:3 4 P54
73) 2 g  a V t> « *r P .*. "a 6 0 “ 23 ~
• ' T>
56 56 ,
74) v « - 20 P 2 I+ ,:21p 22 " E:3 7 p37
75)
tn
x X0~ " 22 P 2 3 * 2 $  2 4 r5 C P 5C “
s  P 
39 39
76)
2 X3X - -:26 p 27 “ 3L4i ? 4i “ " 4 3 P31
77) *12 = 5:29 P 29 + k 7 9 P 54 - ::44 P S 2 - ::4 5 p 43
7 8 )
*15 0 "31*51 + 23 0 p3 0 “ I:47P45
79) * 1 4 =  S 3E?32 - »4&?15'. .■ ';
8 0 ) % 5 jj 2w. . P_, jT^ * 5£*» p*i?~ *?4 >4 "50 46
SJE>0„} whero 
! 2> * y „ 1
3n
. 2 (cont»V»
TBE*’.1970; IjOflEfo ( c ont * > > ,
8X) m ^41-/11 ■ ^40^40' ~ . ^ 52^47. ■"* :%5^28
<p _ ./ p  jl. *r T> *» 3T P  .
Ai7 .-= -*45 51 . -^42“42 :. ;■ :*55*45
2n n -jg ■ ■ 2C . - P 5T 1?
44 52 56 1?
C* «t- p _* *r t>
‘ 15 - *"45 43 58-3.5
-20 = s47r45 ::4oP44 " x6oI>46
2 21 = ::4 6 PI5 + ® 4 9 Pi 6 " :% l I>34
87) r4 22 = ,:55p4 5  + * 5 4 * 4 4  - “6 6 P 46
88) e25 - s56P15 + ‘57pl6 - -47*54
A Q \  (P „  P  4- n- p  - . 2:  P
^  *24 * ‘'pQ-15" 59 X6 69 54
90 )  E g g  *  : : u i ?54  +  - :C 2P55  *  -71-46
51) -26 a k67P 34 * r:6 8 P35 * " ? 4 ? 46
E27 s -59-54 + ^ 0-55 “ :7 5 p46
®28 = s:52P47 * s65^48 " S64F49
t) ®29 = E 65 p 4e ” "7 2-51
®30 = X64P49 + *65*50 ~ *75*52
As boiore the general equation of emulsion paint 3 
by increasing each chsaical price by H M
3HT
,rice
APFEEBIX 2 (eonfr.^. 
gHE.! 1970.,. m b E l A  coat;. Y.
3 %  « 0.1 (l-a)o::Pr + P*,
1
where P ^  s new price pi emulsion paint.
P « price oi chemical under consideration*
« old prioe of emulsion paint before increase*
o a conversion factor for chemical.
a • absorption factor (for case under
consideration).
£ .s amount of primary raw material in the emulsion
paint
and o 0.1 (1-a) |»r P ^
r 4- r^
where 1 = proportion of T representing labour coot.
Results (see tabic54) 
where t **■~1 ts 0.022 ~ 0.001
~2 as 0.198 mm 0.001
*m 0.087 m Q. 001
* 4 *3 0.044 O.OOl
2:5 « ' 0.095 *ak 0 .001
2:5 St 0.00004 t 0 0
S3 0.001 «* 0.001
k8 a 0.005 - 0*001
s 0.218 mm 0.001
X10 SB 0.002 mm 0.001
X11 «• 0.578 ** 0.001
21 2
s O.OO9 - 0*001
2: - 0.006 — 0.001
an
APBEBBXK 2 (cont*V* ■ ■ ■
REPBRllfCES* 1
Al) $he British PaintIndustry* F# Armitage,
Pergamon Press 1967*
A2) Paint Technology*. W*H*. Morgans*
A3) £ho TT.K, Paint Industry * B* Palmer# TJniv* of Surry* 19? 0
A4) Census of .Production ■ 313,65*H.M.S.G*-, , ;ii, «■
A3) Business Monitor■ Produotion, Seriea, Eo*; P*18•
A 6) A Prof ile; o f . the ■ tr. K* Paint - Indus try *!
Information" Beoearoh htd* ^ 1971,*;,,
A?) Chemical .Industries.- Handbook,.. Stirling* Gadsby & 0hown*1967
A8) Business Forecasting* 0* Robinson* Eelson 1973.*
A'9) Formulations of Organic Coatings* IT,I* Gaymos* 
interscienoe* 1965*
Alo) Heavy Organic Chemicals* A*J* Gait*' P*' 98*
All) Institute of Petroleum Review, April 1962* Ho, 116* P*118
A12) Industrial Chemicals, W* Faith* B# Keyes,
B. Clark* P* 374*
A13) Chemicals from Petroleum* A* J* Waddams*
A14) Heavy Organic; Chemicals *, A* f* Gait* P*34*
A15) Production of.Polymer and Plastic Intermediates from 
Petroleum* R* hong* P*9*
A16) Census of Production* 196p* E*M,S,0*
A17) Paint Oil and Colour Journal Hov* 14* 1969* P*?79*
A18) Chemical and Process Engineering, July X9&7* P*9*
A19) Industrial Chemicals* Faith Keyes and Clark* p*763
A2Q) Alkali & Eorks Reports* i960*
A21) Units Processes in Organic Syfihosis* P.H. Groggino* P*l002
A22) Eitropean Chemical Hews, June 1963-1970* E*C,E, Price 
Figures*
A23) Hea"vy Organic ChemicalsA* J« Gait*
l°lb
APPBHPIX 2 (cont*) .
BEFEBBlfCES (cont•) *
A24) E*C*H. Jan* 24* I964.
A25) Heavy Organic Chemicals* A*J* Gait* P*128*
A26) Industrial ChemiCG.ls> Faith Eeyes Clark* P*X8*
A2?) Heavy Organic •Chemicals* \A* J* ■ Gait, • P*126* .
A28) Chemical' ^  . Process: Engineering,'fiaroh 19.68* P.7?*--
A29) Heavy' 'OrganicChemicals, • A* J* Gait, P;*118* ; "■
A30) Encyclopedia'-of- Chemical- ■Technology? Kirk-Othmor,
Vol*■ IQ* P * 6 4 6 * ■ -
Ayl) Unit' Processes •■in' Organic ■ Syntheses, P* H* Groggings • P* 843 *
A32) Inst.*- of' Pet*:-'Eev*'April -1962* Ho* 116* P*1I8* ' -
A33) Heavy Organic Chemicals, A*J* Gait* P*X03*
A3 4)
a) Industrial Chemicalsy Pait^ Eoyea & Clark* P.382*
b) Chemical & Process Engineering, Oct* X966* P*32*
A33)■Heavy Organic-Chemicals, A*JV:0.ait, P*54*- ; 1 
A36) European Chemical Hews, Hov* 9* 1962*
A3?) Census of Production, 1963*
A38) Enc* of Ohem* fech* Tol* 4* P*647* ' '
A 99) Chemical-Abat fact a*'46.* A 236* (I952)*
Cost - Engineering An the - Process:: Industries* Chilton*?*312* 
Manpower in the -Chemical Industry* Chemical* EEC, p*46* 
B.*0*T * import Statistics* i960*
A43) Census of Production* 1963*
A44) Chemical and Process Engineering* July* I96?# P#9*
A43) Paint Oil and Colour Journal Hov* 14# 1969* P*7?8* ■
A46) .Buropean-Chemical-Hews* Eov.*;1 ?,*•■'196$* 1 '
A42)
APBBlTPXK 2 (eont.V*
A4?) E*C*IT* Jan* 22. 1970*
A43) -Chemical'Age, Bee*12* '1969:* I5*26*
A49) E*C*E. Sept* 26* 3.9.69;# ' ,
A90) ••E*C.II* dan* 12*1968*
A5lj* ' 33*0* IT* dan* ■> 24* I964.*
A52) •E*C.*I!*yA^* 29# ^1968*
A55) dan*-12* 19684-
A54) Sulphuric Acid Statistics* P.O.C* J*
A55) B*g*H* dan* 12* 1968*
A56) Industrial Chemicals* Faith Keyes Clark, P*29*
A57) Industrial Chemicals* Faith Keyes Clark, P* 281*
A58) Coal Carbonisation Products* 7>* HcHeil*
A59) Ind* Chemicals* Faith Keyes Clark* P.482*
A60) ind. Chemicals* Faith Keyes Clark* P*248*
A6l) input-Output Analysis* W* lieontief*
A62) She Elements of Input Output Analysis* 17.11. Kiernyk*
A69) Journal of the Inst* of petroleum* Tol*52* Ho* 509* 
Hay* 1966* P*l6l*
A64) national Inst* Econ* Bev* 1963* Problems of 
Projection* P*39*
A65) Practical Business Statistics* F* Gronton** B* Condon 
B* Bolch*
A66) Economics of the Cas'Industry* B* Crook* Phi) Thesis 
tJniv* of Surrey 197 2*
A67) Business Monitor Series l?o. P*18
A68) hat* Inst* Econ* Bev* & Annual Abstract of 
Statistics 1970*
10) log SgM= f( log P$Mi 1°S Inc.) log a 0.0768^5 ♦ 0.88667 log P - 0.0 
error (0.0267) (0.983) (0*1
t-test 2.87 0.96 1 .0
level of significance 5% ktfji kOfc
= f(PgH,PDl ) Sum = -0.6W62 - 0.2*fl6 P ™  + 0.00*f9 1
+ SDis PBla Se m  + 3Pis PDls ' '
e r ro r  (0.^161) (0. 077) (0.00065
t-test 1*55 3*1^ 7»5k
level of significance 20?o 5% O.lji
1 2 )log sern = f ( i o g , log PEI) log  ^  = 5.97 -  0.67^8 log ♦ 2.3
SeM+SdI s Pdls %M + Bd1* pdls
error (0.711) (0.1*0 (0.2
t-test 8.4o  4 .82  8.9:
level of significance 0.1$ 1% 0*1:
13) l0« £sm * f ( 1°8 M  » log pr,I> log fan = " °*6,fl5 l0* 3
%H+iiU s  ?dls Sum+SeI s j - N ' S B
error (0*0032) (0.092)
t-Uat  7J50 6 .97
level of significance O.IJi 0.1^
% LOCK 6
100 'VALUE* L»U;
101 ' INTEGER* I  # U, R ;
102 'REAL' AK # UKr
103 'ALGOL'J
103 'COMMENT' INTERCHANGE FLEMENTS OF B;
103 'FOR' lt«=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL'  N *00'
105 ' I F *  INTI  1 3* I 'THEN*
105 'FOR* K|=1 'STEP* 1 'UNTIL'  R ' 0 0 '
1,06 ' B E G I N '
106 X «® B11 r K1;
108 0 I I . K )  j *  B CI NT C I ) ,<3;
109 B t l N T m . R J  «■ XI
n o  ' eno ' xk: ~
1 1 1 'FOR' Xj»1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL'  R 'D0»
112 'COMMENT' SOLUTION OF LV » B»
1 1 “ ' B E G I N '
112 'FOR' I ; * 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL'  N 'DO'
1 1*  'BEGIN'
11*  X j * INPROD<J,1 #1*1# A [ I » J ) , 8 t J , K ] ) ;
116 X I *  X « R( 1><} I
117 Btl  »K] :« - x / a C1, IJ;
118 • E H 0' 1;
110 'COMMENT' SOLUTION Of UX * VJ
110 'FOR' I i * N ' S T E P ' * '  ' U N T J L ' !  ' 0 0 '
120 ' BEGIN'
120 X j> I N P P 0 f t ( J , I « 1 , N , A ( t , . l ) , B ( J , K } ) |
122 Ot l . XJ «■ -  Bt I ,KJ -  XJ
123 'FND' 1;
12* 'END' XI
125 'END' F401 A I
125 'COMMENT' PROGRAM STARTS HERE;
125 K»* ! !
127 'FOR' 11 , 1 V , 2 7, 38 , 46 ,  54 , 65 ,7 0 ' DO'
128 'BEGIN' IFOR' ! :■ 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL'  70 ' 0 0 '
1 3 0  *oegi* j '  ro u: *  read;
1 3 2  ' I F '  RU«*J 'THEN'
132 'BEGIN' UP»TCTEXT<♦ C D aTAXOUTXOFXSEOUENCEXATX
133 ROW' ) ' ) |
134 PRI NT EI , ? , 0> ;
136 WRITET£XT(•< 'COLUMNS' > • ) |
136 PRINTER,2 , 0 ) |
1 3 7  WRlTETEXTf• < *T0 ») • )  |
1 3 6  PRINTER*,7,  Cl);
130  » g u  t o '  f a i l
13V ' f N B ' l
1* 0
141
142
143
144
145
146 
148 
148
150
151
151
152
153
155
156
157 
168
159 
161 
162
163
164
165
166 
167 
1 6«
169
171
172
173
174 
176 
177 
1 78 
179
160 
181 
181 
181
183
184 
1 64
185 FAI t l
185 i fxO'
186 'END' 
NO OF ROCKETS USE*)
• f o r i  J j » k 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL'  KK 'DO'
T ABLE! I i J ) I ■ READ!
•END';
Xj® KK*1 ;
•En d * ;
'FOR' ! | *  1 'STEP' 8 'UNTIL'  70 'DO'
•BEGIN' ROWja read:
• I F '  ROW#I 'THEN'
'PEGIN'  WR1TETEXTC <«TOTa l SXOJTXOFX«EOUENCeXATXROW' > • ) ; 
PRINT<I ,2#t») »
•GO TO' FAIL
' END' ;
K<l» ' I F '  1*65 'THEN* 70 'ELSE' I ♦ 71
• FOR' J | .  I I STEP1 1 'UNTIL'  KR *00* TOTAl{J) : *  READ;
•END'J
'FOR' 11■ 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL'  70 'DO*
TmBLE1 1 , 1 ) 1 * 0 |
•FOR' I j b  READ ' UH I I E '  t » 0  'CO*
• BEGIN' J j a READ;
TabLe i i , J ) je READ;
TOTAl I I J i *  read;
• e nd ' ;
OUTPUT(TADLE);
•FOR* J I a 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL'  70 
•FOR' l i e  1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL'  70 
T ABLE I I ,J J»« TABLE! I . J ] / T0 TAL (J) l  
OUTPUTtTABLE);
'BEGIN'  'FORI I t a 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL'
•FOR' J i a 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL'
I NVERSE!! ,J ) j s  0|
• FOR' I ; a 1 I STEP' 1 'UNTIL'
'BEGIN'  INVERSE!! , !  ) | a  1)
•FOR' Ji» 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL'
' en d*
TABLE ! I , J ] i a INVERSEtl ,JJ
' 00 '
TABLE!!,JJ»
•END' ;
F301 A ( 70,  TABLE, I NT, 1)1,02# RESULT) I 
' I F *  RESULT 'THEN'
' BEGIN'
F401A( 7 0 , 7 0 , TABLE,1 NT,INVERSE);
o u t p u t o n v e r s f ) ;
• F N 0 '
• e l s e * w r i t e t e x t c  <i h a t h i x x s i n g u l a R»— n oxi nversexpossi ble  *>'> »
OF program;
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